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Ed Begle.reCently remarked that curricular effoits during the 190's
taught:ui a great dial about low to ieah,be:iter mathematics.,but very.
,little about how to twice:mathematics hatter. .The methemat,14001.11,"
54*-13.1iilyi, -Agree with both parts of this statetteint. iihejayman, the g'

p-arent, and the elemantaty sch64 biachem, hoiftver,,,g9estion"pe-thisia
that the "new math!,was really better that thy .N4.4 ioatii." At best, the
fruits of the'mathematics curriculuelnrevoutioe were n& sweet. Many

,

jtdga them to be bitter. A
.

- .t. .' . .
:4

While some viewed the curricular cHangea. of the 1966's.to be "mevolu-.
, ..

tionary," others disegrepd. Thomas C. Glrien:of*Southerninlilinois Uoivez.,-
sity at Edwardsville racerillynrote, "We have n6t_mado any fbndsmantal
change in school mathematics. 41 U6 cites.Aiiendoeifir.4bo suggested that a' . I

curricAlum which heeds the ways in which young Children learn mathematics .:.

it nestled. Such a cdrricuIlmt would be based On the understandingbf chilz.
en't'thinking-and learning'. 1t is one. thing, howeVerto,raccxjnize that

a,,concsptual model for mathematics curriculum:is sound and necessary an to
ask that the Child's thinking and learning fii,cessmabe_headed, it is.quite
anotheeto translate these ideas,into a carricultmoihio4 Can be used effec-
tively by the ordinary elementary school teacher workingin_the ordinary

4

IA

----aiihtary school'classroom.'

Moreover; to prepoie that children's thinking processeic should serve
as a basis for curriculum development is to presuppose that curriculum
makers agpe on what these processes area Such, is not the case, but even if
it were, ct:':riculum makers do not agree on the implications which the under-
standing of these thinking processes would have for curriculum development,
_ - *

.4 the real 164d of today's elementary school classroom, where not
Much hope fer drastic changes for the better can be foreseen, t appears
that in or to build a realistic, yet sound basis for the mathematics
curriculum, childreb's mathematical thinking must be studied intensively
in their usual school habitat. Given an OpportIlity to think freely, chil-
dren clearly display certain patterns of thought as they deal with ordinary
mathematical situations encountered daily in their 'classroom. A videotaped
record of ti{e outward manifestations of a child's thinking, uninfluenced by
.any teaching on the part of.the interviewer, provides a rich satirce for con-
jectures as to what this thibking is, what Festal structures the child has
developed, and how the child uses these structures when dealing with the or-
dinary concepts of arithmetic. In addition, an intensive analysis of this
videotape generates_ some o.mjeutures as to the possible sources of what adults
view as children's "misconcertions" and about ho v the school environment (the
teacher and the materials) "fights" the child's natural thought procestes.

The Project for .the Mathematical Development of Children (PMDC)2 set out

1"hy Teach Mathematics?" The Elementary School Journal 73 (Feb. 1973), 258-68.

2PMEC is supported by the ?ational Science Foundation, Grant No. PES 74-
181G6-A03.
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to create a-more extensiye and. reliable basis OA which to' build matheritics

curriculum. Accdrdingly.; the emphasis in'thefirSt phase is to try t,o under-

stand tne children's ir4tellectual pursuits, specifically their attempts to

>a acquire somelagic milthematical skills and co"ncept.i.

a

The PMDC, in,its-initial phase, works 'with children in ;grades 1 ati 2.

These grades seem to comprise the crucial years for the delelopment of bases

for the future learning of.mathematics, .since. key mathematical'eoncepts.begin

to form at those grade levels. The children's mathematical development iS

studied by means of:

1. One-to-one videotaped interviews subsequently analyzed by various

individuals.

2. Teaching experiments in which specific. variables are observed in a

group Xearthihg setting with five to fourteen children:

intensive ebservations of children in the regular classroom setting.

4. Studies 4esipmed to investigate intensively the effect of a particular

variable'dt mediu6 on communictting mathematics to young" children.

-5. Forme'. testing. both soup and one-to-one, designed to provide further

insights into young children's mathematical knowledge.

The 'PHDC staff and the Advisory Hoard wish to report the Project's activ-
ities and findings to all who are interested ia mathematical education. Dne

means for accoMplianing this is the PMDC publication program.

Many individuals contributed to the actiAttles of PMDC. Its Advisory

Board members are Edward Beagle, Edgar Edward*, Walter Dick, Renee Henry,

John LeBlanc, Gerald Rising, Charles Sock, Stephen Willoughby and Lauren

Woodby. The principal investigators are: Merlyn Behr, Tom Denmark, Stanley

Erlwanger, Janice Flake, Larry Hatfield, William Eugene D. Nichols,

Leonard Pikaarr, Leslie Steffe, and the Evaluator, Ray Cirry. A special

recognition for thiepublicati-_n is given to the PMDC Publications Commv:tee,
consisting of Merlyn Behr (Cha...rmanl. Thomas Cooney and Tom Denmark.

x

Eocene, . U.icht744-

Director of PMDC
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The Statement "Use maniP4-1 vas to teach mathematics" Mn teen
repeated so often and in so' y different contexts that there its da&g,er

that the statement will bd to beaccepted to the point where the use
of eamipulatives ih teac Aathematics appeaFs to be a panacea. There
are, of course, no.panac 45 in the teething of mathematics; yet. iX is
apparent.that there are more questions that need to be annweed about
the why and ho w of ustvg manipulative& to facilitate the feeding of
mathematics than most writers teope-n4m.

While it may seem intuitively Obvious that ,using.T-siviPsiszive aids
to build a concrete conceptual base will in the final enalysis-hell:
ch.41dren to assoolate concepts and the.symWimation of concepts in a
meanienfa way, it seems apparent.thaethe *gap" b!atween children's
ability to perceive maths ;tics through kenipulatives and tat, ability
to- associate, symbolism with the concept in great. The questiqn-of now
'this gap is narrowed and finally closed is a problem that has had very,
littlej.nvestigation,

. -
\ ..

'W'hen whi1Jren Tirst start school, they come with certain LAtUit11/0
netiens about mathematics. Whedwr be not these intuitive fictions axe

4 tappekand built upon by instruction in our schools is an -open question.
This is true because we know very littleabout what those intuitive
notions of mathematics are.. Chilgrodk have variqyq finger manipulation
strategies fz doing, addition, for example. Teaching practices fr-
quently discourage children from using these etrixtegies, aild indeed,
seldom are these strategies extended. and a relationship between chi, -
dren's iatuitive strategies and school strategies developed.

This publication is intended to share with the re edet the intermation
obtained from a teaching experiment dealt with the question. "What are
some impqrtant variables which affect"how well children learn from manipu-
lative aids:" Information about the relative effecr.iveness pf Dienes blocks,
counting snick, and =abacus for the teaching of place value concepts to
second grade children as investiv4ted. %Isc of interest in the experiment
was the question of whether systematic use: cf all ,of the m eanipulativs
wou. ld prove to be mo,e effective'.for learning these concepts than just one
aanipulaiive.

The approach used in this stony was that ^f a teaching experiment. The-
concdpt of a teaching experiment employed was that of gaining.pracucal and
anecdotal data in a teaching-learn!..ng situation. The telehin Lnvolved a
teacher Wrking with a small group of children. rather,than a normal-sited
class. Because cf the small groups, statistics presented in this study's
statistical data must be interpreted with caution. Of More interest are
the questions and hypotheses which are suggestel by the invectigation.

The research reported in Volumes 1e and II was an attempt to gain some
insights about the question cf that are signifloant variables related to
how to use manipalw:IveE to ntn,4.matheltsttcs to childien. The reader

_ _ - 11



will soon observe that the research method employed was different from that
of traditional education research. Veil, smarl groups of children were
,involved in what was considered a teaching.experiment. This concept Of a
,teachirig experiment represents a first (or second) step ix a research
effort. The research reported herein is not hypothesis testing of the
Eamiliar research tradition. Instead, it is hypothesis generating-more
of an'attimpt is made at clarifying problems for fukther investigation
than at answering pre - stated questions.'

The reader of the volumes.vill,firld, data presented in various forms;
a gkeat deal more "raw data" is presented than. is ordinarily done in.a
*Isearch report. This raw data is presented in such diverse forms as raw
tcores on tests, both writtermand'cIinical interview tests, summaries of
child responses -extracted from daily logs kept by teachers of the small
:groups, and, finally, a number of case studies of children involved in the
experiment.

Volume I contains sections which deibribe the rationale andcOnduct
of the ekri4riment in detail. In addition, Volume I includes information

44tboUi the results of the invettigtion. Volume II consists entirely of ,

the fifteen case studies conducted by the group teachers. s background
fOr Volume II, the reader should refer to Chapter's I and III of Volume I.

Many individuals contributed to the conceptualization of this study.,
The contribution made by the PMDC Advrtory Board, Staff, and- Evaluator, who
reacted tothe initial proposal is gratefu;ly acknowledged. Special
thanks are due Cynthia Clarke, Patricia Campbell, Stewart Wood, Judy Voran, -

and Ella Barco, who served as group teachers in.the teaching experiment,
and' Max Gerling, who supervised the videotaping of lessons and interviews.
Thanks are also due the project administrative assistant, Janelle Hardy,
'publications editor, Maria Pitner, and typists, Mary Harrington, Julie
Hhodes,'and Joe Schmerler.

MERLYN BEHR

Principal,Investigator

Ptpfessor Behr is on leave of absence from Northern Illinois University.
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1. INTRODUCTION

RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY.-

Z.P. Dienes,suggests that abstraction of a mathematical concept oc-
curs When a child has observed or discovered the commonality among several em-
bodiments (manipulative aids) of the concept. This suggests that more than oue
embodiment may be necessary for children to acquire abstract mathematical con-
cepts. Another idea related to Dienes' theory is that embodiments employed fOr.
learning a concept should vary according to mathematical properties inherent in
the embodiments. For example, the thiee emb'Odiments--counting sticks, Dienes
blocks, and an abacus- -vary ,in that place value numeration of whole numbers is
embodied by counting sticfcs based on the numerosity of the sticks, by.Dienes
blocks based on the.comparative lengths of the blocks, and by the abacus by an
assigned value accordina to color or oosition,

.

Moe

A number of writers and researchers have raised questions about the appro-
15riate vse of embodiments in teaching and learning which are investigated
through experitentation. Many such questions can ):)t out in the context of
Dienes' theory. Foic example, howcmany embodiments should be .used? Which em-
bodiment(s) is (are) most effective for a given concept and why'? Is the order
in which embodiments are introduced significant)? Does the cotmlexity of the
skill or task to. be learned interact with the number or type of embodiment(s)?
Does the number or type of embodiment(s) interact with characteristics of chil-
dren?

0

APPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of
41argely qualitative

gard to:

this clinical teaching experiment was to gather and record
anecdotal evidence to aid in hypothesis formation with re-.

1. - The differential' effect of threeJdifferent uni-embodiment learning
environments on-second grade children's skill (ability to demon -
state or compute) and understanding .(ability to explain processes)
of 2- and 3-digit numeration.

2. The differential effect on second grade children's skill and under-
gtanding of 2= and 3-digit numeration of uni- vs. multi-embodiment
environments.

3. The differential effect of three different uni embodiment environ-
ments or second grade-children's learning (ability to compute) and
understanding (ability to explain processes)'of 2-digit addition
and subtraction. .

4. The differential effect on second grade children's leari.ing (abili-
ty to compute) and understanding (ability to explain processes) of

2-digs: addition and subtraction of a vs. multi-embodiment
environment.

1
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5. The differential effect of uni- vs: multi. - embodiment environments

on second grade children's ability to transfer their knowledge of
2 -digit addition to 3-digit addition.

6. The djffarential effect of uni- vs. multi- embodiment environments
^\ son second gr'ade children tested OA the impulsive-reflexive measure

-(Kegan, 1965),.(i.e investigate whether an ATI exists between
cognitive style and method of instruction),

7. The differential effect of children's learning and understanding of
2-digit addition when required to transfer their manipulative'
skill on one embodiment to another within ec different levels
of the mathematical variability principle.

The differential effect of three different uni- em bodiment learning
environments on second graders' ability to transfer skill and un-
derstanding of 2-digit addition and subtraction algorithms with
regrouping to 3-digit addition and subtraction with regrouping.

.

,

9. the differential effect of uni-embodi ment and multi-etbodiment
learning environments on second graders' ability to transfer
skill and underttanding of 2-digit additio4 and subtraction al-
gorithns with regrouping to 3-digit addition and subtraction with
regrouping.

7

U. RELATED RESEARCH 1
P ,

,".-

The related research in the area of the use of manipulative.aids in the
teaching and learning of mathematics falls into to broad categories. 'One cate-
gory of tile research on manipulatives is topi.c or content oriented. The main
thrust of these investigations has been to determine the Tole of manipulatives
or the relative effectiveness of a manipulative or.non-:tanipulative approach on
the learning of a specific grade level.

-

In a study with three- and four-year-olds, Williams (1969) found that
environmentally deprived children were able to learn basic Concepts in linear
measurement using a manipulatiye learning aid that he designed. The aid
enabled the child to see in concrete terMs the size and space relations u.,ed
in linear measurement concepts of one-half, ope-fourth, and one-eighth.

2an=balances and mathematical balances here used to instruct first grade
pupils in the basic addition facts in a study 14. Da3hie11 and Yawkey (1974).
Comparing these-two manipulatives, they,found the mathematical balance to yield

, significantly better results on a standardiied test on addition facts.

Steffe and Johnson (1970)..investigated the problem- solving abilities of
- first graders. They gave a 48-item test and compared performances of children
who were allowed free use of manipulatives in solving the problems with children
who had no manipulatives available. They found that the group iiith manipulative
aids performed significantly better than the deprived gioup on all but one of
the'dight problem types in all but one of the four ability groups.

', 1A study, of related research appears in Gerling, Max, and Ste(4art Wood
Literature review: Research on the use of manipulatives in mathematics learning.

PMDC Technical Report No. 13. Tallahassee, Florida: :iorida State University, 1977.
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t In another study with first graders, Prindevifle (1971) gave 24 supplemen-
tary lessons'-on place value; order of numbers tAno:, and two-place addition
and subtraction. The two classes using.manipulative materials and language
training significantly outperformed the control group in the postte ?t and rer
tendon test.

DeFlandre (1974) field tested a unit'an-plice value numeration with second,
third, and fourth grade classes. He concluded that this unit, using manipulative
aids and multiple embodiments, was an effective way to teach place value numer-
ation sys tems and express these, abstractions in symbolic form. ,He also concluded
that children who studied this unit could not transfer the concept,of place value
numeration systems to addition and subtraction at a symbolic leve)...

In 4 study involving the recall of basic multiplication facts, Babb (1975)
compared three treatments given to second graders: a textbook approach, a mani-
pulative material approach, and an imagery-mnemonic approach. He found' the ad-
justed mean recall score for the manipulative group to be Significantly higher
'than that for the imagery group, bUt no significant differences in final recall
and coMprehension were found between the Manipulative and textbook approaches, , ,

although the manipulative approach yieldt.d a sisnilidantly higher attitude score.

In another study of instructing third graders in multiplication, Using four
different treatments, Moody, Abell, and Bausell(1971) found no significant dif-
ferencei in any'of the four treatments: activity-oriented, rate, rote-word.
_problem, and control. The validiq of this study was strongly questioned by
Holz (1972) in his critique of article reporting'tbeir'stddy.

Nichols 11971) compared two methods of instruction in multiplication and
division with third graders. 'She found significant differences favoring a ma-
nipulative approach with pupil discovery over a semi-concrete, abstract.approach
in all the 16 hypotheses of the study.

Several studies involved various approaches to the teaching of fractions.
In a study by Brown ;1972), four ,7-pp-rlohes to teaching equivalent fractions to
fourth grade pupils yielded the results that a textbook approach was inferior
to three other approaches: the textbook with film, textbook with manipulatives,
,d textbooks with filM and manipulatives. He also found the textbpok-film-

1.....inipulative approach to yield significantly higher mean scores than the other
three groups.

Bisio (1970) investigated instruction in addition and subtraction of like
fractions in grade five using three treatments: no,mahiculatives, teadher-
demonstrated manipulatives, and teacher and student uA-pf manipulatives. He

concluded that the demonstration use of manipulative materials appeared as ef-
fective as use by the student and was better than non-use of the manipulatives,

Green (1969) compared the effects'of V40 instructional approaches and two
instructional materials on the teaching of multiplication of tractions with
fifth graders. She concluded that diagrams and manipulative aids were equally
effective in the learning of multiplication of fractions, and an attitude test
showed that pupils liked the diaglim approach better than the manipulati e ap-
proach.



Purser (1913) investigated the relation of. manipulative activities,.achieve7

_ ment, and retention in teaching fractions and decimals to seventh grade pupils.

114 foundthe group using manipulative aCtivitieelhad significantly higher Scores
on - posttests and retention tests than the group using only paper-pencil type

activities. Bledsoe, Purser, and Frantz (1974) reported similar results in_the

Journal for ReSearch in Mathematics Education the following year.

Coltharp (1968) compared the effectiveness Of a concrete and an abstract

approach in teaching integer arithmetic to sixth graders. Re found no signifle-

cant differences and concluded that pupils taught addition and sUbtraction of

integers by an abstract, algebraic approach achieved. as -4el1'as those taught by

a concrete, visual approach.'

t

Bring (1971) investigated the effects of varying concrete activities on
the achievement of fifth and sixth graders in learning topics of geometry. He

found that ,Lnstrection using concrete activities produced higher achievement,

higher interest, and lower anxiety than instruction 'without Concrete activities. -

III. DESIGN AO-canto- OF 14 EXPEPENT

SCKOO C

(

The experiment was conducted in a public elementar'I stool in a city

of,5,000'in the Southeast. The .area.served,by the - school includes many

families of a low socioeconomic status. About two-thirds of the student
body were from these fAilies: Also included in the area sery d by this
school is the married student housing complex for a large uniVer ty. The
school has a rather bimodal.distribution of children according to iiity.

TEACHING GROUPS,

The treatment (teaching; groups for the study were formed by arank-ordet

random selection procedure. Thi was accomplished by ranking the 30 children

w_ thin an intact second grade cl4ss according to their ,,total store on the

KeyMath Diagnostic Arithmetic Test. Six strata, of 5 children were, formed which.

also indicates 6 levels of ability as measured by KeyMath total scores. Each

of-the children within each of the six Strata was randomly defected for one of

the five experimental teaching groups.. This resulted in 5 teaching groups

which were comparable in ability as indicated by KeyMath total scores. -Each-of

the 5 teaching groups ranged in ability from children with very 'Ow KeyMath

scores to children whose sores were quite high. Unfortunately,. a number .05

children in ,sane groups moved from the school ,during the year; this rethiced ',

the number of children ,in some groups and 'also destroyed the equivalence of the

groups according to ability. Acontrol group was selected within the same

It school from,among second graders who were assigned to work within the 3rd grzde.

,
clads., The means, stana rd deviations, and ranges of the KeyMath scores and

0i16-Lennon Mental Abilit (IQ) Test scores ara given in Table 1.

For purposes of analysis only the data from children who remained in the

teaching groups for the -entire year were used.

4
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TaLle 1

. 4
. .t

j KeyMath and Otis- Lennon Q-mean score, standard deviations, and range by

geolips,

11.

Ke Math I

Std. stATF,.

Otit-Lennon

Group N Mean Dev.

-111 5 49.40 14.18

U2 5 50.60 20a18'

.;4

U3 6 51:00 14:53

Range 'sear
28 I- 6i .

(0.7 - 2.2) 83.00
.:.., '

25 - 79
(0.5 - 2.5) 93.40.

37 - 74-

(l - 2.4) 94.50

(3ey . Range

10:84 69 - 109
%

. 921 88 94

10.2:7 73 - 131

,51 - 93

M 4 67.25 18.76 ,(1.7-- 3.0) 9.25 21.16 \7i.- 124

35 - 66
214 4 4810} 0- 14;54 (1.0 - 2.2).

67 -100,,

:2 - 3.2)5 7806 23.30

85.25 8.92 75 - 96

Grade equivalents of the to aw scores:
+
Otis-Lennon IQ scores were not Available for ,the control group.

,

It is evident from Table 1 that, the groups were not equivalent in ability,
as indicated by KeyMath and ptiss-Lennon IQ scores after some children had moved.

ft+

TEACHING MATERIALS
4

Petalled teaching materials were written by .the investigator. These mate-

rials,axe described in a_later section of this report. The essential difference

among the teaching materials for the groups Ul, U2, U3, M, and 2M was the embOdi-

ment(s) (manipulative aid(s)) used for teaching and learning in thit group.

These were as follows:
.1

U1--counting sticks

U2--Dienes blocks

U3--abacus

24--counting sticft, Dienes blo&s, and abacus .

2Mcounting sticks and unifix cubes, Dienes blocks and graph paper, and
the abacus and colored chips

I .1
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Appropriate manieulatives were purchated so that each child and teacher haema-
eeriais for hit/her own use.

PURPOSE AWyHTLO,OPHY OF THE TEACHING OROUPS
41, 6

.The embodiments (manipulative aids) used iTr is .teaching e'veriittent can be

considered to represent three categories of manipblatives. These'categories-Can
be defined, Ccording to the way in which the emb ment.reprbsents the 'grouping
Ofr)bjects'eo that base ten numeration is reflected. Counting iti s represent
a category of erbodiments which can be characterized. in that a gro p, of ten (1
ten) is divisible into ten sticks (10 ones). This distinguishes cunting, sticka
tiom Merles 111.6^.- In the. Dienes blocks embodiment the long (1 en) 'is exactly
equal to ten units placed end-to-end. However, in thit syStenAhelong.4.ten)
is fixed and cannot be divided or separated into an units (10, ones)., Another
category of embodiments, for. base ten numeration, is charactelizedby an abacus.
The idea of 1 ten being equal to 10 ones is exemplified in this embodiment only
by a value assignment to the successive rods on the abacus. Thus the abacuet
is quite different in this respect frOM either the counting Sticks or Dienes

4

blOaiSo
t

Teaching groups Ul, U2,'and U3
about whether second graders learn
any one"of thee three embodiments
in order to gain information about
cal concept i more readily by using

gories rather than,one from any of

were, formed in order tosgain information
mathematical concepts more readily by using
over another one. Teaching, group M was formed
whether or not second graders learn mathemati
one 'embbdiment from each of the three cate-
the three. ,

br.

The teaching philosophy in groups U1, U2, U3, and M was very Similar. It
was a aemonstration=discussion-practice mode. The group teacher would demonstrate
haw the

1

embodiment was to be used to represent a concept or perform an operation,
after which the children practiced this reeLesentatiodwith guidance from the
teacher. Thep the children's. learning could be characterized as having been
acquired through imitative behavior. That is not to say that children were not
encouraged to be cretive with the manipulatives, but the general mode of in-
struction was basically demonstration and discussion followed by practice. The
briginal purpose of the 2M group was related to a learning theory espoused by
Merrill Wittrock (1974). According to ,this theory our second graders' learning
of mathematical concepts would have been facilitated by requiring the children

to "generate new knowledge"--that is, by applying what Wittrock refers to as gen-
erative processing. It was intended that the teaching philosophy for the 2M
group would incorporate this notion of generative processing. This was to have
been done by having-the children extend their imitative-behavior _learniag about
the represent.71.ticn by one manipulative in a category to another manipulative in
the same category. This was required for a pair of manipulatives in each of tle'
three categories' as follows: From counting sticks to unifix cubes, from Dienes
blocks to graph papers and. from the abacus to counting sticks.

In retrospect it appears:' that no real generative processing took place, at
least not beyond the first lesson. It appears that once children made the ex-
tension from one manipulative in a category for one concept, thereafter the ma-
nipulatives within a category ,became interchangeable. In this sense the teaching
group really became a group using six embodiments, two embodiments in each of
three categories.

r
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THE-TEACiaNG MATERIALS MV swDENT ?,EAcriotsts-:'

The instructional materials for each of the, groups, were deyeloped , #

to 'each the standard numher related concepts --: place value, addition, ",
.4:id subtraction -- in grade.2. The lessons'Wa re 4eveAped.ih groups .

0, according t.o. the following topics .

,. 1.' . 2-digit numeration - 7 lessons
.,. _

^` .

2. Vdltien without regrouping - 4 -lessons

3.. SUbtraction Without regrouping - 41.essoni

-4. Addition., with regrouping - 3 j.essona

.5: Subtraction withoutregrouping -'2 lessons

4

'14 A
6. 3-digit' numeration ,-..

,
- -2 lessons i

't)
.

,

NO attempt was made to hav 'e'a:lesson correspond to one day of instruc-
t m., rather each lesson ,:was designed to'reflect aismall unitpf instruc-
tion. Each .lesson in the 22 lessqn sequence was written to. bin iii- '-
strdction at the enactive(maniPulative) phase and continue it through. the
iconic (pictUre),and tymbolic phases.

( .

"

..
.

. .
.

During the enactiire phase. of instruction children.were taught how to
perform certain tasks using the manipulative(s) of to group. All question
answer interaction k4tween the teacher' and children was either in the oral-
manipulative order or the Manipulative-oral orders. No symbolism or pictures ,
were used ,in this phase,

. b,.

During the iconic phase children were to use manipulatives to suggest
a static situation or 5equence depicted by a picture (or pictures) of the
corresponding manipulative, and conversely to-choose And sequence picture (s)
to reflect a, manipulative display. The_ characterizing feature of the iconic
phase was that the question - answer interaction between teacher and children
was oral-picture, manipulative-picture, picture-manipulative, or picture-
otal. 'No syMbolism was. employed during the iconic phase.

. -

During the symbolic phase children used manipulative aids to solve
problems presented symbolically and orally, or gape symbolic and oral answers
or weplanations to situations presented orally, with manipulatives or with
pictures. An attempt was made to involve the teacher and children in each
of the following question-answe,; orders: symbolic- manipulative, symbolic-
picture, symbolic- orally, manipulative-oral, manipulative-symbolic, picture-
symbolic, and oral-Symbolic. .

The lesson materials were organized into units which included very



-

. . ,

40-614d. guidance to the group teacher for demonstratiyns and questions to

ie. PreSented to the children. The, lesson materiels for class instruction
. ,., . . ., ,

we'reWrittenin_a two - column format. Ohe column was .headed "DO" and the
etAer:;* using,questions,'discussion, alc)tions, direct coMMan6s, or what-

ever is Ogler-table to yen, DIRECT THE CHILDREN TO." In the "DO" column
Wer4.1iSted in detail situations the teacher would piesent to the children.
in. the other column,_it detail,, were giyen activities whit h the teacher "was

.. - , , 4 P.

# direc the-childien_to do. It was felt ::hat. this format kovided ma4.-
#4ilancesto issure.uniformity of instruction among the,inStructionil.

aSonality. The .instructional materials for each treatment toupi:Werer
gre4.0,yet allowed. the group teacher to adapt the instructio to his/her

isl

-.,' : './.'7p00,10,.in_terms_of the_.kin'el and order of the activities used:
':-.- ,.

,

_temples of the lesson materials are presented in Appendix A.
. -

.

'

2 4% GI NWERATIOM e.t' , N
ft t..''. k ts,

the broad objective of this sequellce of lessons, lessons 1.17, *gas to
, .

extenCthe children's nuiher concept to riumbqrssin the Tinge 10;99, cumbers
named bit 2-digit numerals. in the lesson secidence,..special emphasis was

* given to providing activities,which would develop the following con:epts
associated with 2-digit numeratioq.

Nis

2. That 10 unit objects represent3the same number as one 10-object.
That is, that ,10 one is equal to 14ten.,
' .x 4

2. Thar, numbers in this range (10-9 9) .can be thought'of as tent and

ones. FOr example, that 24 ie2 tens and 4 Ones.
4 .'

3. That numbers in this range can be thought of as a multiple of- ten

and ones. For example, that 24 is twenty and_4 more.

4. That numbers in this range can he.th ought cf as ones.. For example,

24 can be thopght of as 24 ones.

Lesson 1 ihtroduced the maniouIatives to the children. The lesson

began with period of free play with the manipulatives followed by strut=
turedsctivities leading to the notion that these objects could be usedt to
,represent numbers.

The broad objectie of lesson 2 was to associate 2-digit numeralsoral
and writtenwith manipulative and picture-of-manipulative displays for
numbers and vice versa. Activities were included which related to the four
concepts listed in the previous section. For examplt., in one activity the
teacher would display a set of unit objects, then arrange thmi in sets of
ten and, one set of fewer than ten. and then repj.ace the 10-sets ,by a repre-

sentative of 1 ten. Interaction between the teacher and cnildren dealt
with questions about whether the number changed; that 12, for exampel is
12 ones, 10 aild 2 more, 1,ten'and 2 ones. Children were also given the
oPportx,aity to manipulate the objects to reflect these different views of
the same number. The numbers, used in this lesson ranged from 10-32, with

.. 4
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most activities concentrated on numbers less than 30: The time taken for
lesson,2 was .about twq, days for thesingle-manipulative groups and six days
for the multi-manipulati;te groups.

Notes from the logs kept by pout, instructors suggest that some
had difficulty counting a display 4ith a, representative of ten and some ones

. To pant at the ten mul count on--10, 11, 12. -pxoved to be difficult for
some children; they needed to count the reps ettative of ten and'say,'"1, 2,
3, ..., 10,.11, 12." It appeared that no chilaren had difficulty trading one
representative of 10 for 10 representatives of 'one. In.ill of the groups,.

. childrenAad difficulty complltintr-a-statement like tens and ones to
correspond to a manipulative or picture. display; however, the children were
-A e to tell how many tens and ones when this question war presentelorally..

.
. . . rj The broad objective of lesson 3 was to work on tne number concept for

mimbers 10-20. Activities.relAted mostly to counting activities and reccm-
din4--t-he 'numbers .n order. Numbers were identified by the children orally
in response to the teacher's manipulative displays. The counting sequence,

. was shown in -three ways: with manipulJaves,.by: ordering pictures, and
, symbolically. Special emphasis was given tc observation of the pattern that
10 is 1 ten and 0 more, 11, is 1 ten and 1 mare, etc. As the sincae-p9144.pula-
tive groups neared completion this leston, it became apparent 'that the

.,,

'.....1 difficulty which children wer0 hiving with exercises like the'completron of

longs and units

-1 tens and ones

. . .
.

to correspond with a manipulative display/ or picture was due, in part, tb
their inability to read the words longslongstllunits, tens, and ones. Therefore
a supplement to lesson, 3 was written whi,h gave practice on the reading of
vocabulary appropriate for each group. he.reading and vocabulary activities
were conducted within the context of number activity. The length of time
required for the lesson 3 supplement vaned conniderably among the groups.
The vocabulary for the U3 group involved) only the words tens and ones; whereas
the 2M group was concerned with the won bundles, sticks, longs, units, rods,
cubes, strips, squares, as well as tens and ones.

The activities of lesson 4 were rebated to the objective of developing
rational counting by tens from 10 throw h 90. Children were given activities
which required them to give orally and olically the numerals as the
teacher displayed successively 1, 2, 3,1..., 9 representatives of 10, to give
successive representative as the teacher gave tie number names -10, 20, ...,
90 orally and symbolically, and to order pictures of manipulative display
having 1,-2, ..., 9 representatives bf'fen.

, i

In lesson 5 the actual consideration of place value and the value of
digits in a 2-digit numeral was begun., The stated objectives for the symbolic
phase of -this lesson were:

9



1. Oxen a manipulative of a picture-of-manipulative display of a
.nuMbar like 64 to:

write' the number 64/

b. Ring the digitWhiCh tells there area 6 tens, -
C. Pin4 the digit which tells there are 4-ones.

2. Given a numeral: such as 64 to

a. Give a manipulative of choose a picture-of-manipulative
. ,--

display for the number, .

.. .

b. Point to the objects Or. king the pait of the picture to show
4----N

that the 6 in 64 means -.60, .

,c. Point to the objects or ring the part of the,picture to show \

the;that the 4 in 64 means 4 ones.

Appropriate modifications of these statements to reflect only non-
aativity:.,define the objectives for theAngtive and iconic instruc-

phase.. Activities were inclUded for'nuMbers of magnitude such as

. 92, 77, 38, 83, 10. During this lesson it was observed that Children had
considerable difficulty dealing with nut6ers. of t;his.m4gnitude at this time.
,Therefore it,was.decided to write a supplemental lesdonlesson
children. more. experience with numbert,bY decadet. Thgs lesson 5S was

- written to essentially duplicate the activities a leSson 4 for numbers

20-30, 4b-50, and 80-90. During tie symbolic phase of lesson SS the place

value"chart was introduced as an aid for writing-2 -digit numerals.

<.

The title for lesson 6 was "Place v4lup, expanded notation, and 2-digit
numerals 10-90." The stated objectives for the iconic instruction phase

-were as follows:,

'1. Given a pictured manipulative display fora number like 64 to
,orally7express this number as 6'tens plus 4ones, sixty plus
four, and sixty-four. .

2. Given any of thre.! oral expressions-6 tens plus 4 ones, sixty plus
)

four, or sixty-four--for a number.like 64 to:`
a. Choose the correct picture-of-manipulative display,
b.. Give the other two oral expressions.

Appropriate modifications define the objectives for the enactive and
symbolic instructional phases. Incladed in the worksheets for the symbolic
phase of lesson 6 were exercises which required the children to compute
statements:

tens ones

for picture -b£- manipulative displays for numbers. Some children, particu-

larly those of lower ability, would write 40 tens + 3 ones and some would

-write 403 for the number forty-three. At th.i.s point in the instruction

10
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such written exercises as this continued to cause some difficulty for some
children, probably due to a reading probldm.

Lesson 7, the,last lesson of this first lesson sequence, dealt with
orderirig numbers named by 2-digit numerals. The stated objectives for the
three phases of instruction were *as follows:

. Enactive phase -

4

1. If shown a manipulative disp .lay for numbers like 12 and 19, to
a. Tell which display has more (fewer) objects,
b. Tell which display repressnts the greater (lesser) number.

2. If read a statement like nineteen
1
is lass than twelve, to show that

this is true or false using manipulatives and a 1-1 correspondence
idea.

Iconic phase
1. . If given

to
a. Say
b. Tell
c. Tell
d. Tell

'e. Tell
f. Say
g. Say

a picture-of-manipulative display for two 2-digit numbers,

the numbers shown,
which,display has more objects,
which display has less Objects, V

which display shows the greater, number,
.which display shows the, lesser-nuMber/
the appropriate "is less than" sentence,
the appropriate "is greater than" senten

2. Given a set of pictures -of- manipulative displays, to sequence them
in increasing (and decreasing) order.

Symbolic phase
1. Given picture -of- manipulative display for two 2-digit numbers

- X and y (x< y) to
a% Write the numerals for the numbers sholin,
b. Order the pictures left to right in less to greater order,
c. Say the sentence x is less than y,
d. Construct with word and symbol cards the sentence x is less

than y,
e. Construct with symbol cards the sentence x y,
f. Construct witheword and symbol cards the sentence y is greater'

than x,
g., Construct with symbol cards the sentence y>x,
h. Write x
i. Write y 7 x.

2. Given two 2-digit numerals, to
a. Ring the numeral which "is less,"
b. Box the numeral which "is greater,"
c. Complete the, approrriate ( sentence,
d. Complete the appropriate ;* sentence.

11



U3G-EXCERPTS

The-following excerpts taken from summaries of the group instructors'
logs are given in an attempt to present children's reactions to s of the

'materials,on 2 -digit numeration.
t

Lesson- 2
C . ..r

'Joe Ferny, Ctbby,$rett, and Phil were able to count various, stick
displays and quickly learned that a bundle consisted of tea sticks.

Carrie had difficulty rounting stick ditplays hecau4e she was unable
to do rational counting.

Cubby had difficulty orde'ring pictures (to correspond to a.demonstrated
, sequence of manipulatior1snif the stickS). Carrie.had difficulty

Ordering pictur.is because she it unable to do raelonal counting.
, .

,,.- , - .t . .. .

*Carrie . . . is beginning to learn rational counting and knows that
there are ten sticks in a bundle.
. ,- ,

, ,

12

Joe Benny . . . f ..en, 10 tens.

All students had difficulty going from the step tens and- ones
to and on answer sheet.

,Brett showed 39 by placing 4 bundles and removing I stick from one
the bundls.

Carrie:, is beginning to employ rational counting and has learned to
separate sticks into tens.andsones.

4m...a M.O.

Celia, Washington, And Duke prefer to show numbers like 14 with long
and units tather than all units.

Duke has to count ihe units In 2 longs in order to answer how many:
everyone elle knows "20.'

in counting pictures showing a loAg and rime -vs, all children except
Duke count on from `10.

Children cannot observe tKe entire trading sequence and then put
pictures in order; they can find picture for each step of the proces
as it is being lone.

Duke and Celia haVe trouble with the lines _tena and ones": they
usually fill in 10 tens and 4 ones for a display for 14)

-For Duke and Celia, tae printed word "ten" doesn't seem to m.ean a thing.

, r}
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111
Trading (ten beads on the 'ones for
everyone.

Ordering pictures (of the abacus to
kids.ordered them before I cou1 go

, .

a (bead On the) ten was easy eor

show,a trading seq.enris) was easy,
through the sequence.

They (too of t -' childrep).wr,ote 12 as 10 teni and 1.1 once.

Par * And' ones" Annie put, for 14, 4 and 10 ones; didn't see
--

the. pattern.
a

0
Paul, Kate, and Annie frequently grate 10 tens instead Cid' I ten.

Annie cannot read (give an oral response for) Any 2-digit ntimIralse
but she can albw it on her abacus if she sees it writZen.

41.1141.1

Alex ail4 Ka.t1 have trouble ordering pictures to show manipulations
iimolved'in bundling and,t4adjieg.

Children have no trouble imitating 'stick (block) pictures with block
(stick) manipulations.

. .

On examples where the number is greater than IS, ali children have
trouble locating sufficient sticks or units without losing their
"place" ip the counting sequence..

Calvin and April combine use of sticks and blocks todispla!: amounts.

. Lessons 3 and 3S

When asked to show 2C, Brett counted cut 20 sticks and then Ada 2
bundles of 10.

When asked to count from 10 to '; Joe Bdnny started at 1.

Phil was only one who kne4 what to do t.) or6r pictures from 10-20,
he found 10, searched for 11, 12, etc. Other children put out all
pictures and started shifting them back and forth with no noticeeMe
plan.

Opie had difficulty Leading words) bondle(s), stick(s), ten(s), and
one(s), by the end o the period, however,,all but Carrie had learned
words and could display correct stick display in responie to written

dr. as....../.1111
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In Or eying pictures, Celia and Washington counted the units (ignoring
the ngs in each picture) while Duke counted the total number in each
picture by l's.

,

?

Duke ncw counting by tens and ones correctly.

When asked how much 2 longs and 3 units is without eblock display, no
one could answer.

In writing numerall'from 11 to 20, Celia focused on' units again,
ariticipated bYl-disolays, wrote 17i 19c 19, 10.,

lanDaPal wsa

Girls preferred showing teen numbers on ones rod only, no tens.
:. ...

.-

%:- rate ar4Paul caught on tO-"Sho#7cut"--just add another to show
pext larger nuMbler instead ci cla4r1gg the abacus.,

. . .4 I
1. on woiksheet with form. 4nd ones___

, tens and ones
.

,

..-0.-- ,- _____

:
.

.

Claire 'and Kate wrote 3 digits on botton line, 203 for 23, etc*

. *0

AZex and Richard can fill lb bundles and sticks but need
verbal cues to fill in tens and onei.-

Alex'had"trouble orOring pictures and correcting from,12 to 15. Task
Challenging for all.

Thy haa,diffilulty going from.2,longs 4- 3 units -3 20 T 3. This is
,partly iiue,to a rAgaingaroblem. Thsy seem tc.,khow that 2 longs is
20,.bgt jusl: don'.t know.Vhere:to write i. '31

e 4
Still 'problems with t,ens and- ones. It' obvious that they
"know ° more thai( they are able to symbolizes

Tommy

of recounting lie took 2 awayt? ....

te uiTsho 17., counted bundle an9 sticks s by mistake whep *... _
,

.
.

-
Lesson 4

14

_

All children were abl4oto tell h.3001 iftny when P-9 bundles were displayed,.

and all could display correcr number of )gilndles for numhprs 10-20 when
given orally in sequence.

Phil, Opie, and Joe Benny ordered pictures 10-90 corzectlrand knew
what to do immediately.

I

114
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All students can count longs, by tens to 90 and answer questions like
"How many tens in 90?" with their block displays'in front of ;them.

All children can find picture-(of 7 longs) that shows 70 and answer
the questions "How many tens in 70?" and "How much is 7 tens?"

Worksheet with "9 tens = an tens = 30" caused trouble.

When asked to tell how many in a display (e:g., 40) Karl and Alex
first count how many tens Cl, 2, 3, 4 bundles' or longs) then trans-

- latc'it (40).

Reviewed reading words (long(s), (bundle(s),.unit(s), stick(s), ten (sr,
one(s)]. Alex literally wilted--slid under the table. But he was fine,
interested, 1461-king on Lesson 4 before, the word cards.

2

4

When I read "thirty," Mary wrote 30. Later when I wrote 30 and asked
her to displgY she asked "What's-that:number?"

Lessons 5 and 5S

All children started the 'ordering of pictures from 20-30 in the fol-
lowing order: 21', 22, ..., 30 and became-puzzled as to where to put
the 20.

Carrie and Cyhby still had prouble ordering 20-30 sequence.

All were able to order 40-50 sequence. However, Phil, Cubby, and
Carrie had trouble ordering 80-90 sequence. .

Ali seemed to be able to tell how many tens and ones were j.n a 2-digit
number but all had difficulty determining how many ones in a particular

."2-digit number."

..., they had difficulty determining the value of a ringed digit (tens
or ones).

'

First experience with numbers greater than 50.

When counting a block display I have made, Duke and Washington tend to
count both longs,and units by 10's; Washington catches himself and
corrects, but Duke can't. Others do O.

1

15
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Duke and Celia continue to have trouble counting blocks A my display
--they ge,-. going by 10's (by rote) and don't shift to ones appropriately.

In ordering pictures in a decade they beginning and end (e.g., 40 and
50) were troublesome to all children.

.

Kids wanted to day, to answer how many tens and how many ones, "/0 and
3 ones," etc. They couldn't say "2 tens," but -would count and say
"20."

Everyone. did well using (place value,chart) and abacus picture, even
Annie, though she couldn't read what she wrote.

Dveryone could find picture for a numeral. Everyone hid trouble
converting 3 tenS to 30, usually wrote only first digit, Without zero.:

C

Hard to break rote habit of 10, 20, 30, 40, rather than counting
10, 20, 21, 22, .:.

Children had shown 85 with sticks; then I asked them-to show 81 with
sticks. Karl and Alex put the 85 sticks back in their boxes and
recounted 81. Karl hesitates and counts over and over again, when
"going" from tens to ones; e.g., '(for 45) "10,, 2d, 30, 40,, 4.. 101
20, 30; 40" overAnd over again until he finally says, "10, 20, 3G,
40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45."

Alex has extreme'diffioulty "going from tens to ones" when counting.

Alex seems to fill in tens ones readily enough-but has. trouble
writing the numerals if thistramework it not prgyitled.

Abel could _not count 44 shown On Tomm4s abacus. gecopnted 10, 20,
30, 40, 21, 22, 23, 24. She put two red-chips and 10 white chips to
show 30. When asked she said there are 2 tens in 30. After trading
10 white dips for one red, she said there are 3 tensLA 30--seeing no
contradiction.

Lesson 6

All children seem to have' understood how to tell orally from a stick
,display.the following: -

tens .4- ones

16
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Carrie referred to 3 bundles and 2 ones as 10, 20, 30, 40, 50.

For a display of 4 bundles and 4 sticks Brett Wrote 4 +'4 instead of
40 + 4.

. -

For a display of 6 longs and 7 units Celia ,and Duke are more able to
,say "60 7" than to say "6 tens + r; Washington says "6 tens 4 7
ones" easieriBusan and'David can handle both. in describing blocks.

111104111.+000..li

Had difficulty eliciting re..ponse of 40 plus 3 for 43; 4 tens plus 3
came easier.

AMMON FOR W . SERS NAMEDBY 2-DIGIT NUMERALS--NO REGROUPING

The broad objective of th:.s sequence of lessonslessons 8-11was to
develop the addition algorithm for addition: of numbers named by 2-digit
numerals. This sequence of lessons was limited to.addition without
regrouping. At the enactive level special emphasis was given te'review and
extend the concept of addition as. the union of sets. The sequence of
lessons were designed to present the development of the concepts associated
with the addition algorithm in Cue following order:,

1.. Review basic facts with sums less than 10.

2. Extend this skill to 'compute basic facts to compute sums of two
numbers both of which are multiples of ten.

3. Compute sums of numbers which are multiples-of ten and numbers lens,
than 10.

4. Computation of the sum of two numbers both named by 2-digit
numerals without regrouping.

5. Computation of sum of two numbers, one named by a 2-digit numeral
and another named by a 1-digit numeral, without regrouping.

The "expanded" addition algorithm which was taught is illustrated by
the following problem.

24

+31

k'""
5

-; 50
' 55

ManipLlat,ve support was developed'for this algorithm at the enacttve level
by having the .children join ones end tans but keeping them separated and

17
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then having them perform a second joining to'determinel"how many altogether."
Similarly at the symbolic level, children were required to writ- the
algorithm in this form as well as to show each step with manlpulatiyes.

-*t

tet56n;-8 was titled-"Addition Review facts, text and tens, tens and
ones." The stated objectives for tis.unit were

1. To give oral addition sentences which' correspond to Object manipu-
lations Wich.sOggestiddition for:

% a. tosic.faCts,isums to ninet
b. tang' and tenth,. sums to 90,
c. tens and &tee, sums to 99.

2. To give object manipulations for orally presented addition
sentences far: I

a. basic facts, suns to nine,
tens and tensl.tmns to 90,

c. tens and onesk sums to-99. ,

The objectives for the iconic and symbolic phases were the same except the
stimulus or 'the expected r4sponse modes were picture' or symbolic.

.

Lesson 9 was titled "P/ace value revielP and seas' presented at the
symb6lic level only. The sated objectives for this "lesson were:

1. .When presented an d ject or picture-of-object display for a. number

i/0-99
to write the iUmber of tens aqd ones and write the 2-digit

numeral,,

2. When shown a 2 -digi t numeral to st

or.choose an apprOp ate picture.
the appropriate object display

Lesson 10 was titled "Adria:ion: 2-digit and 2-digit without regroup-
ing." In this lesson an "Addi
of the form board was to uovt
dlselay objects to represent ea
objects to represent thd'suM.-
cardboard. 'During theenattive
showed the children ho, to,displ
the objects together and place th
"sum-,set." Children were allowed
or ones. However, if children wer
ones they were encouraged to rigid'
Objectives foti,the three -phases of
follows.
e

Enactive phase
To,us objects to find the sums

ion - Form -- Board" was intrbduced. The purpose
.a:1truc:ture on which the children would
h addend'and also to union of the sets of
he Form Board was constructed from light
base of the lesson teacher demonstrations

addends on the Form-Board, how to move
m'into ehe space suggested for'the
to be flexible about first joining tens
observed to rigidly first join tens or
join the ones first. The stated

nstruCtion for thii lesson. ere as .

Iconic phase
1. Given a pictured object disp1ali of two 2-digit addends to,show the

two nutters named by 2-digit numerals.

18
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same with-the objects and use the objects to complete the addition.

When given an addition'problem orally to choose ,and sequence
pictures to show theaddition.- .

3.. Given an oh3ect display of two 2-digit addends to find the
picture- off - objects which shaves the sum.

4- Given:a AtOture-of-objects display. of tw6,2-digit:liddendb%lio'

.
-

a.., tell (orallp), What-addition'Problem is shown,

display the answer with objects.

Symbo lic phase ,

1' -.When shown a 2-digit 2-addend addition problem in, symbolkc form to
a, read the problem,, -

display the, addendi on the Form -Boa d,
c. perform the aSdition with objects,
d. giVe the .answer'orally,

,.. e. write the answer.

sI

A

'
. . .

.... -
.

When ,shown a _2- digit 2-addend aadiiion problem in iconic or enactive

form'to
.

,'

a, symbolize the-..addends,
,

b. solve-the problem With,-tize objects,
c. ,write the:a:IS:vier to the: problem.

During title first part ,of the symbolic phase- of _lesson 10 use of a place-

value-chart w. emphasized; later in this lesson, illustrations And workshts
wereTPresented witheutthe-place-value-Obait.

..,

The'1 last lesson of the sequonce--lesson 11--was titled "Addition:
2-digit 426 1-digit without regrouping." The stated objectives of this

lesson we 'the same as for lesson 10 with appropiiate modification for the
diZfezent content,:.. - ,

,,,. ,

The o der lesson 10 followed by lesson 11-2-digit and 2-digit addition,
the 2-digi and 1-digit-7-iS not tle usval Order falowea in. most textbook
series. I was conjectured,thatif children learned the ,algorithm'f6r two
2 -digit add nds that the, proceduYe would transfer to the 2 -digit and 1-digit

type probl This appeared to be-trUe. tewohildren had difficulty
learning the algorithm for 2-digit OdIrdigit addends after having learned
the more gen ral algorithm for two 2-digit addends.-

LOG EXCERPTS.

The foils:41g excerpts taken from summaries of the groT instxuctor:s
logs are given in an attempt to present children's reactions to the materials.

A
J.

,

Lesson 8 \ A * .,-

\

i'Or A display* 2 sticks and 7 sticko (to suggest two addends) , Carrie

\

\ 1?.



Said the answer' was 27. All others were able to show addition of.
'uatr pairs by dIspla'ying appropriate sticks and verbaliiing what they

'had:done.
.

.,
.

. .

'c~iitbrCnoIe'V..ctur

c4rie w;00 7.Q +

ii

.

:

I . -

es for 3 bundiAand 2 sticks for 3.pAus 2 equals 5.r''
1Q =,..80 (forpicttgpoigialcative_display) for

, - _. t _ a . .4 . ..

. ...A0V -,..A,,. . ,. ,

t
o ,

There,was considerAlse,-longs/units"Cohtusidn on.this first day;
5 + 4 = 90 (David with "longs-,--he corrected himSela, 3 longs

44-5=longs = 8 (DUke-r-the says nothing wrong:with this). Celia and
;;..",73,uke used' longs to941ustiate6 + 2= 8. Celia used units to shc?

said the total Was 27. In general children avoided using
,41eiCriptions 15 longS," "3 tens" in faypir 'of "50," "30."

.

Cella and Duke coptinded toohave difficulty with (used
longs for 6 +1, said 50 + 2" for. 5 units 'and 2, unitt).

childsenreally.need the place -value -chart for t ,he vertical form
1Note:'-fione was used in this lesson.)

Writing the addends (for a picture -of- manipulative display) as well
lining up digits was more than Duke could.dOpe with.

as

The pictures fok. 10 + 1 and 10 + 2 gave Celia and Susan trouble. Teens
and thingi with just 1 ten Still are difficult.'

The children (after writing a problem to correspond to a manipulative
or picture-of-manipulative' display) are definitely not aC.ding symboli-
cally in these written tasks: ,Even though the columns are misaligned,
the sums are correct -- obtained by counting blocks or counting in

. pictures: e.g. r -

20

50

2

52 etc.

Children said "40 + 50 = 90 more naturally than "4 tens + 5 tens-= 9
tens" and therefore didn't relate it to 4 + = 9 as readily., Showing
it on abacub, Annie didn't know when to use'tens and ones:

General confusion of pictures showing tens with those showing ones.
Also_they didn't rant to say "3 tens"; said "30." I'd say "1 ten plus
6-tens equals" and every child would answer 70."

-
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:11/4

I had 5 and 50 on the board, trying to relate themi: Suddenly,
+3 .+30

, 80
.

Omar got 'very excited and said, "I see, I we, there is a 5 and 3 and
there is-a 5. and 3. That's the same and the answer is the- same."
Later, Kate looked at the board and told me "both of the answers have
8," and poihtecl.to. the 8 and 80.

,

Initial:Adible with vertical form-- didn't know where to writ e numbers.
011ri'lthrir, and Paul worked :with symbols only,'ignored abacus. Annie
usegabacusfor each problem, got.them correct. For pictures, Annie

- ,'c.6unted'beibs'for sum, didn't work with numerals Atr.all.

- Vorksheet with numerals onlyAnnie, Claire, and Paul (3. Of the 6
children) asked for the abacus.

Children,hAve_no trouble saying 9 or nes, when giving solutice-
preferred"to say 90 rather` thin 9 tens. To answer 4 ones + 5 ones
they'd say 9 ones, but to Answer 4 tens + 2- tens they'd,say 60. If
I asked how many tens they could say 6 tens.

At first kids would-show 60 and 50 or 20 and 60 rather than 60 and 5
or 20 and 6 (using manipulatives)--Karl in particularfor 50 and 5, he
put out .10 longs. Si? asking him in steps (show me 50; now show me 5L,
he seemed to get it.

Karl, Tommy, and Calvin were confused by 5 + 1 = 6 and 50 +.10 = 60 on
the abacua pictures. Working from an abacus seemed to help.

, For the problem 30 on the board, Alex wrote''30 but he -said the
+6 +6

306
answer was 36. Had Alex go back and check his (manipulative) display
for how many' tens and' ones. He wrote 36 and. after-some prodding said
"30 + 6 = 36." ,

Kept Alex after (for special help)
(independent work'in class) he had

110.4,,00.41...ms

to "write"
40 30

+20L..

06 40

my displays. On worksheet
-204

+2
01

+4
52 12 40

30

They understand the pattern 2 + 5 = 7 so "20- 50 =
trouble with one-ten; .g., 6 + 1 = 7 so 6Q + 10 =

70, but they have
70.

Tommy anticipated answer to 30 + 6 would be 9D because he had just seen
30 + 60 = 90. He did this cn another occasion too and was rather
surprised when he counted and found he was wrong.

21
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They have difficulty expressing answer in te4; e.g., 20.+ 70 = 90, so

2 tens't--7 tens = 90 not 9 tens,

... have trouble knowing where to put things--1Ae lining up'-the ones

, .under the ones, making it difficult to see-the pattern ,(how 2 + 6 = 8

is related to 20 + 60 = 80).

. .

They can't tell me the answer to a probleck(in'symlialic form) like 40

- ..- +30
.

without objects.ana counting), but if I say it verbally, they cdh.

Kept Mdryafter to catch up on > and . When she says 69 and 96

phe said "These are the same. See? 9 and 9. 6 and 6 (pointing)."

I asked her to read them and she realized they werenv't the'same and

-90 was more.

Lesson 9

No notes available from one group.

*ay

David and Susan are at ease with describing blocks as "1 ten, 2 tens,
11

Ce1la andDuke persist with "10, 20, ..." preference.
Q

Duke made many errors--wrote units digits in 10's column, vice versa;

wrote
20 for 22, for 4 units said there were "40...14-4."

)

Paul had great difficulty telling me how many tens were on the abacus.
He said "30" and wrote 30 tens (for a display of 3 beads do the 10's

rod). After much prodding and explanation I told him to Cdunt the
beads and he said "3,' and I told rim to write 3, but he said it

would look like ones. showed him the ward tens but he really didn't

buy it.

On one problem Alex and Karl hid tens 1 ones

4 I 0 40 rather than ,

tens ones

0 4. 4 (the problem was to write how many tens and ones and
the numeral for a picture).

,Lesson 10

22.

All pupil's ex_ of Carrie could find a picture which showed the answer



to an ,c1d#icSn problem (presented in iconic form). Carrie would
focus on matching the tens but did not always match the ones, which

. led to mistakes.

Most of the children...had difficulty reading the intermediate step
(in the addition algorithm). Phil wrote 35

21

7

40

47.

Cubby had a lot of difficulty; he wrote for example 13
'4-12

2

25

27

Carrie has'a iot of difficulty working yn the abstract level and lacks
,confidence in herself when she does not have pictures or sticks to use.

Joe Benny and,Brett work extremely well at the abstract level.

To the question "Should we do termer ones first?" Susan said
immediately, "It doesn't matter." Celia and puke count tens, 10, 20,
,... others use 1, ten, 2 tense. Celia and Duke respond to "How many
tens?" "40."

Form-,Boards are not popular. Susan said "I hate them" and others
echoed; ...for the bright ones it,was a structure they d_dn'taleed.

All but Duke can describe problem in detP...i.1 (40 + 30 is 70, 2 + 6 is
8 for 42

+36
78

Susan, David, and Washington...all began today 137 cotbining tens
first, but switched on worksheets which have "ones" and "tens and ones"
written beside the partial sums.

Celia used blocks on Worksheet B (symbolic problems to complete) but
not on Worksheet C (pictures to pr-.°41ems to answer).

Washington, Susane,and David all adapted to short form easily
(abbreviation of algorithm from 42 to 42)

.23 +23

5

60

65

65.

23



Celia refused to us-e--thert forms. Celia has reacted this way before:
the "teach me what to do and I'll do it; don't go changing it on me"
kind of attitude. She was 'comfortable with long form and had no
interest in changing.

.±-
-4 .

,
. Duke's errors: reversed digits, misplaced ones' ium in tens column,

i .

---- 01v-versa, etc.: wrote 15 -
- /

'''''. -1,-' +33- ,

1.:7*
4

80 °

84'... I'think rather than adding, to get
partial sum Duke counts all the units or all the longs, but doesn't
put the partial sums in the' right column. Whichever he does first
goes in the ones column. Duke's state at'this point is that he cannot
cope with both setting up blocks and recording, or recording back the-,
problem and the sum from a picture. If he lias only one thing to do
(choose a picture, write a sum) he usually can do it okay.

Verbalization of 5 tens and 3 tens gives 8 tens (for example) wgs
impossible. Kids would say "20 and 10 is 30" but not (2 ten th and 1
ten is 3 tens).

. When I read problem for kids to show on abacus, Annie had trgable.
If I read the second number before she had put on the first number,
she got totally confused.

When Omar "read" problem from picture, he wouldn't look at picture of
the answer, but would 1.-Aok at the abacus with addends, touch tens to

--put them together, then touch ones same way. It wasn't counting, but
a physical and in a mental process, eyeballing it.

. 24

(

For pictures where I read problem, Paul chose wrcng ones, sometimes,
reversed picture or would count (a picture for 61) as 10, 20, 30,.21,
32, 33, 34.

When I showed addends on my abacus, Annie would put down on rubber
band to join tens and ones before she could find picture for answer.

23

+15

,8

Kids didn't want to write intermediate step 30

38. Instead, they'd
Add ones say and write "8" then add tens, say "30" and write 3 in front ,

of 8.

For intermediate step Kate, would write 4 instead Of 4

84 80 .



Annie 'used abacus for each problem putting ones on,
then putting tens on and writing it, then count all
write the answer.

writing it,
beads again and

(To ,get the answer from a picture showing addends on
would count tens of the first addend correctly, then
by ones when he got to tens of the second addend.

Chris and Omar said it's faster to write tens first,
ones fisist because I told them to. Chris added that
him down, but he'd do it.

an abacus) Paul
start counting

but they wrote
it would slow

Took forever to get first example 13

+12 on the.FormBoard. But they
'seemed to catch on by the second example.

Kids joined the ones and the tens simultaneously by columns, but kept
tens and ones separated.'

Karl and Alex could give Me solutions to single digit problems but
only Calvin and April could transfer to 30 + 40' or 40 + 50.

When addends and the solution are pictured kids don't want to show
the problem with manipulatives because they already know the answer.

Began writing ovals

hopeful.

in for Alex to write in...

Kids seem to know how many tens and ones, but not where to write it.

I had Karl and Alex solve some problems on the board, using sticks, and
pointing to what the numerals went with. Kari was very proficient;
Alex somewhat slower,

L

They don't see why they must put the sum in the bottom panel of the
addition- form - 'board, but do it anyway.

Strategies varied for finding the correct picture to go with the problem.
Betty computed answer first, then looked for picture. Mary would count
the ones then find the picture with the correct number of ones, and then
worry about the tens.

They had difficulty deciding where to put things. They wanted to just
) write the answer and even when adding ones first want to do 24

+13
37

25
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'inbtead of 24
.

4 +13

cp 30

4

sJ

37., They thought it strange to have only one digit on a
They didn't use line0Andeto find Answer, just the objects.

When, after they finished, I asked "So what it 24 + 13 ?" they were

puzzled.

Neitner Ma nor Tommy put middle"steps in on '(problems like)

+1 ;.__4 - 7,

Tommy is lost without objects. .EVen wnen the problem is presented with
pictures he must use objeCts. For example, he had diffi-ulty counting
these two (pictured) sets together: ppyli

He counted 10,

20, 30, 31, 32, 33, 20, 30-, 32. He evert had difficulty after I
suggested he count the 10's firtt (i.e., that he count 10, 20,
50, 51, 52, 55)-

Tommy...does not use the numerals at all and sees nothing wrong with
12

+23
5'

35. He can find the answer .ising objects) but sees no meani:-., in the
symbolism.

. By the end of the lesson (5 dayS), Tommy seemed to know what he was
doing. He cbpld add symbolically and also show you with objects.
Adding multi .1es of ten caused Tommy and Mary problems. They can,

answer these problems when given orally, but the two zeros seem to
throw them at the symbolic level.

Lesson 11

Children did not have difficulty using addition-form-board.

(For some oral drill problems) All children had trouble telling whether
a sentence is true or false (eg., 5 + 3 .., 8, 26 is less than 32):
seemingly the,words (true and false) have no meaning for them. They
could tell which of two numbers is more or less by determining whether
a particular statement such as "39 is greater than 59"' or "27 is Less
than 51" is true or false.

26

0

All childree except Carric were able to select the correct pictures f:r
a given addition problem and put them In order to show addltion.

9
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All were able to look at a picture of an addition problem with sticks
azd'show-the-answel with sticks..

Carrie did surprisingly well on worksheets. I finally got her to do
Nbrksheet'r (the t; without sticks. Seemingly, she did not trurt

. '31erself at the 11c level. . ,

N.,01

Children costly put ones together first when manipul zing blocks:
Susan, David, and Washington tried to group'eveng at once
SusaR and Washiigton look at addends aid tell answer: David physically.
roves blNcks together first and Duke needs prprptS: "Ho w =any'Ones,
etc." ,

In.trlling about problem (recapitulating, eXplainin4 what thei did
with blocks, eto.)'Susan and Washington are adept: David _and Celia
hesitate and rake errors. Duke's reaction is "Ate, here we go again"
--like the whole thing, is too much for him. .

4

Washington is very reluctant to use the form-board. tleII use blocks.
but not on the form-board,

On symbolic worLsheets, Susan
blocks (rely an the symbols).
in the tans partial sum.

and Washington begin to quit rising the
Washington stexts leaving out the zero

-Duke, whenever I'm not right beside him, reverts to assorted errors.
The mast common toe-xi is to add tens and ones digits together. Far
example 22

45

5

40

55.

Cella stuck to long form, 1 'clocks, occasionally had random errors.
25

+55
6 9

80 50
86' 55

Duke, with guidance, beginning to be able to .do entire p ocedure
He uses blocks and links them up all over the form board, ignoring our
neatly marxed spaces.

Duke and Celia (after" others in group have finished) finish the
symbolic worksheets, both did very well. Cel,.La. uses long form, no
blocks uses fingers) . :)-1.2Xe both long and str,-. t form, reversee
columns occasionally.

27
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44....
di Van thit task, "I'm going to read you an addition problem,,then you
`find tie pictures and put them in order, to show the addition." Annie
Odjad not choose a picture from a grodpl she had to be'given-one
picture at a t4,=&, ccaht iqoads (on abacus picture) and.-decide-if

,e,0a# the one, then go to.the,nextPieture. She also Can't '.!read"

ft0Lploture--SliehaS to count (Opwly) then forgets what
,Shejust-Counted before she can say the numbers:

Annie read written problems slowly, heditantly, but must better than
theprOblers from abacus dr pictuee.

,(04,iymbolic worksheets) Paul had'most_troublewriting numerals from
.ip.i3Otures. as did Much better.dn completely symbolic worksheets, no_
Pictures. Annie used abacusfaithfully on every problem until I took
it away on Worksheet_F (51Yi,last one). She then used fingers and
tapped on table, even for ObVious combinations (990, etc.). Chris
&Ad:Claire az:kid for.abacus; didn't use it for any worksheets.

.eI MO'

Karl joins the tens, then the ones; Freddy joins the ones, then the
tens; Calvin varies; Susan and Alex join both together.,__

All abacus Pictures are harder (than block or stick nictures); no

or
trouble reading a number from a real abacus but there is from a
picture.-

April fills in the detail to p/eaie mer She first had 72 ,then 72

+5 . +5
7

70
77 / 77.

'Tommy and Mary did very well with objects and okay with-pictures, but
the syrbolib is like pulling teeth. Especially when the "middle step"
is required. Both made errors like 25

+4.

9

29

29.

Mary doesn't understand why she is writing the middle step, but seems
to understand the answer. She never looks back at .the middle step,

.but she-uses the pictures. They don't seem to connect the short form
with the-long form.

41
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lazy on 61
+7 added all die numbers together.(i.e., gave lefor ansWer).

She told me. that in prOblem 4

using objec'ts.

+55 the ,fives were the ones-. She's okay
Nt,

SUBTRACT/0N FOR NUMBERS NAMEV BY 2-7161T NWERALS-40 REGROUPING

The broad objective of this sequence of lessons--lessons 12-15--was
to devilop the subtraction algorithm for subtraction of naberi named by
2- digit numerals-. This sequence of lessons was limited to subtraction
without regrouping. in the addition lessons the first work in the
,subtraction lessons, especially at the enactive level, gave special
ealphasis to review and extending the concept of subtraction as being a
tpke-iiipy operations that is, the removal of a subset from a given set.
The sequence 9f lessons was designed topresent the ideas associated with

subtraction algorithm in the following order.

1. Review basic facts, minuend and subtrahend both less than 10.

2. Extend the skill with basic facts to compute differences of two
numbers, both multiples of ten.

'3. Computation of the difference of two numbers, both named by
2-digit numerals.-

4.
)
Computation of the differehce of two numbers, one hamed by a
2-digit numeral, the other by a 1-digit numeral.

Lesson 12 was-titled "Subtraction: Review facts, tens take away tens."
The stated objectives for the enactive level were:

1. To give oral subtraction'sentences which correspond to object
manipulations to suggest Subtraction:
a. basic subtraction facts, sums to 9,.
b. tens and tens, sums to 90.

2. To give object samipulations for subtraction problems presented
orally:

basic facts, suns to 9,
b. tens and tens, sums to 90.

ti

.

Appropriate modifications of these statements to reflect iconic and symbolic
activity define the objectives for the -iconic and symbolic phases. In this
lesson numerous problems were.given together, for example 5 - 4, 5 tens take
away 4 tens. 50 - 40 were presented in close succession, to help the children
observe the 'similarity between computin4 5 - 4 arid SO - 40.

Lesson 13 was titled "Subtraction: 2-digit and 2-digit without
regrouping-ft In this lesson a subtraction --Form -Board was introduced. The
purpose of the form -- board, as for addition, was to provide a structure on

NON

29
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whiCh.the children would displarobjects for the "beginning set'," then
remove a subset and keep it displayed in a designated spot, and finally
move the reMainder. Sit to a designated spot. The,subtractionrform-boards
were conbtructad from light cardboard about the size of an open file fOlder.

At the, :conic level of inskuction a subtraction problem Was suggesteil.
in A picture by, ringing the "removed-set" and extending the ring to an arrow
to suggest removal. The stated objectives for the three phases ef instruc-
.tion for lesson 13 were as follows.

Enadtive level .

1. Te$Ffind the answer to 2-- digit and 2-digit subtraction problems,

without regrouping, using the objects.

Iconic level
1. Given a picture-of-objects display of subtraction with two 2-digit

numbers, to show the same with blocks and find-the answer.

2. When given a subtraction problem with two 2-digit numbers orally;
to choos4 the picture which Shoim the subtraction and give the
answer orally."

. -

3. Given a block display of a subtraction problem with two 2-digit
numbers, to find the piCture which shows tLe subtraction and give
the answer orally.

4. Given a eicture-of-objects display of a subtraction problem with
two 2-digit numbers to.
a. tell what subtraction problem is shown,
b. display the answer with objects:

Symbolic level
1. When shown a subtraction problem wlen two 2-diget numbers in

symbolic form to.
a. read the problem,
b. show and solve the problem using o4;jects, and give the answer

orally,
c. solve the problem with objects and write the aeewer,
d. solve the problem by thinking about subtracting in the ones and

tens place and write the answer,
e. after having completed a problem 461 solution with blocks be

able to point out corresponding numerals and objectsv e.g., in
32, 2 goes with 2 units, etc.

2. When given a subtraction problem with two 2-iigit numbers in oral,
iccnic, or enactive mode, to
a. symbolize the problem,
b. solve the problem with objects,
c. solve the problem from the picture by counting,
d, write the answer.

During the first part of the symbolic level of lesson 13, use of a place-

K.)



!Value-Chart was emphasized. Later in this lesson, illustrations and
worksheets were presented without the place-value dhart. The place-value-

- Chrt-wee used initially to Provie.t a structure for the.algoridmi work and
. waSgraduapy removed: -c-tr

taught is IllustratedThe fort ik of the subtraction algorithm which was
below:

39
-15:1*

39
-15 4'

39.

-15
,24. !4

It was decided not to use 1i expanded algorithm for subtraction, such as
39 39 .39 39

al5 -15 .> -15-) '-15

4 4 4
20 20*MIN. I

24
however, it was observed that some children developed such an algorithm on
theit own. This obviously was a transfer from the form used for the. addition.
algorithm, Such stn expanded algorithm for subtraction appears to f4
feasible.

Lesson 14 was titled "Subtraction: 2-digit and 1-digit and 2-digit.
and tens without regrouing." The stated Objectives of lesson 14 for the
enactive,,iconic, and symbolic levels sere_. as follows.

EnactiveleVel .

1. To give oral subtraction sentences which corre
0 man*aitionsIto suggest subtraction - -2- digit

-nuMbers and 2,digit teni.

2. To give block manipulations for wbtraction sentences which
given orally.

"

I,

nd to object
1-digit

Iconic level
1. Given a picture -of- objects display of subtraction of 2-digit minus.

1-digit or 2-digit minus tens to show the same with blocks, find the
-answer, and orally state the subtraction problem as a'complete
sentence.

2. When given such a subtraction problem, orally, to choose the picture
to show the subtraction, give the answer orally, and state orally,
the problem and answer as a complete sentence.

3. Given a picture -of- objects &splay of Such a subtraction problem to
a. tell orally the subtraotion problem shown,
b. display the problems with objects,
c. state Orally the subtraction problem and answer as a complete

sailtence.

e
Lesson 15, the final lesson for the sequences of lessons on addition

and subtraction without regrouping, was titled "Addition/Subtraction Review."

11



P4osented at the synboJic level only. It *as the only leisen in the
:49:49enee inwhictsddition and siibtraction probliu were presented to
e#ildren X the satte'teaching seseion and on the shoe WOrksheets. Thus it .

We* the first lesson in which dhilOren had to each problem determine
whether the problem was addition or .subtraction; this was a pontriVial
task f4r some children. The stated objective foli this lesson were as
.falows.

.

-1. Given addition and subtraCtion sentences.tmoral mode to write the
sentence in vertical i6rm.

r

2. Given addition end ,subtraction problems ii mode, to
a. write the problem,
b. selve the prObtem,.

'e

.
..

c. read the problem and answer as A. complete sentence.
,, . % , f t .

3. Given addition and subtraction problems, without :regrouping! in the
_ ,..

.,.iconic ,mode, to

a. write the prbblexa and the anawerr
b. -read the problem,and answer as a complete sentence.

4. Given addition and subtraction problems in symbolic form, to
find the answer,

te read the prch]em ,and the answer as 'a complete sentence.

LOG EXCERPTS

On the iconic level, Breit, Cubby, Opie, and Carrie found the picture
for 5 tens take away 2 tins when they should have found the picture
for 5 ones take away 2 roes.

4

On-a worksheet (with pictures for both addition and subtiaction), for
the pictUre of 2 bundles and 4 sticks plus 2 sticks, Carrie wrote 204

+11.

Carrie has to be taught how to record so ones will be under ones, tens
under tens, etc. Example (she wrote) 60

-40
; 7

20.

Children confused i"..:tures depicting addition and those depicting
subtraction. 4

ta10 41.1.110

This is a particularly. effective and smooth transition to systolic
work.' All the children were competent at showing with blocks the
problems Which I wrote on the-toard. All but Duke wrote 4 for 9

-1

1%4

4

a
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and 720 for 70
-50 -20

50.

<7..t group work, Duke does, pro &tires with blek e-g.okay and records-well
except for column alignment.. usan and .Celia .haie..gonelJthrough this
samp'.$340ge--whexi they were re \rding a problem that', they!ve gottentrom

pictbre, they didas.t at first focus on the columns, just on 'three
.numbers. Duke is now writing 60

40
20.

Annie and Kate would
beads at the bottom.
to tell me 'tat went
equals 20.*

1111118.0/.*OMPSWINI.

-
sosietimes say 5 - 3 instead of 8 looking at
As mtnf.lend instead of answer.. Kate, whin trying.

in'"tens", say "5 -tens take away 30 tans

.

I think all 'see the relationship between 8 - 3 and 8 tens 3 tens in
o ral drill but only Calvin and April ca=y it over to 80 - 30, but all
seem to katoF the same display Works for 80 - 30 as 8 tens - .3 tens.
Had 90 for Calvin to show.

-20
on the boa&

Alex said it was easy because 9
. -2 was still

On Worksheet A (corresponding to picture depicting 50 -
30 for 50

-20 -30
20 20.

Alex thlks to himself as he works: 80 ,
-50 "Zero take

8 take away 5-3.° Karl says "80 take away 50."

Alex writes for (a display of 24) 204
+2) 2

206.

youtwii.s......

30), Alex wrote

awa zero...zero;
N

Tasty ane Mary, interpreted a picture like .... ;434 as 6 - 2 IRt 6.
cc=They 'don't knoso their facts so this presents no contradicaon.

When I showed a (sUbtiaction) problem with objects and they wrote the
problem, I was surprised. To did well right off, altliOugh a similar
task- with additi.on caused him a great deal of. difficulty: Abel, who
breezed through addition couldn't do it. For a display for 6 - 2 la 4,

4 6z-

33



4

4; ,

On the first problem of the worksheet which had pictures depicting

addition and subtraction, Betty did this. 11 a 'Ilii 24
il 2

80:

he wrote 624. After I showed him on the boardhe still couldn't put
:the IniSbers in the right places. For 60 - 10,a 40, h6 wrote - 602040.

Thi first problem 60 - 60, which I showed on the abacds confused them
all,. even Betty. Tommy wrote 60

-0
60: Abel and Mazy were lost.

Iasson'13

34

fro]PrObleWs were observed in learning, to use the subtraction-fOrmboard.

Carrie often records a ones' digit in; the tens' place wIwn writing a
problem that I read or .one that she wrotes on her own based on pictures.

Example:-
,

Curie wrote:: 17
-4
13

Recording problems seemed to be the main difficulty of this lesson
(iconic :level).

0 .

All students (during the symbolic level) seemed to tire of using the
subtraction-form-board. All seemed to work correctly without the
form-board except Carrie.' ,

Once again, all five children function well at the enactive level.
They Ure able to recapitulate the problem.

At iconic level, everyone had to count pictures carefully, to get
differences as well as subtrahend and minuend. Some of the fluency
in telling the problem seems lost when working from pictures.

All five children had trouble with the last item (1 show .picture, for
subtraction, they show answer with blocks). Susan and David caught on
to Just getting out blocks for the part not cirbled.

Worksheets which had pictures depicting subtraction.. Children wrote
corresponding problem and found answer: Susan and Wash.Lngton get
answers by counting blocks in picture. David seems to rely more on
mental 'arithmetic. At first Washington did some funny things:

47

e ee e
-36
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Duke has discovered that he can do.subtraption,problems column by
column on his fingers. He does work-Sheets today mostly without
blocks.

On one worksheet (3) problems were presented in pairs as 3 8 38

-24
1.2 4

to make a transition away from the place-value-chart. Duke did these
three problons: 11.y columns (tens first, of cOurse). He didn't even
recognize th t tie was doing the same problem twice.

11111.00.011M

r-
Annie has difficulty showing a number on abacus when she hears it but
doein't see it written. I'd sometimes have to touch the tens rod and
say "30," then touch the ones rod and say "7" for 37.

At the iconic level: Annie couldn't tell how many were taken away.
Paul did better, but he would reverse the take-away number. He found
47 - 13- instead of 47 - 31. Claire and Kate reversed digits on the
minueld (found 45 - 14 instead of 54 - '14). Hbwever, when I displayed
a pictured problem on a real abacus, everyone did well. .^

On symbolic wokksheets, Paul Counted beads iu picture for each number;
he ignored symbols. Annie sometimes forgot which beads to count for
answer. Kate had trouble with pictures too, but did better with each
worksheet.

Chris has realized it isn't necessary to put zero in tens column, wrote
02, then erased O.

.1111.1. .11. eal V.&

Alex waits to see what to write (the teacher wrote answer on chalk
board after children were to write) from the board, even though he
uses the manipulative correctly. April and Calvin first write the
solution to a problem, then 'show the display.

Kids could relate numbers (on a worksheet that depicted -a subtraction
situation with pictures) with the pictures.

Karl's counting backwards for subtraction and is utually off by one.

IMIIIM

Tommy nad trouble reading 47 - 31 or an abacus picture. He said
"40 - 1, 47 - 30, 7 - 1, 47 - 1 ...," but did well on the other pictures.
It is amazing how his speed and accuracy decrease as we progress through
the three levels.

On a worksheet that has pictures to depict subtraction and the associated
symbolic problem, Betty does them without using the pictures; others,
especially Tommy, are dependent on them.

35
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On a worksheet children were given oral directions as follows: Were
read a number, told to show the number with objects, told/what_number
to take away, told to take away objects, told to write the number taken
away, ... Having them take away before they write how many they are
taking away hay xot be tuo good or natural. They prefei to write, take
,away; then write the answer.

With symbolic exercises, Tommy,had difficulty when there weren't any
pictures. He started adding subtrahend and minuend together, subtrac-
ting the minuend; and getting the subtrahend.

lAsson 14

Carrie and Cubby made numerous mistakes; instead of-subtracting to get
' answer they simply brought down the minuend or subtrahend. Example:

24 24

-20 -2
20 24

David had a lot of trouble with the worksheet on which he had to ring
the subtrahend blocks--he circled the difference, or one digit of the
difference, or part difference and part subtrahend (for 56 - 44, he
ar5ed 1 long and 4 units, the exercise presented a picture of 5 longs
and 6 units and the problem. 56

-44, children were asked tp indicate the
problem on the picture).

Celia seems to work from symbolic form, even with pictures. She wore:
in column, writes unneeded 0 doesn't like worksheets whera she
doesn't get to write the problem gown, sometimes ignores pictures and
adds the two numbers when the com(lete symbolic problem (and answer)
is already given.

Duke worked happily with blocks on first worksheets without pictures.
.:his, is perhaps the first time the pictures have meant enough to him
to,wantto use blocks after when the pictures stop.

4.4444404.44.44.414*

No comments from one group.

MO deb 411.41/0.

On S task where teacher read a subtraction problem and children were to
show the problem with objects: Alex wanted me to write the problem on
the board before he-made his display.. He may be very proficientat
reading how many tens and ones, but not at reading 41e whole number.

Karl had errors such as 67 32

-5 or -12
52 22

4 9



On a. worksheet where children were to complete a picture (i.e., ring
the, subtrahend) to show subtraction: Betty would draw a ring to show
subtraction of ones, write the result,,then do.the tens.

Tqmmy ttied hard to convince me that 8 - 6 = 7 when, in fact, he had
forgofien'to take away the other 6 fingers to make 6. His number sense
'is poor. He needs objects but won't, use them with the worksheets.

-

Most frequent error (when writikkg a problem to go with a picture
depicting subtraction is -38 38

2 , for 20
18 18. When asked to read the problem

they Usually notice'tEt error.

"*.

Tommy relies completely on pictures when they exist, as does Nary.

Lesson 15

No comments from one group.

Susan, David, and. Washington'have good command of both addition and
subtraction algorithms. They can demovstiate and explain problems.

Paul and Annie had a hard time writing teen numbers.

Alex. .wrote 15 for 51 and 50 for 15. He seems to have the most
troukle with 31-'s and SU's.

All children:had trouble with p.cture-o:.-abacus addition problem. They
did okay on a picture-of-abacus subtre:_tloW,ozoblem.

Karl's errors seemed to be adding or subtiactins: when he should have
subtracted or added, or basic fact ff':rora due to counting back

(, 80 th.),

4
-50 -25
40 24

Tommy does iconic and symbolic worksheets differently. He relies
completely orpictmres, when they are present, ignoring the numbers.
On symbokio UTorksteets he relies on his fingers, (he doesn't use'
manipulative objects).

I

0
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AtVITION OF NUMBERS NAMED BY 2-DIGIT NUMERALS--WITH REGROUPING

The broad objective of this sequence of lessons--lessons 16-18--was to
extend the children's concept of additiOn to addition of numbers nc.-ed by
2=.digit numerals in Which regrouping from the units to the tens was involved.
The sequence pf lessons began with a rather 1.3ng lesson on the "regrouping"
process; that is, changing a manipulative aid or symbol4c representation of
a given number to have more or fewer tens or ones.. The regrouping activity
was then incorporated into the lessons on addition.

Lesson 16 was titled "Regrouping and Renaming." The stated objectives
for the enactive level of the lessoh.were:

1. When shown an object demonstration for 1 ten and 10, ones, to
a. say that they represent 1 ten and 10 ones, repectively,
b. tell that each represents the same number,
c., tell that each maybe replaced by the other.

2. Showna block demonstration such as 2 tens and 3 ones and 1 ten and
13 ones, to
a. say each in words,
b. tell the number of each,
c. tell that each has the same number.

3. When presented a phrase like "3 tens and 4 ones" orally, to
a. show it with Objects,

.b. regroup it to fepresent 2 tens and 14 ones.

4. When presented a phrase like "2 tens and 15 ones" orally, to
a. show it with objects,
b. trade 10 ones for 1 ten,
c. tell how many there are in all.

The objectives for the iconic level were as follows:

1. Given a picture of objdcts which displays a regrouping, to
a. orally explain the steps in the regrouping,
5. show the regrouping with objects.

2. Given a number such as 16 ones or 2 tens and 7 ones, to
a. orally explain how.to trade tens and ones to make more or fewer

ones,
b. find the picture which corresponds to the result of the trading.

The objectives for the symbolic level were as follows:

38

1. When gis4en a number such as 43 in symbolic mode as "43" or "4 tens
and 3 ones" or

3 13 , to

a. read the number,
b. show the runber with objects,

) I
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c- trade to make more or fewer ones,

d. use symbolism as in the subtraction algorithm to record the

trading.

2. When shown a step-by-step writn recording of a regrouping to make
more ones, to
a. show this with objects,
b. orally explain the regrouping - -from ttle symbol's and from the .

blocks.

3. When shown a trading with object or with
a. orally explain the regroups g,
b. use symbols to record the" ouPing.

a picture of objects, to

An example of a task which children were required to perform at the
symbolic level was to show with objects the regrouping, suggested by ,

15

1,
Similarly, children were shown a regrouping with objects and asked to record
the regrouping symbolically.

Lesson` 17 was titled "Addition: 2-Digit Addends With Regrouping." The
objectiYes for the three phases of instruction were as follows:

Enactive phase
ti1. Given an addition problem orally"to

a. exhibit the addends with objects,
b. perform the addition--join ones and join 4-,:ns,

c. do the necessary trading,
d. tell the problem which was worked--i.e., read the problem in the

form "addend plus addend equals sum."

2. When shown an addition problem with blocks, to
a. tell the addends and the sum,

J b. verbalize the .steps in the addition--i.e., join the ones, trade
to make tens and ones, etc.

Iconic phase
1. Given a picture-of-objects display of an addition problem with

regr9uRing, to
a. show the problem with objects,
b. orally give the addends and answer of the progiem,
c. orally explain the regrouping.

2. Given an oral statement of. an addition problem with regrouping, to
a. find the piLture which shows the problem,
b. orally give the addends And the answer of the problem,
c. orally explain the regrouping.

Symbolic phase
-1. When shown an object or a picture-of-objects display of an addition

problem with two 2-digit addends with regrouping, to
a. show the problem with objects,

4)
4.
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b. solve, the problem using objects,

c. solve the problem mentally,
d. record the steps in symbolic form to show joining ones, trading,

and joining tens,

e. read the problem and the answer.

The algorithm that waS,taught to the children and on which support was

provided during the enactive phase_of instruction, was as illustrated in the

problem ; 35
+27
12
50
62

. A modified Addition-Form-Board was used in the lessor..... Mani of the

worksheets which involved symbolic work had a form for children to use in

the algorithm work as illustrated below:
29

+37

ones in all
tens in all=11
altogether

This symbolic-format coincided with the format of the

It was hoped that this correspondence in style would facilitate children's

symbolic recording of the algorithmic process.

Lesson 18 was entitled "Addition: 2-digit and 1-digit with regrouping,'

Because of our observations with the comparable sequence with addition without

regrouping we decided that this lesson could be considerably shortened. Our

observation was the 2-digit and 1-digit addition came very easily to children

after having had 2-digit and 2-digit addition. Therefore, lesson 13 was

presented at the symbolic level only. The stated objectives for lesson 18

were essentially the same as for lesson 17.

Before starting lesson 16 .t was discovered that many of,the children

were not orofic..ent with oasic addition and subtract.ion facts which involved

sums -greater than nine. Therefo e, a number of days were spent giving

instruction and practioe on basi facts. The children were taught a count-on

strategy for addition and both c t-on and count-back strategies for

subtraction.

LOG EXCERPTS

Lesson 16

Cubby and Carrie had difficulty understanding that the same number :ould

be expressed in twc different ways. If you asked them if 12 ones were

the same as 1 bundle and 2 sticks they would say "no" or act unsure about

their answer.

40



-All children bad trouble with the question, .''Are there less than 10
ones?" So I rephrased the question and asked, 'Do you have enough to
make e bundler All children except Carrie caught on to the trading
concept for more or fewer ones. BOuever, Cubby id not alukek-sure-that
the number of sticks in all eve-aims the same.

Children axe beginning to ve....t.Leee more freely about what happens When
they trade fox more or fewer re...es and seem to understand the weieten
fern for represeeting the erading process. .

Cubby finally udnerstands that the total number of sticks remales the
same after trading.

All children except Joe Benny made sone errors on Wotksbeet D (a work-
sheet that required synbolic recording of regrouping). Some sample
errors:

Phil: 10 1 I 11 Dole: 7 118
5 7 0 )3- I 51

Carrie:

111171Wa MIR

After the first example of counting after a trade, Susan and David nn
longer count to deteemi ee how many altogether, they conserve and
remember how many there were before the trade. Celia counts, the *mew
blocks,' if she naked error in trading -or..counting she trusts the

--new _numer and assumes that the amount has cfianged.

Celia had trouble with the question, "Are there eore/leps than'10 ones?' -

Question "Are there less than 10 ones?' was not consistently ansvered
correctly by anyone except Chris.

Trading a ten for more ones seemed easier than trading ones for a ten.

Omar would ptck up 10 ones and -turn them over (from the back to the front
of the abacus), not bringing over the ten as exchangeeee

I changed the question to "Do ye have enough ones to trade?"

An exercise with pictures showed, for example, 4 tens and, 11 ones on
abacus. Kids were told that I had a p4ctuie uhleb showed the sticks
after a trade. They were to guess the trade and show thelkesulte with
their abacus. This was very difficult for the kids, impossible for.
Annie and Kate. Kids couldn't construct in their minds what they
couldn't see.

In.respronse to a symbolically reeorded trading: Claire and Chris gave
fluent verbal description. Dear and Paul ded okay, Kate vas tesitant,
Annie couldn't verbalize at all.

1

,t.
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Kids readily accepted that 12 ones or 1 ten and 2 ones were the same
value b4t on amounts such as, 35, 87, or 77, where it ended up with 7
texts and 17 ones, children would have to count again to say 87. That

ist 8 tens and 7 ones: kids say this is eighty-seven; trade 1 ten for
10 ones, 7 tens and 17 ones, all agree that the same value but must
count to find 87; but not the case for 12 where not so numerous ones.

...kids just seem to see it as a trading game without.. any-purpose.

On something like 8 15

0 0-: kids are explaining by using words "take

away," rather thah "trading." For example, Alex suggested you were
"taking away a long for 10 units."

Karl and I worked on symbolic. problems like 6 I 18

7 I g at the board with

displays. Karl caught on and redid his worksheet. Alex is okay with
trading on the display and talking about it but riot with written
symbols

Trading came easy, but they weren't always Surd, at first, that they

had the same number.

They are (now) convinced that the tocal number does not change with
trading.. Have difficulty deciding whether to exch:ange 1 ten for 10

ones or vice versa.

Showing what the- picture would look like after trading 10 ones for 1

ten was not-too difficult. Going the other way didn't make much sense

...they see no need as yet.

No difficulty with trading but recording is a problem. Betty started

doing 8 I 4

1 $ --corrected herself eVentually.

Mary still recounts everything after trading, the others knew the

number had been preserved.

Lesson 17

Addition-form-board was introduced today but all children had difficulty
displaying the correct number of sticks in the "tens in-all" line. They

wanted to include the ten they got as a result Of trading the ones to

tens and ones.

Phil made mistakes because he counted the ten he traded twice. Exampie:
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38'-
4.57

(7 one in all

,e

sza,

apparently
*

Cabby suede
4

'90 tens in

95 altogether
got it bycounting the picture

errorsn the "tens in all"
46 84

+39 +15

:all

--correct answer, but he
correctly..

lines. Examples:

69
+27

16
30 .

15

46

19

80

ee.

Celia and Duke combine the tep from trading ones with the to from the

addends in the "tens in all" space quite frequently.

Duke is unaule to work along. With pictures he =wt-match with blocks
and combine, trade, etc.

1

'Celia needs guidance only to remind her of the next step.

Susan counted the ones in all for first several problems, then added
ones in symbolic form, without checking against picture. Washington

went through the sari progresion.

Susan and Washington work without blocks, accurately in tymoliC form.

Free fc..ma (i.e., As opposed to structured) place-value-chart was messy

for all children.

Dukefinished (last symbolic worksheet) needing blocks and py help
until last six problems. Got five out of last six right using blocks.

=1....
They forgot to trade for a ten, w,.ald just throw txer the 10 ones, ended

up ten short.

When writing "ones in all" after trading fora ten on abacus, kids
didn't want to ec:.,nt in the ten Lead as part of "ones in all."
4

0 Chris'and Omar ignored pictures, worked only symbolical:1y!

With the abacus (addition with regrouping), 1 denk Calvin and April
folloW"'what's going on. Karl can do it but'm not sure he knows what
he's doing. Alex is f.'s:naming each direction with no idea of a total_

product.

43
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Alexis getting irustrated with the abacus. He eatily places the
initial display, adds the ones, then hesitates and watches the otherai
before he considers the need to trade.

Alex had six errors --four of them due . writin; oackwards; for example!
IS

+67

12

07

19.

Alex told me it was hard to write numbers.

They prefer to trade and put everything together in one big step--
getting the right answer is all that is important..

Lesson 18

Most of the chtldrer) did well.

Paul and Claire did subtraction in "lone form like addition.

Karl and Alex nc!. real confident. Karl mixing addition and subtiaction,

such as: 82

-22

4

60

64.

4

SUBTRACTION CF NUMBERS VAMEV By 2-101GIT NUMERALS--WT TH REGROUPING

The broad.ob)ect4.-le of t!-As sequence of lei:sonslessons 19 and 20--
waseto extend tne chi: _ren's .gcnceoe.of subpractton to subtraction of numbers
named ty 2-digit n=erals in .inicn regrouping was required. Lesscin 16 had

introduced tne zni,:dren:to the tfagroupinq processes needed-J:cr sUbtraction.
Moreover, this skill was reviewea as parttor drill activities in the additi,m.

lessons. The algorithm tl)at was :at.gh:,in these lesSOns is illustzated

the problem 3 13

.

-19

During the enactive phase of each fot.ndat:4an oft laid for tn-z

symbolic algorithm.

44
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14410On 19 was titled "Subtractiorl: 2-digit minus'2-digit with
regrouping." The stated objettivis for the enaotive phase .axe as follows:

Given a problem ltYe 5 - 9, tp use blocks, count-back strategy,
and: count -on strategy to explain that this is not possible in the
numbers we know.

2. hiven a problem like 35
' -19, to exhibit the minuendwith objects and

to explain with the objects that we can't take 9 ones awe from
5 ones.

. Given a subtraction like 35 - 19 in oral form, to
exhibit the minuend With objeCts,

b. do the netesdary tradinE14
c. "take away" the' appropriate number of ones and tens&
d. tell the.answer of the subtraction,
e. say the problem in the form "35 take away 19 ,equals 16 "

4. When shown a subtractional pith objecte, to
a. tell the minuend, Subtrahend, and remainder;

verbalize the steps in the subtraction; trade 1 ten for
10 ones, add the lc ones to the ones-, remove ones, remove tens.

Appropriate modifications of these statements -to represent Leonid and
symbolic activity defines the objectives for the iconic and symbolic instruc-
tional phases.

Lesson 20 vas titled "Subtraction: 2-diqi!.. aid 1-digit with regrouping."

This lesion was presented at the symbolic levci only. The stated objectives
for this lesson are very similar to those for lesson 19. In lesson 20 quite
a number of worksheets were given to the children which involver! all the
different kinds of addition and subtraction problems they had learned--that
is, subtraction and Addition on the same page so that decisions =out whether
to add o ?-subtract had to be made; subtraction and. addition problems with
regrouping and, without regrouping so decisions about whether"or-not to regroup
were necessary.

LOG EXCERPTS

Cubby and Carrie have trouble deciding which of two numbers is 'Ofeater
when it is necessary to trade.

Phil knows how to trade -1 ten for 10 ones but sometimes forgets to
remove his ten. Others understand when andhow to trade and had no
difficulties.

Cubby, and Carrie continue to have trouble deciding which of two numbers
is greater and when it is necessary to trade.



Slabtracting

=curs from
9

118

61

smaller numbers from larger numbers instead of trading
tithe to time on subtraction lessens. Some errors noted:

69 - 17 was recorded as: 5 2

6 . 9 2 '13

X- ;
-1 I 7

--13 216 217 48
-5

.0
-2 33 -3 9 0

OR 1 0 11
00

Cubby had difficulties trading and Showing what's left symbolically,
trades when unnecessary, doesn't seem to know how to determine when he
dbesn't have enough ones.

7-Susan suggested trading in order'to subtract 137 from 45, All the
children tried-itSusan did it perfectly, Celia traded and Wound up
with 14 - units, Duke traded &icrwould sp with 10 units. David and

Washington made correct trades but sUbtracted-wrphg.

duke at one'point had 2 longs aid 4 longs out end said excitedly,
-Stewart, 2 + 4...1 know.how to show 2 4. 4 = 61"

Emphasized that total afteitiade should be same as total be.fore--

Celia's trading imprOved.

Lots of resistance to blocks today. At first, the children felt they

"already knew how to do it." _The step-for-stew matching of blocks to

symbolism became a game for, them.
A -

After finishing problem, wh'n Z askfd "what' does this (50) mean?"

(in 50

-27

23 ) David put all his blocks back together and said, "it's 4ell the

- blocks." even in subtraction he thinks total rather f.han,,parts.

At first Susan misjudged when trade was needed.. Whet ,told she made an

error she corrected it. She did tens first and "subtracted up." Sy
second work;heet, she went from picture to writing problem, Worked

problem symbolically. She said she knew when to trade "from the ones"

and work'eu accurately.

4

Duke still has to count ones after trading -- doesn't see "ten-more" pattern.

Susan traded all the time, worked symbolically, wrote: '6 10
7
-4 0

7 3 O. Like-David

0

.:



the other day she ignores a trade she has weitten when she decides
`she doesn't need it. She has ".lost her command of which ones digit is
4reqt9r, as a 'cue.

Duke used blocks and worked-through the procedure accurately. Would
al.,""confideptly (after displacing minuend), "gotta trade" or "I can do

it."

Cella used blopks, explained well worked slowly.
e t

David, Susan, find Washington quite competent. By end of day, Celia was
working problems accurately without blocks. Duke still needs them.

Kids immediately'zejeceed, "4 take away 8" types--said "you don't have
enough." When 45 - 17 was presented, Paul said "It's -gust impossible!
You need more ones." Chris immediatepe,suggested trading.

0

Claire began trading a ten fpr the number of ones she needed to subtract
instead of ten ones.

?tide were very excited to (re-)dincover that trading did not change
.the value.

Kids couldn't 'Work on abacus and write step-by-step. They either worked
problem through on abacus and,then wrote, or else worked problem through
on paper, then showed with abacus.

10.0.....

For 45 - 17, Ap:.'1 immediately thought to trade; Calvin and Karl
eventually tr*ded; A/ex didn't until I SUggested it and we did it -

together.

Calvin and Karl sometimes get the wrong answer due to not returning the
ten after trading.

Alex seems to be counting the picturesi!fild writing but has no feel for
what he's doing and doesn't get a feel fora prob em and a solution.

Alex has much difficulty with symbolic work. In recording trading he
got; 15

-19

6 - -okay, -but I'd have to remind him to show how he traded away
one ten. He sees no relationship between these problems and some drill
activities which deal with regrouping only.

2 17

X 7
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They realized you-couldn't do 4 - 9, but also thought, at first, that
45- 17 couldn't be done either. 'Betty and Abel saw that trading was

necessary. It took Tommy a long time...he isn't clear about 'what trading

Means.

Most common errors are: putting ld-anes instead of correct number after

trading; trading when it isn't necessary.

Mary needs objects for everything. Abel uses them occasionally, usually
to correct an error.

Neither Touwy nor Abel was good at telling me why they do what they do.

/Lesson 20

joe Benny, Opie, and Carrie had difficulties deciding on which operation

.,to do (addition oesubtraction). At times they had difficulty trans-
lating pictures into symbols. Phil had a good grasp of what he. was

doing and did a, beautiful job.

Phil had difficulty with problems that had 0 ones in minuend and would
subtract 0 ones in minuend from ones in subtrahend. Example: 30

-15egoyuyi

25.

Most children had no difficulty.

Duke used bloc all period:-...Counted blocks (2 longs and 6 units) as

10, 20, 30, ..., 80.

Kids did well with mix (addition and subtraction) of problems, could
tell when regrouping was necessary.

Paul shoaled subtraction in two steps like addition: 64
-24

0

40

40.

When Annie saw that trading was needed, she'd hold up all ten fingers,
look at them a few seconds, then take away ones in subtrahend and write

that as answer. t told her to trade and write number of ones including
those in minuend. She still help up ten fingers each time before she
could,write the trading numerals; it's like a visual association with

abacus trading.
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On symboliepilibIems, kids seem to know if they must trade, but Karl
:and Alex don' t always return the' ten.

Worksheet with mixed + and - problems hard for all kids. Kind of a
mind set,.

3-inGfr

%R.

1.
. %,

:--

Th-.--'4.1 lessons ;21 and 22--for the teaching experiment were
directed* toward tb bitka objective of extending children's place value,
number spncepts to numbers named by 3-digit stumerals. Special emphasis was
given tffcounting activities, dis. dying "large .numbers" with objects, and
when giVen a representative of a n iv. -r either in'enactive, iconic, or
symbolic Mode4to tell the number and to display and tell numbers which were

'1, 2*, 10, and 20 more (and less).

Lesson 21 was titled "3-digit numerals:, counting to one hundred by
ones, counting 100-125 by ones, counting 100-200 by tens." The stated
objectives for the three phases of instruction were as follows:

Enactive phase
1: Children will investigate the 'concept of 100 and will be able to

a. display 100 ones and trade for 1 hundred,
b. display 10 tens and trade for &hundred,
c. display 1 hundred and trade for 100 ones,
d., display 1 hundred and trade fol(10 tens.

2. .When read a number like 53, to
a. display the number with'objects,
b. display and tell the numbers which are 1, 2, 10, and 20 more,
c. . display'and tell the_Inumbers which are 1, 2, 10, and 20 less.

3. - Display objects to show counting from 100 to 125.

4. Display objects to show counting from 100-200 by tens.

5. Count object displays for numbers like 130 as 10, 20, 30, ..., 130,
and as 100, 110, 120, 130.

6. Group tens to hundreds and tens.

7. When given tens (11-- x <20) to display these as 1 hundred and
" ix - 10) tens and tell that x tens equal 1 hundred ix - 10) tens. -

EL Wen read a number'like 150, to
a. display the number,
b. display and tell the numbers which are 1, 2, 10, and 20 more,
c. display and tell 'the numbers which are 1, 2, 10, and 20 less.

IconiC phase -

1. Children will investigate the concept of 100 and will be able to
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a. recognize a picamilwith ten sets of'10 ones .39'100,
b. tell that 100 orris is equal to 10 tens.

P.- ...7-
..-i

2. When shcistfi an ob ect"!display for numbers Like 53, to

-'''. a.''.tdi.he.n
..-

-Aps shawl& .
--

. b. add th4,,Pi,c OiNik, Vlowb numbers which are 1, 2, 10, andf.,' .

. 20 more tend less) .

.

3. Investigate counting from 10Ftta-125. ;)

L.

4. Arran4e picture sets to show counting from 100 to 200 by tens.

5. Count pictures of block displays for numbers like 150 as 10, 20,
150 and as 100, 110, 120, 150.

6.v When read a number such as 160, to find pictures of block displays
which sh6w this as 16 ens and as 1 hundred and 6 tens.

7, When shown a picEure-of-objects for 1 hundred and 5 tens, to
disOlaY this with tens objects and tell that 150 is 15 tens.

en shown a picture-of-objects for'15 tins, to display the tens
wi objects as 1 hundred and 5 tens and tell that 15 tens equal
150.

9. To exte the concepts of more and. less to numbers less than 1000.

Symbolic phase
1. When given number like 53 in symbolic form, to

a. display the number with objects,
b. display and write the numbers which are 1, 2, 10, and 20 more

(and less).

5a

2. When shown an object or picture-of-objects display, which shows
counting from 100 to 125,. to write the corresponding numerals.

3. To write the numerals in sequence from 100 to 125 without enactive
or iconic displays

4. When given an object or picture-of-objects display which shows
counting from 100 to 200 by tens, to write the corresponding
numbers.

5. When given an object or picture-of-objects display for numbers
like 130, to Write the number.

6. When given a number like 130 in symbolic form, to show the number
with tens objects and with hundreds and tens objects.

7. When read numbers like 130, to write the number and say it is 1

hundred and'3 tens.
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8. When read numbers like 130, to write the comber as 13 tens.

9. When given any of the three symbolic forms:

130

hundreJs, tens

tens
a. tell the other forms orally,
b. complete the other symbolic forms.

, to

Lesson 22 was titled "3-digit numerals." The broad objective of this _

lesson was to provide similar activities as those in lesson 21, but to extend
these activities to larger numbers. Lesson 2 extended the nupaber activities
mostly to numbers from 100 to.200. The state objectives for the enactive
level of instruction were as follows:

1. Given numbers like 123', 169, etc., 4 .

a. show the number with tens objects and ones objects and with
hundreds, tens, and ones objects,

b. tell that 123, for example, is equal
i) 1 hundred, 2 tens, and 3 ones;

ii) 12 tens and 3 ones; and
iii) 123 ones.

2. _Given numbers 100, 200, ..., 900 displayed with hundreds objects, to
a. count, for example, to 300 by-hundreds, by tens;
b. tell, for example, that 300 equals 30 tens;
c. tell that 30 tens, for example, is equal to 300 ones.

3. Do rational counting from 190 to 215 by ones.

4. Given numbers which are multiples of 100, to count from one multip).e
of 100 ,to the successive multiple of 100 by tens.

5. Given numbers like 210, 2s0, 260, to
a. display the numbers with tens objects,
b. count to the number by tens,
c. count to the number by hundreds and tens,
d. trade 10 tens for one hundred.

6. Given numbers like 220, 250, 270, to
a. show the number with hundreds objects and tens objects,
b. show the number with objects which are 1, 2, 10, and 20 more

(and less).

,7. Given numbers like 215, 269, ..., to
a. .show the number with hundreds, tens, and ones objects;
b. show the numbers which are 1, 2, 10, and 20 more (and less).

Appropriate modifications of the statements to reflect iconic and symbolic
activit define the objectives for the iconic and symbolic phases of instruction.
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Lesson 21

52

LOG EXCERPTS

All sdemed excited about the new group of 100 sticks (bundle of
bundles).

Carrie and Cubby had trouble with "more" and "less" concepts and did
notalways know whethei to add sticks or take away sticks. Carrie
would sometimes add a bundle to show one more instead of a stick. All
seemed to understand that, when 10 bundles are traded for a bundle of
bundles, the number,remains the same.

All children were able to count 13 bundles and say that there were 130
sticks in all.

Ail could show 170 with bundles, trade for 1 bundle of bundles and have
7'bundles left over.

Joe Benny was the only one who knew immediately that there were 17 tens
in all. Others had to point and count to obtain answer.

When Cubby saw the picture of 10 sets of 10 sticks he said, "That looks
like 100 sticks." Then Phil said, "That's the same as a bundle of
bundles."

Children (except Carrie) did well with concepts of 10 more, 10 less, 1
more, 1 less, 2 more, 2 less.

To order pictures from 110-200, Opie was the first one to understand
what to do. He appeared to zero in on the fact that he needed to count
only the bundles after the first group of ten bland' a. Phil, Joe Benny,
and Cubby seemed to count the total sticks shown on each picture.

Carrie is not sure about increasing a number by a specific number. She

knows that she must add some sticks to increase a number but doer not
always know what to add.

Children were given written exercises like:

Some errors noted were:

170 = hundred, tens, and

190 = tens.

170 = 1 hundred, 17 tens

200 = 1 hundred; 2 tens

200 = 2 ten

200 = 1 hundred, 1 ten



e 4

Washington and
more/less as 2

Duke seemed to

Divid answer all questions easily; cue in on 20
tens more/less.

<

parrot the phrase "10 tens" without grasp of meaning.

After adding/subtracting blocks on .,ore/less, Duke always counted his
blocks from zero to new total, even if he added 1 unit, he recounted
the tens. In reply to "count the tens" and "count the longs," Duke
counted 10, 20, 30,

David and Washington can go from counting '13 tens" to saying "130"
immediately.

SusaA7 David, ant` Washington can go from 170 to 17 tens and vice versa
wiz.hout recounting.

Given choice, most prefer to use flat and longs to show nuMber (e.g.,
170) rather than all longs.

Susan and David can make "inventille" trades': e.g., 1 flat 2 longs
traded to 1 flat, 20 unitsC1 flat, 5 longs traded to 1 flat, 4 longs,
10 units.

Duke and Celia confuse 2 more/less with 20 more/less.

For picture of 100 units, Duke said there were 10 in each group (without
counting), and after we counted 1, 2, ..., 10 groups said that was 100
altogether. Good guesses or maybe "10 tens" has some meaning for him
finally.

More/leas tasks are faster with picture of original number for children
to refer to. Interesting responses: 20 more than 87Washington
thought a second and said "107"F Susan, David, and Celia showed 2 more
longs but only Celia needed to count to know 107; Susan traded for flat.
2 less. than 71Susan traded first, then others; Duke took away 2 longs.

In writing numerals from 100 to 125, for 110 Susan wrote 101; Cclia 1010.

All but.Duke can go from statement like 12 tens and tell how many in
all. All but Duke and Celia can go from total to tens.

01....M.

I used an open-end abacus to show 100; kids were excited about the
height. Paul began counting ones by tens and everyone joined in naturally.

More and less were difficult. When I asked them to show the number that
is 10 more, everyone stared and finally Chris said, "10 more what?" Omar '

eventually 'put on 10 ones, counted beads and got answer; others followed
suit. We went to multiples of ten only and practiced. Annie was
completely lost, didn't know whether to put on or take off beads. Kate

was about the same.

1)
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Everyone had brouhie counting by tens after 100, said, "100, 101, 102."

Question alo^ut "How many tens in 1207" for example,. was very.difficult.
.64

No one could write the numeral for one hundred nine, yet they could
count beads on abacus and say one hundred nine.

4ids had..1nts of trouble writing numerals. Chris wrote-(correctly)

1101 for abacus display, Others wrote 1001, 1002. I tried to relate
digits to abacus rods, which worked fine until we showed 1 hundred, 10

'ones, and everyone-wrote 1010.

On writing numbers by tens, .100-200, Chris was the only one who did it
;.fight; Annie: 100, 110, :20, ln,414, 115, ...; Omar: 100, 110, 112,

113, -....; 100, 101, 102, Kate wrote 100-190 'correct, then

102 for 200; Peal: 100, 1010, 11102, etc., then wrote 1200 for 200.
0

On several wo:kshbets which showed a pic*urLof an abacus diiplay,
children had a great deal of trouble writing the corresponding 3-digit
numeral, %specially for exercisas with 17 tens on the abacus and

children were to write the number 170.

Kids excited about getting new materials (bundles -of- bundles, flats).
Alex is very hesitant as to how many ones in one hundred.

Kids getting used to 10 tens being 100 but that 18 tens is 180 is still
difficult.

Karl will guess that 12 tens ure 120 but wants to check it with a
display. Calvin has no trouble with 12 tens or 13 tens but hesitates
about 18 tens.

All seem to be able to give manipulative displays for multiples of 13;
0-200. With the display present all can tell how many ters. Without
the display April and Calvin, but rot Karl and Alex, can do it If they
stop and think--not automatic.

All agree that different-looking displays (e.g., 1 hundred, 5 tens: or
15 tens; or 1 hundred, 4 tens, 10 ones) using the came manipulativ can

show the same number.

An exercise requiring Zhildren to order picture to "show counting ty
tens" was very instructive, seemed to crystallize things for Karl,
Calvin, and April.

Calvin and April quickly .:augnt on to wriclng :t-digit numbers. Karl

and Alex translate a number in'o how many hundred.A,-tens and ones; then
write.

Karl wrote 101 for 110; Alex wrote l'X13 for 11,.'%



To complete 15 tens

hundreds, tens,

15 tens

100 huildreds, 5 tens

150.

, Karl consistently wanted to write

"Ten more" went fairly well, btlt "tem less" was We pulling teeth.

Mary and Tommy had trouble realizing that we would -eZe. blocks to make
more and take away blocks to make less. They also.nad trouble with
whether to add one long or one unit for 1 more/10 more, and similarly
for less.

I had 13 longs to display 130; we counted longs by ones to and out how
many tens in 130. When asked how many longs or tens, they said 30 or
113very had for them to see this relationehip.

Exercise 4, whew they ordered pictures to show counting by tens from
100 to 200 was significant--helped them see the pattern.

After 119, tendency to write 1120--using a manipulative helped.

On worksheet--a picture is given, children are asked.to use the picture
and complete the following:

hundreds, te.,s

tens.
The second 1:ne caused lots of problems. Ma)ority of errors look like
this:

130 130

1 hundred, 13 tens 1 hundred, 30 tens

30 tans 30 tens

130

1 hundred, 13 tan,

3C tens

Then came Worksheet 14 with symbollc sontence 1111.e 17 tens 4D hundred,
tens; tens -T- tens, hundreds; n pctures reert --dIsastet.
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Abel convinced me he understands the three relationships but just can't

handle' all the symbols.

Lesson 22

56

From a stick display Joe Benny and Ph11 could tell how many (hundreds,

tens, and ones), (hundreds, ones), (tens, ones) were in the number

represented.

Counting bundles of bundles by tens (i.e., as 10 tens, 20 tens, ...)

seemed difficult at first but eventually children caught on. Children

wanted to say 10,"t20, 30, etc. without using the word tens: .

Seemingly, childreq have to be prompted to trade either 10 ones for.l.

"'bundle, or 100bundles for 1 bundle of bundles. Trading does hot occur

as automatically as it once did.
A

Children confuse the questions "How many tens?" and "How many in all?"

When asked to show 219, Phil first showed 2 bundles of bundles, 9

bundles, then corrected hiMself., '

Carrie could not determine the number represented by the pi --tore of

19 bundles`, -3 sticks arranged as one set of 10 bundles, 9 bundles,'and

3 sticks.
.

All exercises Which called forme showing a picture and having the

children find the picture to show 100 more, 10 more, 1 less, 10 less,

1 more, 100 less Were extremely difficult. .Strangely'enouoh, the
coMparable exercises at the enactive level went very_well. Apparently

children were, not ready for these kinds of activities at the iconic---'

.level.

Counting flats by ,tens (10 tens, 20 pens, ...) less meaningful fo:

children (especially uke) than counting either by ones or hundreds.

On counting tasks, all have trouble.at places like 199-200, 290-300.

Susan, David, and Washington can say next number without seeing trade,

but others must see the trade first.

Today Duke made errors in 1/10 more/less but after he got, the display,

correct, he didn't count from n, he counted-up or down from the original

number!

-Counting,on by ones, tens, or hundreds from number (e.g., 243) in

picture display--all children had most trouble counting by tens. David,

Washington, and Susan could but correcting errors. Duke and Celia

needed block displays and trades in order to bridge hundreds in counting

by tens.
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More and less'went'well, except that Annie is still p tncert-Ain whethei
to-add'or take away a bead.

%Counting 190-215 by ones: kids counted 1 hundred and 9 -tens, had
-trouble-cpuntIng-191, 192, then okay 'til 199.

e .

No one knew what, to call 1 hundred, 9' tens, 10 ones. Filially Chris saw
' t,-at 9 tens= 90, 10 ones = 10, 90 + 10 = 100; so it eras 200. No2Prii

csuld go on-ta 201, then okay until 2b9. Chris said 210 was
argued hotly that it was 300. We counted, again'nt Omar coil1ant,S4q.--
209-210.".; He kept saying, "I don'e see it, I don't see it l". Finally
I put my hand between the two sets of 10. ones so that /0C was below and_
10 above my hand.. Omar counted and agreed that 200 was below, then he
counted-10 above. I asked him that 200 and 10 more was and he said
"Okays now I-see it." .'

. .

More/less: -Omar had 505, I asked him for 10 less and he hesitated.
Paul and Claire both picked up their abaci,shbved 506, traded
correctly .to show mt what Omar should do.

When I showed 90 tens,. Chris vAnIA.rked.if we had "ten hundrede it would
be "one hundred tens." Hallond Omar liked the play on words, reversing .

then. I told them it would-be 1000. They got excited.

This lessm has really -brought out great interest in using abacus. Not
since tfading was first introduced have kids enjoyed using abacus so much.

The place-value-chart was very effective in 'helping kids learn to circle
thre:t-digit minerals.

After getting 12 bundles and 3 ors, rather that separating as 100, 20,
3, I broke all bundles apart (123 ones) and told kids to arrange these
so I could tell how many easily. Good exercise. Alex really got into.
it. Finally had 10 bundles, 2 bundles, 3 sticks:

On more/less items, April and Calvin say how many it'll be, then adjust
their display. Alex adjusts his display, then counts to see hcw many.
Calvin and April good at interchanging n tens or (n x 10) ones. Karl
okay on 40 tens (said 400) but kept saying 90 'tens was 109 or 119--lhay
be a verbal problem.

None of the children khew what a number between 500 and 600 would sound
like. Karl said "287 ± 369," Calvin said, "730."

Alex easily deals with Dienes blocks but has trouble seeing a bundle
of bundles as 10 bundles.

Finding 10 less than 309 from a picture was hard. When blocks were
brought to illustrate. Calvin knew what to do.

"l,
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All doing very well at-writing, Even Alex likes writing. Ktept saying

. he couldn't be tricked by mixed Jp order (e.g., Ctens, 5 ones,

hundreds = 11

Writing numerals to show counting by tens starting at, for example, 407,

going slewly but smoothly: Even Alex getting this. When a display

used at First to see, the pats ern, Karl and Ale: okays Calvinsand April

scan do it withoutthe display.

L.z ad i hundred, 9 ones, 3 tens and asked the kids to'showwith colored
chips (hundred; blue, one = white, ten = red). Abel and Tommy put
objects out in order they were called; e.g., 1 blue, 9 white, and 3 red:
but they read it correctly.

A ,task.wA to show 22 tens with blocks--no one could do it. When I

held:ijp a loif9 and askee, "How much?"' they said, "1 ten"--.1 said, "Show

me 22. tens..'`, Drily Betty did it. Finally everyone did it and we counted
to; get 22a. Then, when I asked "How biany tens in 220?" no One could

r emmber. Betty figured it outthe-others had to count.

.1.all,had difficulty starting at a number and counting by hundreds,
tens, and ones. Putting objects out helped, but even then, only Betty
and Tommy seemed sure of themselves and could eventually do it without

- objects:

Bridging the hundreds is difficult for them all.

Worksfieet with exercises like: tens

ones 635

hundreds
went better than expectedthey actually read the words. Mary noticed

that o tens

ones 333

hundreds

she d 't have to read the words because they are all threes ..

1
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V. REPORT ON EVALUATIONS-

EVALUATION INTERVIEW 1-2-DIGIT NUMERATION

The first evaluation interview was 'concerned with an evaluation of the
children is concept of numbee for numbers named by 2-digit numerals. In the
interview children. were presented with situations which gave them an opPpr-
tunity to show their knowledge Of place value. Question.; were presented in
symbolic, oral, and manipulative modes ando children were asked to respond to
questions in these modes as well. The children were asked to read 2-digit
numerals, to explain the teaning of each of the digits in a:2-digit numeral,
to, use manipUlatives to show a :27-4igit number and to give numbers.Which were
10, 1, and 1-ten more than given numbers.

The interview questions were prerecorded for video presentation to the
Chi_dren. During the interview the interviewer-Would stark and top the
videbtape and proceed with, further questioning when appropriate. The
detailed ontline of the interview is given in Appendix B. A video recording
was made of each individual interview. Following the interview, the
recordings were, viewed and each child's performance scored by the evaluators
according to a scoring procedure which they designed. The. scoring procedure
assigned to each child two scores, one was a score which reflected the
child's ability to explain why he gave the response. The-fatter was called
an understanding score.

Shown in Table 2is the profile sheet used to record the information
about a childl.s perfoimance and also the number and percent of the children
in each group who were judged to have performed satisfactorily on that item.

a - Table 2

Student Profile Sheet for Interview 1 with the number and percent
of students who responded correctly to.each item by grobps

,1

Item

'till (5)

Read 35 as 3 (60)

Read 53 as 3 (60)

why 53 ( ) 3 (60)

5 means 4 (80)

3 means 5 (100)

Thinks of 24 as 3 (60)

After 20 + 4, thinks

U2 (5)

3 (60)

3 (60)

11(20)

3 (60)

3 (50)

1 (20)

Group

U3 (6) f F (4) ' 2M-(4) 0 (5)

5 (,83) 3 (75) , 3 (75) 5 WO
5

4

4

5

(83) 3_(75)13 (75)

2 (50) 4 000)

4 (loo) 4 (too)

4 (100) 4 (loo)

5 (too)

4 (8o)

3 (6.-))

2 (4o)

(67)

(67)

(83)

2 (33) 2 (50) -3.(75) (20)'

(continued next page) -.
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Table 2 (continued)

,e,

(3)
.

tens and ones 4 (60) 13 (60)
5 (100) l'3-(60)

5 (100) '3 (60)

6 (100)
6 0 00)1

6.000)

4 (too)
4 0 01
-4 000

4 (100)
4 000)-
4 (100)

.

2 (4o)
,..:

(b) and' (c)
.

4(a) Why (a)
.

1

2 (40)-1 1 (20) 2 (33) 1 (50) 0 (0) 1 (20)

1 (20) ,Why. (b) 2 (40) ! 1 (20) 4 (67) 2 (50 1 (25)

Why (c) 1 (20) I2 (30) 5 (33)1 1 (25)!.1 (25) 2 (40)

(4)

.

.

ten More than 20: wrote Why 0 (0)- 1 1 (20)
1 (2o) :1 (20)

1 (-67) 1 2

i (67) ! 2

(5d)

(50)
0 (0)

0 (0)
3 (go)
3 (60)

one more than 32: wrote Why 1 (26) . 1 (20)

1 (20) : 1 (20)

2 (33) 2

2 (33) 2

(50)

(50)

(50)

(50)

0 (0)

. 0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (1)

3 (60)

3 (6p) C

3 (60).'

4 (80)

one ten more than
. 30: wrote. Why . 1 (20) 1 1 (20)

1 (20), 1 1 (20)

1 (67) . 2

1 (67) 2

(5)

How many pieces of candy? wrote
,

3 (60) 2 (40) 2 (33) 3

3 (CO)-2 (40)- L3 (33) 2

3 (60) 2 (40) 1 3 (33) , 2

(75)

(56)

(50)

4- (i00)

'4 (100)

2(50)

5 (1 00)

5 000)

5 000)

said

How knows '4_

(6)

.

Con f igurat ion 4 (80) 3 (60) 4 (67) 4 (100) 4 (100) 4 (80)

:

h (8o) 1 3 (60) 2 (33) 1 4 (1 00) 4 (100) 5 (1 00)

.Why 23 ,

i

(7)

Configuration ( 5 (100) 2 140) 3 (50) 4,,

4

(10m)

(100)

4 (100) 5 (100)

5 (1 00). 2: (40) I 2 (33) 4 (1 00) 5 (I 00)

4 (1 00) 4 (80)Number read 4 (60) 7 (20) - 2 (33) 3 (75)

Why ( .

(8)

Showed 27 - Yes No 3. (60) 2 (40) 4 (67) 3 (75) 3 (75) 5 (1 00)

Showed 28 - Yes No 3 (60) 2 (40) 3 (50) 4 000) 2 (50) 5 (100)
.

Read 28 - Yes No L4 (80) 3 (60) 3 (50) 3

2 (40) 3 (60) 3 (50) 3

2 (40) 3 (60) 2 (33) 4

(75)

(75)

000)

3 (75) 4 (80)

3 (75) 4 (80)

4 0 00', 4 (80)

Showed 38 Yes No

.

Read 38 Yes No

The number in parentheses indicated the number in the group.
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In Table 3s4re presented adjusted and unadjUsted means for the five
experimental groups. The means are adjUsted t'oeflect differences among
the groups on the KeyMath Diagnostic Test and the Otis-Lennon, Mental Ability
Test, Elementary 1 Level; Form J. In an intuitive seise the, adjusted means
equalize the,groups for KeyMath Scores and, IQ scores: The adjusted Means
for the understanding scores order the groups,froi highest to lowest perfor-
mance in the 'pider 2M, Ul, U2,: U3, and N. For the skill socres, the
adjusted means order the grOuns as 2M, U2, M, U1, and 03. Group,2M was
highest on both skill and understanding while Group U3 "(the abacus group)

`was among the lower two. for both skill and understanding,scores.,

Also presented in Table 3 is the F and' the significance level of the 'F
from the analysis of covariance which was done to determine whether there' ti

are statistically. significant differences betweenfinypf the adjusted groUp
means..__ 'he analysis was onducted using KeyMathftest scores and IQ test
scores as covariates. The-information suggests /that the data trend for
skill'scores has'associated with it a probability of .912, that the
Observed differences are due to treatment-effects and_axe_ngt dUe_to_a. chance
occurrence. The data trend observed for the understanding scores has a very
'low probability (.60) that the observed differences are due to treatment.
(instructional differences) effects rather than to, a chance occurrence. ThiS
investigator urges that extreme caution must be exercised in-interpreting
these statistics. The number of subjects in each treatment group was so
stall as to raise the question about whether the statistics'givel in Table 3
are meaningful. There is no agreement among statisticians about the effect

_of,small samples of the F statistic. CoputedR2's of .67,..70, and .73
suggest that. the combination of KeyMath Test scores and IQ scores account for
67, 70, and 73 percent of the variation in the skill, understanding, and
total scores.

Table 3

Means (X) aid adjusted means (AX) for Interview 1 skill and understanding
scores by groups and the significance levek-of the F-statistic for the

1 x 5 analyP: of covariance with KeyMath and IQ scores

Group

. Skill

AX F p

Understandin9

A7 F

U1

U2

U3

M

2M

12.20

-M

13.37 7.20 8.48

15.20 15.35 7.80 7.85

0 11.33 11.34 6..53 6.22

17.75 14.89 8.75 6.06

16.5 17.90 7.50 8.72

2.4 2 .088 1.08 .40
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Another word of caution is in order at this point about drawing a
conclu4a that the 2M instructional-method is superior and that the tir.

instructional method is inferior. The possibility exists hat the 2M group

contains a child whose expected performance based on pre-test scores was

less tkan his actual performance. This could, in a small group, substantially

affect 1e mean of the entire group. Similarly if a child in the U3 group

had score high on the pre-tests, but performed below expectation on the

interview, ea this could substantially depress the mean for that group.

In Table 4 are presented adjusted and unadjusted mears for five
experimental groups and the control group. The means are adjusted to

'reflect difference among the groups' on the KeyMath Diagnostic Test. The

adjusted means for the skill and understandineScores order the groups from

highest to lowest performance in the order 2H, U2, M, Ul, U3, C and 2M, U2,

Ul, U3, M, C. For both the skill. Ind understanding scores each of the

experimental groups performed a:. we.1 or better than the control group.

-Table 4

Means 66 and adjustia means TAX) for xriterview-1 gkilland-understanding---

scores by groups and the significance level of the F-statistic for the

1 x 6 analysis of covariance with KeyMath and 16 scores

Skill Understanding

GROUP X AX F P X A. F

Ul 12.20 13.72

U2 15.20 16.49

U3 11.33 12.54

M 17.75 15.83

2M 16.50 18.29

C 16.80 12.65

7.20 8.77

7.80 9..13

6:33 7.58

8.75 6.78

7.50 9.34

8.40 4.13

-.:2,!0 .07 1.73 .17

.4,

-,..-,4 .--
.

,,,.(sVs g t- _ 4
.

. v'ome concluding remarks wh:ch reflect the investigator's interpreta-

tlori of tlieSe data are: o

. ..). ,

1. The abacus aken by itself does not serve as an auequate manipulative
aid for developing number concepts in children foi numbers rimed by

2-digit numerals.-

62

2. The superior performance of the 2M instructional group suggests the

possibility that a multi-embodiment approach is superior to a uni-

, embodiment approach. However, this remark must be greatly tempered

'by the fact that the M group's performance, as indicated by the
adjusted means, was lowest for the understanding scores and in the

middle for skill scores.

''



We turn our attention next to another type of data which reflects
performance of the children in the several instructional groups. An
analysis of the children's responses'tto the questions presented in
Interview 1 suggest that children's responses to questions about numbers
can be categorized aS'reflecting one of the following interpretatiops
of a'number named by 2-digit (or 3-digit) numerals.:

. ---------.....

--____ :---------- 1. As tens and ones, for example 24 as 2 tens and 4 ones.

--_
Similarly for 3-digit numerals: as hundr4ds, tens and ones.
,,_

2. As a---aultip2:e of ten and ones, ford xample
ones. '''Similarly for 3-digit numerals: as
hundred anditen and ones.

-,
-.....

3. As ones, for exarrple - as 24 ones.

4. As separate entities, for ex

24 as 20 and 4
multiples of one

, 24 as a 2 and a 4.

5. As tens and ones, with ones greater th nine, similaqy
for 3-digit numerals: as hundreds, tens an ones with the
number of tens or .ones greater than nine.

B. Other, that is, responses that are n&t classifiable into
any one ofithe other five categories.

The fact that tht children's x:!sponses
these categories was not a surprise since it
objective to teach .children to view "2-digit
first three categories.

were observed to fall into
was an instructional
numbers" in each of the

h'codingSCheme was developed by the investigator to code., chil-

dren's responses into the identified categories. After the responses
were coded, including an indication of whether the response was considered
correct within the category, the number of attempts and number of correct
'responses for each subject in each category were recorded. Within cate-
gory 4 a response was labeled as "correct" provided,that the child kept
the two.-digits separated in-his thinking_as opposed to "joining them" and
thinki.ng of 24, for example, as ".2 and 4 and that's 6." Then a -number
concept index indicating the number of correct responses as a percent of
the total number of attempts was computed for each child and for each
group. A summary of this 4iformation is given in Table 5 (on the follow-
ing page.)

It is apparent that this number concept index for Group M - 44.7,
10.6, 12.8, 4.3 - represents a Luperior number concept than the index for
group U3 - 18.3, 16.9, 9.1, 2.6, for example. Although the investigator
has no definitive way to determine which of two such indices represent
P. statistically significant superior performance, it does appear t'at the
instructional treatment U3 was ',finitely inferior for developing an
adequate number concept for children. The higher ability children in
the experimental group (Exp. H+ U H- , Table 5) and j.n the control groups
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are comparable on pre-test scores, but the number concept index for the

Exp H+ U H appea4s to be considerably higher than that for the control

group.

.Table 5

Summary of coded responses indicating the number .of correct responses

in categories 1, 2, 3,

responses coded.

and 4 as a percent of the total number of

Group 1

Category
2 I 3

4

Ul. . 30.4 . 7.3 10.1 2.9

U2 40.8 16.3 4.1 6.1

U3 18.3 16.9 9.1 2.6

,

M 10.6. 12:8 4.3

2m

.44.7

39.6 3.8 , 1.9 0

C 27.1 11,.9 18.6 10.1

*Exp H+ U H- 50.5 19.4 9.7 1.01,

*The group of students in the experimental grOups classified as high
according to their scores o" the pre-tests.

A particular observation made by the investigator and group instructors,

during the day-to-day conduct of the. experiment concerned children's ability

to give correct resr ses using a manipulative as compared with their ability

to give symbolic rest.,,nses to similar questions. During information dis-
cussions, it was frequently stated by the group teachers and the investigator

that when the response mode was manipulative the lower ability children per-
formed as well as the high ability children.

ctsx

In Table 6 (found on the following page) the total number of correct
responses for the high, middle, and low groups of experimental group children

is given as a percent of the total number of responses attempted in these

categories.

While these dath suggested that the observation made above is not a
true statement, there is indication that the lower ability children do perform

comparatively better at the:manipulative level than at the symbolic level.
The differences between the percent correct for the Exp H "L.0 H and the

Exp L U L groups for the manipulative and written response categories

was 34% and 60%, respectively. That is, when the response made was symbolic,

the "high" students gave 69% more correct responses than the "low" students;
when the response mare was manipulative,'this difference was reduced by
nearly 1/2 tt 34% mere correct responses for "high" than "lcw" students.
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The implication of these data fOr teacher who wisi/Zgle their children
a greater feeling of success is clear.

Table' 6

Correct oral, manipulative, and written responses as a percent
of total responses attempted.

Response Category
S

Group oral* manipulative written

+ -...."

Exp H U-H 93% 83%

Exp M+ U M
. 49% 22%

Exp L
+

U L
-

'59% 20%

*The total number of oral responses requested of subjects in
the interview was so small as to make any comparisons meaningless.

EVALUATION INTERVIEW 2ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION FOR NUMBERS NAMED BY
2-DIGIT NUMERALS, NO REGROUPING.

The second evaluation interview was concerned with an evaluation
of the children's concepts of addition, subtraction, and order for numbers
named by 2-digit numerals. In the interview children were presented
problems dealing with addition, subtraction, and order. Addition and
subtraction problems were presented symbolically, iconically, and orally.
The order problems were presented syMbstlically. For addition and subtrac-
tion problems presented symbolically or orally., the children were asked
to solve the problem and explain their pibtedure in arriving at the
answer. For addition and subtraction problems presented iconically,
children were directed to write the. problem for thg picture, find the
answer to thaLproble* explain how the problem and picture "go
together." One additpon problem and one subtraction problem involved
regrouping. These items were included to investigate children's ability
to transfer knowledge to this type of problem. The order question's
required the children to indicate which of two numbers was more or l_ss.
And also to complete,a sentence by inserting f or >, to make a true
sentence, and to explain why one of the two numbers is more or less.

The eval.uation questions were determined in advance by the evalua-
tors, according to the objectives,of the written teaching materials. The
questions and test materials were presented to the children according to
prewritten script. Packets of problems were organized and presented to
the children; for example, the first six items of the evaluation were
concerned with addition. The children were presented with. this packet"'
of six problems and the directiong and questions for each Item were
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essentially the same, except that the last two items in. the packet required
the children to use manipulative objects to aid in their explanation of how
the problem was worked.

The complete script for the structured interview evaluation is contained
in Aopendix C.

Shown in Table 7 (the neft 4 pages) is the profileSheet-Used to record
the information about each Child's performance and also the number and percent
of the children in each group who were judged, by the evaluators, to have
performed satisfactorily on each item.

In Table 8 are presented adjusted and unadjusted' means for the five
experimental groups for skill and understanding scores derived fromrntervie.
2. The means were adjusted as described for Interview 1 scores.

Table 8

Means (X) and adjusted means (AX) for Interview 2 skill and under-
standing scores by groups and the significance level of the'F-statistic
for the 1 x 5 analysis of covariance with KeyMath and IQ scores.

Skill Understanding

Group
F AX F

Ul 31.20 33.94 . 21.00 24.04

U2 31.20 30.82 25.80 25.99

ITa 28.83 28.09 22.50 22.30

M 26.75 22.64 24.00 17.30

2M 26.25 28.42 18.50 21.47

1.56 .229 1 .61 .999
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Table 7

Student Profile Sheet fOr interview 2 with the number and
percent of students whb responded correctly to each item by
groups.

ITEM U1(5) U2(5) U3(6; M(4) 2M(4) ' C(5)
1

1 ti

Read problem 0 4(80) 2(40) 5(100) 2(50) 3(75)k? 5(100)

(1) 5 5(100) 5(100) 5(100) 4(100) 3(75) 5(100)
+ 23 0

. :5(100) 5(100) 3(50) 2(50) 3(75) 4(80)

Explanation 0

. .

Read problem 0 1 3(100) 5(100) 5(67) 3(75) 3(75) 4(80)

(2) 30 4(80) 5(100) 6(100) 3(75) 4(100) 5(100)

+ 40 0 1

Explanation 0. 1
4(80) 4(80) 4(67) 2(5Q) 3(75) 4(80),

v.
\

Read prcbieil 0 1 5(100) 5(100) 5(93) 2(50) \ 3(75) 4(80)

(3) 40

+ 23 0 1 5(100) 5(100) 6(100) 3(75)' 3(75) 5(100)

Explanation 0 1 5(100) 4(80) 4(67) 2(50) 3(75) 4(75)

Read problem 0 1' 5(100) 4(80) 6(100) 3(75) 3(75) 3(60)

(4) 42 5(100) 4(8C) 5(93) 4(100) 3(75) 4(80)

+ 7 0 1

Explanation 0 1 , 3(60) 3(60) 3(50) 3(75) 3(75) 3(60)

Read problem 0 1 5(100) 5(100) 5(93) 2(50) 3(75) 4(80)

(5) 46 5(100) 5(1003 6(100) 4(100) 3(75) 5(100)

23 0 1

Explanation 0 1 4(80) 4(80) 4(67) 3(75) 4(100) 4(80)
. .

Show with aid 0 1 2 0! 5 0 5 0 5 0 4 10 4 0 4

(10)1(100)(0)(100)(0)(100)(0) (100)(0)(100p (0) (80)
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lable 7 (part 2)

". 'ITEM ur(5).

f Read problem 0 1 5(100)

(6) 27
+ 35 0 1 `3(60)

. Explanation 0 1 3(60)'

Aware of
regrouping 0 1 2(40)

with aid 0 91 2 !..)

(40);(42)

Read problem 0 5(100)

(7) 37

-.. 4. 0 1 3(60)
,

Explanation 0 1 3(60)

Read problem 0 1 5(100)

(8) 56

- 6 0 1 4(80)

Explanation 0 1 '3(60)

Read problem 0 1 . 5(100)

(9} 89

- 53 0 1 4(801

Explanation 0 1 4(80)

Show with aid 0 1 2 0 3

(0) (60)

1

t

132(5) 133(6) M(4) 2M(4) C(5)

5(100) 4(67) 3(75) 3 (75)) 74(80T

3(60) 2(33) 1(25) 0(10) 4 (80)

3(60) 3(50) 1(25) 2(50) 3(60)

1(60r 3(50) 2(50) 1(25) 3(60)

2

(40)

1

(40)

510
(93) (0)

1 11 3

(25)1(25)(75)(0)

0 2

(40)

0

(0)

51(100) 6(100) 2150) 3(75) 4(40)

5(100) 6(100) 3(75) 4(100)' 5(100)
.

5(100) 3:100)
7

2(50) 3(75) 4(80)

5(100) 5(93) 2(50) 3(75) 4(80)

5(100) 6(100) 4(75) 4(100) 5(100)

5(100) 3(50) 2(50) 3(75) 4(80)

5(100) 4(67) 3(75) 3(75) 4(80)

5(100) I 6(100)
;

4(100)1-4(100) 5(100)

4'80) 5(93) I 3,75) 4(100) 4(80)

1

(20)

4 0 5

(80)
i

(0)1(93)
0

(0)
3

(751
0

(0)
4 :2

(100)I (40)
1

(20)

Read problem 0 1 , 5(100) 5(100) 4(67) 2(50) 3(75) 4(80)
/-

(10) 53

- 24 0 1 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(G) 0(10) 3(60)

Explanation 3 1 0(0) 2(40) 3(50) 0(0) 1;25; 2',40)

Aware of
regrouping 0 1 0(0) 1(20) 3(50) 3(15) 1(251 2(40)

Show with aid 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
1

0 1

(0) (0) (0) (20) (17) (0) (0) (0) (0) (0). (0) (20)
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Table 7 (Part 3)

(11)
24 + 32

Explanation

0

0 11

23 + 5 Cf 11

(12)
Explanation 0 1'

32 4- 6 0 1;

(13)
Explanation 0 1,

45 - 32

(14)
Explanation 0 1

-27 - 4 C 1

(15)
Ex; lanatior.

Wrote noble' -: 1

(16
,

Explanation C 1'

Wrote problem:,

_Explanation ____..__

Read problem 1

4?
iffi) 15

. Show w.:"..n d 0

2(50) 12(50) 1 3(60)

1(20, 4(80) 2(33)

3(&2j0)
1(20)

4(67)

3(60) 3(50)

3(60) 2(40) 2(33)

1(20) 3(60) 3(50)

1(20) 2(40) 2(33T

Cs 1a' 2(40 2(33)

1(20' (6C) 3150)

1(2:)! 3t60' 3(501

(1'.-X0 4.s i

4(80 4 (BC 3

5 (IOC'

4 .63

5(100)

.4 (8C1

4(67.

4 (ii7

3 601 5{100

3(50,

1 2(50 .s 0410) 0(0)

3(752 2(50) 4(80)

4(100) 1(33) ,.1(60)

3(75) 1(33) r 4(80)

2(50) 2(50) 4(80)*

I (33) 1(33) 111;0

1;33) 0(0) 6(0)

3(75' 2(50) 4(80'
,

4;110, 4;103) = 2 (4-"

3(75) 4(1001 2 ( I0)

3(75) 4(104)

? (75,

2(40)

2(40)

:45r)1 4(100) '4(80'

3175, 4(10D '4(80
2 3 1

2.C.'-'44- J..

411=1.1.
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Table 7 (part 4)

(19)

tread problem

45

-12

0 11 / 5(100)

0 1 3(60)

Shot./ wit4n aid 9 2 1- 2

(20) (40)

a
Read problem 0 I 4(a0)

(20) Relatep to
picture 0 1 3(60)

How /changes 0 1 3(60)

'Read problem 0 4(80)

(21) Relates to
picture 0 1(20)

How /changes 1 14.

( 22) Why haler 0 0,1J)

23) /Why harder 0(0

5(100) 5(93) 2(50)

4{80) 4(67)

2 2 '0 3 !

40) (40',. (0) (50)

5(100)

3(75) 4(80)

2(50) 4(100J

1 2 2-

(33) ,(50) (50 ) (50

4 (67) 3(75) 3(7.5)

5(100)

4(80) 6(100) 3(75) 2150)

4(80) 3(50) 2(50) 1 (25).-

0 4

(0) (80)

4/80)

3 (60)

2(40)

5(100)

,

4 (67) , 3 ( /5) 3(75) 4 (80)

3 (75) 1 (75) 1 (20)3 (601 - 3(50)'

3(60) 2(33) 3(75) 0(0) 0(0)

' 1(20)- 3(50) 3(75) 2(50) 3(60)

1(20) 1(17) _(25) 2(25) I 20)

Read numbers ya2:
,-1 A more 4-ao)

Explanatlon 1'21)

Wrbte u2o,

- Read n'.;.mb-,rs 3 13,3,

:ir-Lled less 3'60,

Fxb7anat:7,r L-10

1 3(.33

Show 11.1 2'4D

5(100)

5 cicc

4 ',0)

10(20)

6 (100)

6(100)
6(100)

5 (93)

3 (75)

4(100)

4(100)

3(75)

3(75) , 4(30;

3(75) 5(100;

1(25, 5(100)

0(C: 3160;

5::0C) 3175; 3 75, 7^,

51?3, 3(75, ..3(15- r.(103.

5'93) 3175 - 1(25, ;,1001,

3(50) 2'50, 3(75)
3, 5C) 3,75) 1:.25 2(43,



The adjusted means for the skill-spores order 4"-e groups from
highest to lowest performance in the order Ul, U2; Wit, U3, M. For the

understanding scores the adjusted means order the groups_as'U2, UI, U3,
.2M, M. Also presented in Table 8, 2 is the F-statistic and the signi-
ficance level of the,F from the analysis of covariance which was done
to determine whether there ale statistically s!gnific ant differences
between any of the adjusted group means. The analysis was conducted
using KeyMath and IQ test scores as covariates. This information

suggests that the data trend apparent for skill scores has associated
with it a probability of .771 that the observed differences are due to
instruction and are not a chance occurrence. The data trend for the
understanding scores has a very low probability (at most .001) that the
observed differences are due to instruction rather than being a chance
occurrence.

Similai information concerning the analysis of data including the
control group is given in Table 9 below.

Table 9
4

Means (X- ) and adjusted means (AX) for Interview 2 skill and
understanding scores by groups and the significance level
of tile F-statistic for the 1 x 6 analysis of ' ovariance with
KeyMath scores,

Group
Skills Understanding

X AR F P X AX F .P

-U1 31.20' 33.62 21.00 23.63

U2 31.20 33.25 25.80 28.03

U3 28.82 30.76 22.50 24.60

M 26.75 23.68 24.00. 20.65

2M 26.25. 29.10 18.5C 21.60

C 31.60 24.57 , 21.80
r

14.59

1.20 .340 )69 .999

In add,itionvto the interview evaluation conducted by the evalua-
tors, the invest.gator, in conjunction with tlie group tegehers, prepared
paper and pencil tests to measure children's computational skill. Sepa-

rate tests were written for addition and subtraction. rre addition-

without-regrouping test was in two parts. The first part had 2C problems

'7 2



given,under power conditions, -the second part had 10 problems given under
speed conditions. This test was scored on the basis of 30 points. In

Table 10 (given below) are oreserited means and adjusted means for the
addition-without-regrouping total test s_ores.

Means (X) and adjusted
total scores by croups
for the 1 x a analysis
and the 1 x 6 analysis

Table 10
A

means (AX) for addition without regrouping
and the significance level of the f7statistic
of covariance with KeyMath and IQ scores
with KeyMath scores.

1

Group

A

1x5 1x6

AX F AK F P

Ul 27.40 27.88 28.37

U2 25.20 25.51 26.02
a

U3 25.519 25.75 26.27

M ¶28.50 26.47 27.28

2M 26.50 27.17 27:64

C 29.20

.304 .36 .999

Ad:usted means ttr tne I x 5 and : x E ana:!ses .,_der tne 3_cups from nIghe.:t

to lowest per"_brnanze :n tne 2M, :1, contr:1,: 'These data

trInds cot.. new? asccated witn,them a 7ery lbw prccaballty at most
that sbserved d.:fferen,:es are siffIciently 7ret tc be attrltt:tahle t:
-lc: and are :hancr-

The s'..h,.ra,:tl_r-41tc_t-re.ir.,..:pIng t,:st r t.".e same ft,rma.. as 3t.,
addat1-.)n tes"._ T'.e test was .n two :.arts: r.rcblems and wds
41ven Inder zdnd..,t1tns: 7,art :: I: Frbblems ar.d was 3.17e

speed :ondltl.:rm, The ':ti:.-s tne reels tf a: pf;sg.b:e

:n -able 1: 1:v en ;a4-: 1r,

means ftr the t:ta: test i

r

4,



Table 11

Means (X) and adjustea, means (AX) for subtraction without
regrouping total scores by groups and the significance
level, of the F-statistic .,f6r the 1 x 5 and 1 x 6 analyses of
covariance with KeyMath scores and. with KeyMath and IQ
scores, respectively.

Group
X

1x5 1x6

AX F P AR F

Ul 28.20 28.52 28.81

U2 ,28.60 28.78 215.12

U3 -
o

29.09 29.14 , 29.79
.

M - 26.50 25.26 25.72
,)

2M , 26.50 26.93 27:22

C 29.80 28.12

.92 .999 .943 .999.

These adjusted means order the groups as U3, U2, Ul
2M, M. The associated probability that the observed differences are
due to instructio- Ls' at Most .001.

Again the writer suggests caution about the interpretation of
these dataatrecids because of the verc small sample size.

Some summary remarks which reflect the inVbstigator's interiors-
tation of these data fdllow:

1

1. For developing in second Aders skill and understanding for
addition and subtraction of numberS named )y 2-digit numerals
the abacus; counting sticks, and Dienes blccks are equally
,effective as single manipulative aids.

2. There is in this data no evidence to suggest that the mul-
tiplicit of manipulative aids is an important v :able for
developing in second graders skill and understa ding of addi-
,tion and subtraction of numbers named by 2 -digit erals.



The children's responses in Interview 2 were coded into the six
categories discussed on page 63 . The number r.chcept index derived from
this coding (see page 63) is presented in Table 12; each indT..-x (4-tuple

of numbers) indicates the number of correct respohsein each of the 4
categories (see page 63 ) as a percent of the total ndmber.of at empty by
groups.

Table 12

Summary of coded responses indicating the number of correct
responses in Categories 1, 2, 3, and 4 as a'percent of the
total number of responses coded.

Group..
Category

1

Ul 3.2 . 14.9 '3:2 26.6

U2 0 46.8 0 18.1
..:,.

U3 0 40.4. 4.3 31.9

. M 0 19.2 5.1 44.9

2M 0 24.3 4.3 10.0

C

Exp H'Ul-f-

0

. 0

'.14.7

. 50.8

2.9

3.4

, 39.2

15.8

It of intereJt to compare the numbei- concept indices presented in

Table 12 with those presented in Table 7. The indices in Table 7 code the
behaviors ,f children when they were working on tasks that dealt spe'cifica.Ly

with plaCe value number situations. The indices in Table 12 pkesent indices
.which reflect,:hilthen's behavior when they were working on 2-digit additiof:

and subtracts gin. Addition and subtraction of 2-digit numbers involres ar

cation place value concepts but the application is facilitated by a learned

algorithm. it-is of particular interest that a much h'gher pereent of the .

-hildren's responses suggested behavior which was coded in categlorises which
suggest that the children Interpreted 2-eigit nu doers as two separate-entities.

A descript:i,,,L cf benxrior whIn the Investugatr coded in 7,:3tgogy 4

is as follows. /".",;...rer.
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to work, the child might be heard to'say "6 plus 3, 9; 4 plus 2, 6;
sixty -nine." When asked to exPlain how the answer was.. gotten the explana-
tion would be like "well, 6 and 3 is 9, 4 and '2 is tl." Additional
queries from the interviewer would not bring the child to suggest that
the 4 and 2 represent 40 and 20, respectively. The child's interpre-
-

tation seemed to center on these as a 4 and a 2.

It,is also, interesting that almost no behaviors in Interview 2
were codedin Category 1: FOrxample, for the problem

46W-

+ 26

almost no children were observed to say in explaining thtir process:
"4, tens and 2 tens is 6 tens." A reading of the group teacher's ldgs
gives some explanation,for this. It is apparent from these logs that
children find the thinking represented by 4 tens and 2 tens is 6 tens
much more difficult than the thinking represented by 40-plus 20 is 60.

Quite a high percent of children's responses were coded in'Cate-
.

gory 2. This suggests that the investigator interpreted these behaviors
topmean that the children were thinking of 2=aigit numbers ap.a multiple
of tens and ones. A description of behavior which the investigator
coded in this category is as follows. Given the problem.

46 -

+ 23

'to work the child might be observed to say 6 plus 3, 9; forty plus twenty,
sixty; sixty-nine. Or when asked to explain his process, the child would
say "6 and 3 makes 9(pninting) and forty and twenty is sixty (pointing
at 4. 2 and6)."

f-.
More than 40% of the observed behaviors for children in groups U2

and U3 were coded In Category 2, while all other groups had fewex than
25% coded in this category, The range of the percents of behaviors
coded in Category 4 (2-digit numbers internreted as 2 separate entities)
ranged from a high.of 44.9% in Group M to a low of 10% in Group 2M.

An interpretation of this data is that both children in the experi-
ments.] groups and'the control group exhibited a lower level of thinking
concerning the concept of 2-digit numbers while doing addition and
subtraction than when dealing with place Value concepts per se. Maybe
this is not surprising. Indeed, this may be exactly the number concept
which the algorithm process for addition and subtraction encourages.
Mo:eover, it may be the number interpretation which facilitates efficient
algorithmic prc-:essing. On the other hand the H+ UH group exhibited
behavior about 51'% of which was coded in Category 2. The performance
se..;.)res on ...dition and subtraction of this group is also higher. These
rare possibly coincidental happenings, not cause and effec''. Indeed U2 and
U3 ekperimental groups exhi:ited a higher percent of behaviors in
Cateaory 2 than die other experimental groups but their performance
scores are not consistently higher than the other groups' scores.
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The implication of this information to teaching is not clear. Some
clarification might be obtained if systematic comparison was made of skill
and. understanding of 2.,-digit addition and subtraction of two groups of

children after receiving instruction in one of two modes. _One mode would
emphasize the language 4'tens and 2 tens is 6 tens (or 40 plus 20 is 60),
while the other concentrtes on,the least amount of information necessary
to process the algorithm;that is, emphasizes addition through Lymbol
manipulation.

EVALUATION INTERVIEW 3 - ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION FOR NUMBERS NAMED
,BV 2-DIGIT NUMERALS, WITH REGROUPING.

The third evaluation interview was concerned-with an evaluation of 'the
children's concepts of addition and subtraction for numbers named by 2- digit
numerals in which the algorithm process required regrouping. Children were
presented with situations which required them to display numbers with objects
and to trade to display the same number, but with more Or fewer tens. Addi-
tion and subtraction problems involving 2-digit numerals were presented
which required regrouping. Two of the itgms required the children to perform
an addition problem and.subtraction prOblem using a maninulatiye aid wh...ch
was new to them. Two of_ the itams presented children *ith a situation in
which they were asked(to judge whether or not a problem Was worked correctly
and if not, to explain why not.

The evaluation questions were determinEd in advance by the evaluators,

according to the objectives of the written teaching materials. The questions
and test materials were presented to the childre'n.according to a prewritten
script. The complete script for the structured interview is contained in
Appendix D. . -

Shown in Table 13 (given on the ollowing 2 pages) is the profile sheet
used to record the information about each child's performance and also the
number and percent of the children in each group who were judged by the evalua-
tors to have performed satisfactorily on each item.

*A%
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Table 13

StI;dent Profile Sheet for Interview 3 with number and percent
of students who responded correctly to each item by groups

.

Item
Skill

Score
Understanding

Score

1 Read: 01

Ul (5 U2 (5) U3 (6) M (41 2M (4) C (5)

# % # % # % # % # % %

4 80 5 100 5 83.3 4 100 4 100 4 80

Show: 0 1 4 80 4 80 5 83.3 4 100 4 100 5 100

What no.: 0 1 4 80 4 80' 2 33.3 4 100 2 50 4 80

1* 80 0 0 1 J6.7 0 0 1 25 1 20
Regroup: 0 1 2

1 4 80 3 60 4 66.7 3 75-3 .75 1 20 .

What no.: 0 1 4 80 4 80 5 83.3 3 75 3 75 2 ° 40

2 Read: 0 1 . 3 60 5 100 6, 100 4 100 4 100 5 100

Show: 0 1 5 100'5 100 ;C 100 4 100 4 100 5, 100

What no.: 0 1 5 1:00 5 100 5 83.3 4 100 4 100 4 80

0 0 1 20 1 16.7 0 0 1 1 20
Regroup: 0 1 2

5 , 100 4 A 5 83.3 4 100 3
75

2 40 :

What no.: 0 1 4 80,4. 80 5 .83.3 3 75 2 50 3 60

3 Show addehds: 0 1 2
0 0 0 0 2 33.3.0 0 1 25 3 60

'4 80 5 100 4 66.7 3 75 2 50 1 20

1 20 2 33.3 0 0 1 25 3 60
Answer: 0 1 2

2 40 4 80 4 66.7 4 100 2. 50 100

4 Show minuend: 0 1 3 60 3 60.4 66.7 3 75 2 50 3 60 /

2 40 2 40 5 83.3 2 50 1 25 4 80
Answer: 0 1.2

2 40 2 40 1 16.7 2 50 2 50 0 -0

5 Read: G 1 5 100 5 100 6, 100 4 100 4 Ilk 11 80.

Answer: 0 1-2
1 20 0 0 0 , 0 2 50 0 0 0 0

3 60 3 60 6 100 2 50 4 100 4 80

Read answer: 0 1 5 100 5 100 6 100 4 100 4 100 5 100

Explain: 0 1 2

6 Read: 0 1

Answer: 0 1 2

Read answer': 0 1

5

1

3

5,

Ex i ain 0 1 2
2

200 00 02 50?
40 as , 60 6 100 2 50 2

100 5 '9100 6 100 4 100 3

ZO 0 0 0 0,2 500
60 2 40 4 66.7 2 50 3

100 5 100 5 83.3 4 100 3

40 0 0 1 15.7 2 50 I

40 2 4C 3 50 2 50 2

500 0

50 4 80

75 4 80

0 0 G.
75 5 100

75 5 -100

25 1 20

50 3- 60



0

Table l3-

"(continued)

Skill Understandirig
Item _1115f U2 (5)' U3 (6) M (4) 2M (41 C (5)

Score Score
# % # % # % # % %

8

9 Read: 0 1 2

10 Read: 0 1 2'

Explain: 0 1 2

Show addends:
7

. 0 12

0 00 02 -33.0 00 01203
Answer: 0 1 2

Show Minueni,:0 1

'Answer: 0 1 2

Answer right: 0 1

Explain: 0 1 2

0 0 1 20 O. 0 J. 25°0- 0 0 .0

3 6,0 4, 80 5 83.3 2 75 5 100

4 '80 3 60 2 33.3 3 7,6 2 56 3 60

'4 80 4- 80 3 50 3 75 1 255 100

0 1 0 L 20 1 16.7 0 0 0 0' 1 20 .

4 80 2 40 1 16.7 ? 50 1 25 2 7.4tr

. .

3 60 4 80- 2. 33.3 1 25 2 56 1 -

2. .40 1 20 3 50 2 - 50 1 25 3. 66

(21

0 0 0 0 0 1 25O 0 0 0

80 1 20°5 3.3 2 50 2 50 2 40

--o 00 bo. oo 00 00 o.
5 100 5 100 5 S3.3 3 75 1 , 25.4 80

3 60 2 40.1 16.7 2 50 1 25 3 60

0. 0 1 20 1 16.7 0. 0 b. 0 2 40

2 40 2 40 2 ,33.3 3. 75 1 25'2 40

*The upper number indicates the,nuillber of children who received a 1, the lower number
0

t.
who received 2.

aThe number in parentheses indicates the number in the group.

,78
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In Table 14 are presented adjusted and unadjusted means for the
five experimental groups for skill and understanding scores derived
from Interview 3. The means were adjusted. as described for Inter-
view1 scores.

Table 14

0

Means (X) and adjusted means (AX) for Interview 3 skill
and uriderstandi.lg scores by groups and the significance

level of the F-statistic for the 1.x analysis of co-
variance rith KeyMath and IQ scores

Group
3; AR

v,

Ul 11.80 12.98
.0

U2 11.50 14.10

U3 12.17 13.29

M 11.75 11.04

2M 10.50 11.68.

AX

21.20 23.75

21.60 22.48

24.00 24.57

25.25 17.08

17.25 20.28

F

Skill Understanding

p

.506 .999 .817 .999

The Adjusted means for the skill s,ores order the groups from
highest to lowest perfotmance in the order U2, U3, Ul, 2M, M. For the
understanding scores the adjusted means order the groups, as U3, Ul,
U2, 2M, M. Also presented in Table 14 is the F-statistic and the
significance level of the F from the analysis of covariance which was
conducted to determine whether there are statistically significant
differences between any of the adjusted group means. The analysis was
conducted using KeyMath and IQ test scores as covariates. This ipfor-.
ration suggests that the data tre. apparent for the skill scores has
associated with it a probability of at most .001 that any observed
differences are.due to instructional effects rather than being a chance
occurrence. The date trend for the understanding scores has a similarly
low probability.

Similar information concerning the analysis of data including the
control group is given in Table 15 (shown on the following page). The
adjusted mean skill and understanding scores respectively order the
grbups as U2, J3, Ul, 2M, M, Control and as U3, Ul, U2, 2:4, M, Control.

'



For the understdnding scores there is an associated probability of .95 that
observed differences are due to instruction. It is apparent that the control
group did significantly poorer on the understanding of addition and sub-
traction involving regrouping although their skill scores cid not differ,
significantly, based, on adjusted mean scores.

4'

Table 15'

Means (X) and Adjusted Means (AX) for Interview 3 Skill and
Understanding Scores by Groups and the Significance Level of
the F-Statistic for the 1 x 6 analysis of Variance with KeyMath
Scores

. Group

Skill Understanding

g AR \ AR

Ul 11.80 13.23 21.20 25.3

U2 14.00 15.21 21.60 25.14.

U3 13.33 14.47 24.00 27.33

M 13.75 11.94 25.25 19.96

2M 10.50 12.18 17:24 22.17

1520 11.29 19.80 8.S9

.833 .999 e 2.650 ,05

In addition to the interview Evaluation conducted by the evaluators, the
investigator, in conjunction with clo group teachers, prepared paper and
pencil tests t.,-) measure children'l ,-.mputational skill. Separate tests were

written for addition and subtracti'en. The addition-with-regrouping test was)

in three parts. .tie first pa..c. had twenty additfp'n i:tem and was given under

power conditions. Part II had 10 addition itms and was given as a tied
test. Part I:I had four addition itt,r.s; the children were given the oppor-

tunity to use manipJlatIves on this part which was given under ppwer conditions.
Thus the total test was scored on a Oasis of 34 Points. :n Table 16 'shown on

the following page are presented and ad;uste0 means for tne addit)on-

wIthout-regrcuping fetal f.:sf
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Table 16

Means (X) and adjusted means (AX) for addition-with-
regrouping total test scores by groups and the sig-
nificance level of the F-statistic for the '1 x 5
analysis of covariance with KeyMath and IQ scores

Group g

U1 27.80 27.68

U2 '24.00 25.30

U3 31.33 32.67

27.75 ' 23.41

2M 33.25 34.00

4.06 .017

adjusted means for the 1 x 5 analysis order the groups from highest
to lowest performance in the order 2M, U3, Ul, U2, M. The associated
probability that this trend i3 other than a chance occurrence is .98.
Moreove'r, the data 'suggest that this is due, at least in part, to the
fact that the'adjusted mean for group 2M is very much greater than the
adjusted mean for M, for example. However, due to the fact that the mean
time for group 2M was also very great in comparis?h-to the other groups,
it is more likely that this difference in mean achievement scores is .

dbe to the time ased rather than because of achievement 'differences due
necessarily to instruction. Thus, caution about interpretation of the
data due to the very small sample size is again suggested.

The subtraction-kith-regrouping was similar in all respects to the
addition-with-regrouping. In Table 17 (shown on the following page), are
presented means and adjusted means for the subtraction- without - regrouping
test.

Adjusted means for this 1 x 5 analysis order the groups from
highest to lowest performance in the order 2M, U3, U2, Ul, M. The
associated probability that this trend is not a chance occurrence is at
most .001. Thus, tnere is little reason to believe that observed

k performance differences on this subtraction test were due to differences

in achievement caused by instructional variation. While the adjusted
mean for the group 2M is the greatest, the mean'time for the 2M grour
was also hiqher than the mean time for the other groups.

a.



Table 17

Means (X) and adjusted means- (AX) for subtraction-with-
regrouping total test scores by gibups and the
significance level of the F-statiStic for the 1 x 5

analysis of covariance wit KeyMath and IQ scores

Group AR

Ul 23.40 : 24.47

A2 23.80 24.49

U3 28.00 28.56 .

M 27.50 22.93 --

2M 33.75 35.26

.739 .999/

The following summary remarks concerning the data for evaluation of
children's performances on addition and subtraction of numbers named by 2-digit
numerals is offered by the investigator.

1. For developing in secona graders skill and understanding for
addition and subtraction of numbers named by 2-digit numerals the
abacus, counting sticks, and Dienes blocks are equally effective
as single manipulative aids.

2. There is in this data no evidence to suggest that the multipli-
city of. typec of manipulative aids is a,- important variable .for
developing in second graders skill and understanding of addition
and subtraction Of numbers named by 2-digit numerals for which the
algorithm requires regrouping.

There is evidence in these data to suggest that (See Tabl 15)

second grade children who usg,,-.,,anipul.2--ve aids in learning concepts

of addition and subtraction of numbers .arced by 2-digit numerals
are better able to display understanding of these concepts.

The children's resi,:,nses to questisns asked in :nter7vw 3 wete .7-.7led

Into the six categories dlsc,ssed ,age .53. Although an attempt was mz.dd
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.to do so, the questions posed is. `.s interview were unfortunately not
of the type to evoke cacegorizable responses. (Flabotation upon this
is given in the Discussion Section of this report.

EVALUATION INTERVIEW 4, 3-DIGIT NUMERATION

The fourth gnd final interview was concerned 44th an evaluation
of the thildren's concepts of 3-digit numeration. Also, it was concerned
with further evaluation of their understanding of place value nmeration.
addition, and subtraction, and the regrouping process as exhibited by
their ability to transfer, and extend the algorlthh for addition. *nd
'subtraction with regrouping for 2:-digit _numerals to 3-digit numerals.
Children were presented with situatlons which requited them to dispy
3-digit numbers with objects and to regroup .the objects to mpre or fewer
hundreds or tens, while keeping the total riUmber the same. Addition
and subtraction problems involving 3-digit numerals which required re-
grouping were presented, and children were asked to solve these with
familiar and unfamiliar manapulations and also symbolically without the
aid of maRipulatives. Also, two problems involving the concepts of more
and less mere giiten in the context of 3-digit numerals

The evaluation questions were determined advance by the eval4a-
tors, according to the objectives of the written teaching materialt ald
the objective of evaluating for transfer of learning. the questions and
test materials were presented to the children according to a prt--Pten
script. The complete script for thii structured...nterview is container.
in Appendix E.

Shown in 'Table 18 (shown on the follow:ng ±- pages: is the profile
sheet used to record file infoimation about ea,:r. performanct and
also the number and percent of the children 1:: ea,.h group who were ,uogod
by the evaluators to have yerformed satisfactorily qr. eAct. Iter.

wormabftelormilorrameert



Table 18

Student Profile Sheet for Interview 4 with the number and percent cf students'

who responded correctly to each item by,,grdbps

Item

I

Skill Score
,

Understand ing
Score

Group

Ui P2 u3 Y! 21,1 C

. I

.

Read .

.

.,-

0 1

Show

What no.

Regroup

What no.

0 1
,

0 1

0 1

0 1
2

5

5

2

o 14

4

-4 .

5

2

013
1

3

6

6

2

016

6

4

4

3

0 .3

13

4

3

2

0

4

4

5
5

1

0

2

3

2 Read

,

0 1

Show

What no.

Regroup

What no.

0 1

0 1

0 1

Cfr 1

5

1,5 1

1 t 1

5

2 0:4

4

i.

5 6 -, 4
.4,

5 6 4

5 6 4

013 0 14 a

2 6 4

3

1

ti

4

4

0

3

4

4

5

5

5

2

4

2

3 Show addends
-

0 1 2
.

Answer 0 1

1 14

2 112

1)

0

4

3

L

3

2 -_.

2

1 .'

4 Show addends 0 1 2

Answer 0 1 2

1

3

4 1

1

I

,4 i 1

2 1 1

4

3

1 2

3

1

z1 2 2

5 Show minuend
.

0 1

Answer

An swer

6

0 1.

0 1

2

2

5

2r,

4

211

5
i

013
i

1

45
i

112

5

il

1 3
1

'

l 4-,

2

2 ,2
--12 -12

24- 2

11; 11:-
/ I.

3

111

1

4

211
.

6
.

Show minuend 0 1.

84



.4

Iteo Skill Score

7: . ead

Answer

Read answer,

01
0 1

0 1

2

Read

Answer

Read answer

0

0

0

1

1

1

2

Table 18
(continued)

Und er stand ing
Score

U2 U3 14 2M C

211

5

1 12

5

112

2

2.12

f 5

0.12 015
1.3' ij 3

211. 1 2 111

5 5 4

oil 212 111

4 4 4
10

5

0.12

5

:plain 0 1 2:3 ::: 1 2 1 212- 2 1
12

9
r,

Show
,addends

- Answer

0

0

1

1

2

2 ,:-;

4

3

1

1

4

2

3

i
0

2

2

0

.1

2 '0
i2 - 1

2".-_,

1 1

4

3

le i Show
minuend 0 1 !,3 3

Answer 0 1 2. ;',13 3

2 2 4

2 111 12 4

11 'RI/it-it 0 1

Explain

12 1'Right 01
Explain

13 "Answer 0 1

Ex pia in

1 1

0 1 2 21 c 110

0 1 2 ,1 10 112

3 4 2 2

112 1 12 "c, I .cd1

1 4

2

0 1 2 1 13

2

1 13

3



Table 18

(continued)

item Skill Store Understanding
Score

9S22P---------
Ui U2 U3 X 2M C

14 Answer , 01

Explain 01203
3

0 1 10

I

1 3
I

3 0

: 1

3 0 1

1

1 :

15 Answv--
----

01 2 1 1 4 1 3 13 3 1 3 2
0 1 1

In Table 19 (shcwrImbelcw) are presented adjusted and unadjudted"means
for the five experirantal groups for skill and underStanding scores derived
from Interview 4. The means were adjusted as described for Interview 1 scores.

Table 19
S.

Means (X) Snd adjusted means iAX) for Interview 4 skill and
understanding scores by groups and the significance level
of the F-statistic for the 1 x 5 analysis of covariance with
KeyMath and t.Q. Scores.

Group
Skill Understanding

X AR F P X AX P P

Ul 14.60 15.08 22.40 23.17

U2 14.00 14.14 19.00 20.17.

U3 15.33 15.40 19.83 20.93

M. 15.25 13,19 22.00 16.35

2m 14. 00 14.61 17.75 19.34

1.157 .'64 .958 .999 .

06



The adjUsted means for the skill scores order the grcuer from
highest to lowest perfox.oance in the order 03,1,01, 2R, %U2, Mt Eor
the understanding scores the adjusted means order the groups as 01,
t13, U2, 2H, M. Also presented Ili Table 19 is the F- statistic and the
significance of the P from the analysis of covariance which was con-
ducted to determine whether there are statistically.sig4ficant
differences between any of the group means. she anaAyzls was
conducted using keyMith and IQ Scores as oevariates. This information
suggests that the data trend for the skill scores has associated with
it a probability. of" only .6A than obeerved diiferenoes are other than/
a chance occurrence.. The data trend-for the underetanding scores has/
a probability of `act most .001 that the differences are other than a
chance occurrence.

4ta concerning the analysis of data including the control
gioup is given in Table 20 (below). The data indicate thA the'control
group performed lower than any of the experimental groups. Moreover,
these data"trends have associated,probabillOes. of .66,and .96 for skill
and understanding, resciaMveiy, that the observed differences ar'e not
due tc chance. / .

Table 20

Means CX) and adjusted means (AX) for Interview 4 skill
and' understanding scores by groups and the significance 7.7

level of the P-statistib and the 1 x 6 analysis of variance,
with KeyMath scores.

Group
Skill Understaridiiig

rogowa...

R A7 -F

ul 14.60 15.63 22.40 25.11'

U2 114.00 14.87 19.00 21.30

or.

U3 15.33 16.16 19.83 21.99

15.25 13.94 22.00 18.56

2M 14.00 15.21 '17.75 20.94

C 14.80 11.98 18.60 11.19

1.244. . 322 2.869 .036

PIO

,...1.
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In addition to the interview evaluation conducted by the evaluators,
the investigator, in conjunction with the group teachers, prepared a Paper
and pencil test to measure th.e children's ability to perform various place
value tasks. The place value test was written and administered in seven
parts. Part I of the test presented children with 12 pictures-of-manipula-
tives displays for numbers named by 2- and 3-digit numerals, and the' children
were required to write the corresponding numeral. Part II of the test pre-
sented the children with 4 picture-of-manipulative displaye. The teacher
wrote the corresponding numeral on the chalkboard, circled the hundreds,
tens, or units digit, and the childrenWere required to'circle the corres-
ponding part of the picture. Part III presented the children with 6 picture-
of-manipulative displays for 3-digit numbers. The.children were required to
circle one of our numerals to indicate the number shown. Part IV of the test_
presented the children with 4 picture-of-manipulatiite displays showing 4
hundreds, 7 tens, and 7 ones. A number less than 477 was then written by
the teacher on a chalkboard. The children ,./ere required to color the pic-

tures of objects to indicate the number. In Part V of the test children were
presented with 8 numerals written in a plane value chart and were required
to rite the numeral without the chart. Part vr oresented -the Children

with 6 written statements like

hundreds

ones

tens

and the cheldren. were required to write the corresponding numeral; In

Part VII the children were presented with six 3-digit numerals an0 were
required to write the number .:41i 4h is 1 or 10 more. or less than the given

number.

In Table 21 (shown on the folloyeng page) are presented meals and
adjusted means for the place value test. Adjusted means for the 1 x 5
and 1 x 6 analyses order the groups from hightet to lowest performance
in the order 2H, U3, UI, U2, M (control). The data trend for the I x 5
analysis has associated with it a probability of at most .001 that any
difference between the experimental groups are other than a chance ,
occurrence. Howevel. the data trend for the 1 x 6 analysis has an asso-
'biated probability of about ..99 that the differences are other than a
chance occurrence., i.e.,wpossibly an instructional difference. It is

apparent that the difference is between the control croup and each of the
_experimental groups.

88
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Table 21

Means (X) and adjusted means UtX) for place value test
total.storps;* groups and the significance level of thee-

F-stapiseic .lor the 1 x 5 and 1 x 6 analysee.of covariance
with KeyMath scores and with KeyMath end IQ scores and
KeyMath scores, respectiVely.

Grour X

x 6

57_ 13i F
U1

U3

. 2m

40.40 41,64 40.40

41.60 4i.67 r 41.60

41.33 41.25 41.33

41.50 38.81 4 4.50

42.25 43.46 442.25*

42.46

43.34
2.97

38.96

44.67

C 33 . 20 27.59
X87 .8d7 .012

Some summary remarks Wad'. reflect the .envestigatoes.inter-
pretation of these data follow::

1. For extending second grader's Skillsand understanding
of numeration to 3-digit numerals. the abacue, counting
sticks and Dienes blocks tree equally effective as single
manipulative aids.

2. ,There is no. evidence to suggest that the multiplicity of
manipulative aids is an 'important variable for extending
second graderts skill and understanding of numeration'to
3-digit numeration.

3. For developin9 in second graders skill and understanding
to transfer knowledge of addition and subtraction algorithmic
processes from 2-digit to 3-digit numerals, the abacus, counting

sticks, and Dienes blocks are equally effective as single
manipulative aids.

4. 'Then is no evidencelto suggest that the multiplicity of

ottitipulative aids is ell important variable for developing
in second graders the skill and understanding to transfer

e?,



Imowledge of addition end subtraction algor;,thmic processes
from 2- to 3-digit numerals,

5. There ii ev.dence to suggest that the systematic .use of one or
more manipulative aids increases second graders' skill and

. understanding of numeration and of adgtion and subtraction
algorithms beyond children who are taught in a mode in which
manipulatives are not a systematic part Of the instructional
process; a traditional approach i. which the instruc-

. clonal process is more dependent on a contemporary printed
textbook.

40'

The children's responses in Interview. 4 were coded Into six categories
discussed on page 63. The nuMber concept indices derived frcm this coding
(see page 65) is presented in Table 22 (giv'en below). The number concept
index derived from this coding (see page 63) indicates the number of correct
responses in each of 5 categories (see page 63) as a percent of the total
number of attempts by groups.

1

Table 22

Summary of coded responses indicating the number of correct.
responses in categories 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 as a percent of the
total number of responses coded.

4.

Group

Category

2 3 4 5

Ul 8.5 4.2 7..0

U2 32.4 -° 7.0 8..6

6.8 26.2 3.9 8.7 10.
7.4

M 37.1.----u 0 . ,-,0. 24. 2
,

2M 0 34.5 ,0
, 8.6 1.7

A
/.

C 0
,-.

,, 28.3 2.? 13.5, 8.1

It vlep 10.9 43, 7 p4.6 57 1 5

it is of Interest to compare r.;,e

Tables 5, 12, and 22. Wh114.3he Perce
category 4 shtwed a marked Increase In
cent in this category agaIn dropped in

ar*

number concept ;,nd.oes presented In .

nt of responses, for all'groups coded In
IntervIew 2 over ,Intervtew 1, the per-
_ntervlew 4. Thi?; pr=01,/ dLe to



the type of taek4 in the various interviews. The first interview dealt
almost exclusively with,Place value tasks, Interview 2 with addition and
subtraction without regr4yping, and Interview 4 was a combination.of
place value tasks and thaappltcation of place value concepte to addi-,
tion and subtraction in which regrouping was required. One might con-'
jecture that the,regrouping activity elicits a behavior 'Which suggests
a "higher' number concept level than addition and subtraction without

grouping. or problems that require no regrouping, it might be postible
I% .to function quite adequately by thinking about the digit._ of i multi-

dig t nutbral,as separate entities.,, However, the regrouping forces the
thinkieg to extend to a relationahib between the digits of the numeral,
Or at least a more accurate meaning of each digit in the context of a .

amlti-digit numeral. It is not clear from the data whether or not
there is a cause and effec0 relationship bitween level of nuMber concept

.

and ability to perform addition and subtraction problems. That is, we
carsiot,4rom these. data, necessarily conclude that success with the addi-
tioa-wittrregrouping algorithin is facilitated by, a "higher" number
concept index.. It does, howeVer, seem reasonable to conjecture that
children who exhibit behaviortfusgestive of a "higher" number concept
arermore likely to' have internalized the concept:of-nten-is-4a-unie
idea.' That is, that 10 ones becomes a unit of 1 ten, that 10 tens
becomes of 1 hundred, etc.. This "ten -is -a -unit" idea seems
essentisl.for an adequate unoorstamdisa of plime value numeration, the
regrouping,procuss and .the application of these concepts to addition and

etibtction. Thus, to argue that a "higher" !lumber concept will facili-
tate performance on addition Viand subtractiod with regrouping' appears

plausible;

Another Observation prom Table 22, la that the percent (about 70%)
of respon2as for tie group Exp H* 0 H- categorized in Categor es 1, 2,
and 5, was almoet twice the percent (about 36%) for the con a group.

Recalling thht the Exp e U H- and control groups were c ax le on

pretest scores-of the KeyMath one seems justified con (or at

least conjectureLithat the systematic use of manip latiy/e aids causes
second grade childien to eribit behaviors On place value tasks and on
addition and subtraction with regrouping tasks which are suggestive

"higher" level of place value concept formation, This, together
with the fact, that the experimental groups overall /including many very
less capable children than the control group) performed better on
Inerview 4 tasks .and on the investigator-written numeration test
than did the control group, suggests that this "higher" level number
concept has a facilitating effect on problems involving the application
of place value concepts. 'Cmi must, however, be cautious about this
conclusion because the data dehved to indidate the number concept level
Ames. from the same source as the data derived to indicate success of
number concept application.
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AMTIONAL EVALUATIONS
A

To determSne whether there were differences among the groups on the

.
retention of skills learned earlier in the year, an investigator-written

,retentipn test was administered. Each of the three parts consiStil-i. of

twelve items a.d was administered as A power test. Each part of the test

included basic fact problems, problead without regrouping and problems with

regrouping. Pert I, II, and III had only addition, onlypbtraction, and

both addition and subtraction items, respectively. This test was admin-

istered to the experitental groups and the control group.

In Table 23 (given belyw) are presented means and adjusted means for

the Retention Test for the 1 x 5 an' 1 x 6 analyses.

Table 23

Means (X) and adj,.;stsd means (AX) or. Retention Test total

scores by groups and the significance level of the F-statistic

for ttte 1 x 5 and 1 x 6 analysts of coven .ce with XeyMatb

and TQ and with KeyMath scores, respectively.

Group

0.110......
1 x 5 1 x 6

AR F" A.T

28.40 29.64 29.77

2e:00 29.16

31.66 31.53 32.76

29.75 2".19 28.01

32.25 26.58 33.37

30.00 26.25

:748 .199 .949
..00.111.

These adjusted mean? orler tn,a lrcu;:s from n.ghesr. lawRst pe!r-

formanct2 as 2M, :J3, M, 'control.. The 4ata trendia for bct.:-.tle

1 x 5 and 1 x analyses have associated protabllitles of at most . tnal_

,bservel lre 1.e :.ter thin
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An ''End of the Year-Math Test" wan written And administered by the
regular, teacher of the class in which children of the experimontal groups
mere enrolled. This test included, items on counting sets of dots, basic
additiorrand subtraction gacts, addition and subtraction with and without
regrouping 43r. 2- and 3-digit numerals, and Counting by 14s, 2's, 5's,
10's and 100's. The test was'scoredon &basis of 100 points by the
regular teacher. The adjusted and unadjusted means of these scores are
pre'tented 'in Table 24 (given below). These adjusted means oidgt the groups
from highest to lowest performance as-U3, 2M, Ur, 02, M.

*
Table 24-

-
Means 00 and adjusted means (AR) for the regular teacher's
End-of -Year Math Test total scores by groups and the ,

significance level of the 1:- statistic for the 1 x 5 analysis
of covariance with KoyMath and IQ scores.

Group AX P

01. 72.20 77.99 _

r..12 64.40 65.29

U3 79.60 80.31

72. 50 57.09

2M 72. 25 78.39

o6o . 407

tSry

This data trend has an associated probability of oqiy.:59 that the
observed differences are other than a chance occurrence.

The Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills test was administAred to the
children in the experimental groups as part of the uchool district's -
regular testing program. The scores obtained by the experimentargroup
"children were mAde available by groups to the investigator. In Tables
25, 26, and 27 (given on.the fo1164ing two pages) are presented adjusted
and unadjusted means for CTBS comprehension, application and total
scores, respectively. The adjusted means for tilt. CTBS comprehension
scores order the groups from highest to lowest performance as U3, U2, H,
2M, Ul. These adjusted means are very close and have a-probability4of
at teest .001 that the differences are other than aethance occurrence.
The adjusted mean application scores order. the groups as Ul, U3, t32,
2M, M with an associated probability of .82 that'the differences are
other than a chance occurrence. The adjusted means for the CTBS total
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scores order the groups as U3. Ul. u, 2M, M, and this data trend has an

associated probability of at most..001 that the differences-are other than

c!vance 0.7.currence

)4

Table 2F.

Means (X' and adjusted means U.X) for the CTBS cooprehension
test scoes by groups and the gig:ix:V.:a/Ice level of the F-
statistic for the.I x S analysis of zovariancg with XeyMath
and IC sct?re.

Group

wwwma...mbaama.

011111111 4111.11

UI. 14.80

16.00

u3 18.00

20.75

. 15.0C

15.62

16.69

17.84.

16.53

16.30

Ims. yogyagoaaaaama,

Table, 26

.24C .999

allaa/MaaaaaaaTM.

Means (X. and ad:ssted means :AX 1 far the CT9S applicatIon

test scores by groups aid the'signlfl:ance level of the

F-statistlo for tilt 1 x analysis of-covariance with FeyYtatr.

and :; scoreu,

Group

U2

U3 '

M

2M

f>.27

13.12

1 c

1.674 c.u2
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Table 27

Means (i) and adjusted maans.(11) r CT!3$ total, tort
scores by; groups and the signifi anci le 1 of .the
Statistic for the I x s analys of covariance with
Key8ath and IQ scores.

Group 3

32. 60

32.20

34, 67

3800

29.00

34.67 ,

33.30

35.249

29.60

31.93

.780

I

a

. _

. 999

-.Each of the interviews had items which required the children
to display their akin and understanding of concepts by using a
'manipulative aid Khich -.ate new to them--that .is, one which, had not been
used ih any of'the teaching 'grove.' AlthoUgti it was believed that these
"new manapulatives" would not give a testing advantage to any of the
groups, they were classifiable into the same category of embodiri;nt as
Dienes blockai that is. I hundred and lien were not decomposab1.2 into
ZO tens and W ones, respectively.

Means and ad)asted means derived from the 1 . 6 analysis of cova-
riance with KeyMath to.al scores are given in Table 28 (given on the
following page). These adjusted weans order the oroups from highest to
lowest performance as U2, Ul, U3, 2M, M. Thas date trend has an asso-
ciated probahij.ify of 0.84 that some observed difterence(s) arp due to
an instructional differtiloe-

It is interczting to observe thfit aocbrding to the adjusted means.
oath of the three teaching groups in which thildrer a learning depend.:::..!
on a sing i embodiment outperformed thdee groups which unqd several
embodiments_ In sane sense one might believe that the ability to
demonstrate skill and understanding with a new embodir.ent oeflects the
extent to which the children have abstracted the concept(s).- This is
contrary to expectation; however, to the extent that we can have-faith
in the statistics due to the small sample size, it Goes awe: doubtful
that children navilig had experience with learning f-(:= several emboda-
mentrl de<tr!=r07,t:rate'll,;tract.lor of the 7tr474.pt Cr. roadily than.

O
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children learning from a single embodiment. It is emphasized that this
observation is very tenuous and requires furtler investigation.

Table 28

Means (X) and adjusted means (AX) for items involving
a new manipulative from ;Interviews 1, 2, 3, and 4, by
groups with KeyMath scores.

Group X AX $ F F

Ul 17.80 21.68

U2 19.00 22.29 -

U3 17.92

M 19.25 14.35

2N 11.75 16.31

C, 23.00 12.42

1.78C 0.158

.Ehown in Table 29 (given on the. following page) are the results of
a 1 x 6 analysis of covariance to determine which achievement differences
exist between the Exp H U H- grour and the control group on the several
evaluations.

The split-Salf reliability for selected investigator written tests
,tare given in Table 30 (given below).

Table 30

Split-half reliability cdefficiUts for selected
investigator, written tests.

TEST RELIABILITY

Additiol without regrouping

Subtraction without regrouping

Addition with regrouping

Subtraction with regrouping

Retention test

96

0.80

0:84

).92

0.98

0.91



Table 29

Means (X), adjusted means (AX) and F and 1D Values
for Exp W U H andontrol for each evaluation.

Evaluation Group

H*UH- C

X AR X AX

Interview I S 18.50

U 11.25

-18.99

11.78

16.80 16.03

8.30 7.55

7.925

7.215

0.009

0.012

Interviews II S 35.37 35.80 31.60 30.90 1.643 0.241

U 32.38 31.36 21.80 23.43 4.196 .0.047

Add W/O
'regroupifig 28.37 28.41 29.20 28.24 1.087 0.376

Subt. W/O
='regrou-ing 29.75 29..80 29.80 29.72 1.263 - 0.325

IntervIkw III S 17.25 17.43 15.20 14.41 1.811 0.212

U 33.13 33.55 19.80 19.12 6.886 0.013

Interview III S 17.12 14.80 7.37 14.30 2.827 0.105

26.37 26.66 18.50 18.13 . 6.384 0.016
..

Numeration -44.87 33.20 45.88 31.58 5.978 0.00/

Retention 32.88 432.98 30.00 29.74
...

0.749 0.999

1
N=8 and 5, respectively for Exp H U H- and Control.

4.
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VI. SUAMARV, CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SitVARY AND CONOUSIONS

The teaching experiment reported herein had as its major purpose the
collection and interpretation of essentially qualitative data. The

objectives were to identify important variables concerning teaching and
learning through the use of manipulative aids, and to state certain hypo-
theses concerning these variables.

The experiment was conducted,in a public cleMentary school in a south-
eastern city of 86,300. The area served by the school includes many fo.wilies
of low socioeconomic status and, also, the married student housing complex
of a large university. The duration of the experiment was most of a school
yearmid-Octobeeto the end of the school year. '

. Initially, the 30 children in an intact second grade class were
assiqned to one of five teaching groups according toe, a stratified random
procedure. This resulted in 5 groups of. 6 children which were compliable

AL in mathematical'. ability as measured by the KeyMath piagncstic Test. After

attrition, the experimental groups had 5,,5, 6, 4 and 4 children. The

exper,imental groups were identliied according to the embodiment which
served as the learning aid for the group: U1 -- counting sticks, 02Dienes'

blocks, U3 -- abacus, M -- counting sticks, Dienes blocks, and abacus, 2M-- count-

ing Sticks and nifix copes, Dienes blocks and grid paper, abacus and
counting chips.

Teaching materials were developed for the experiment so that teaching
was comparable across the five experimental groups except for the embodi-

ment used for the group. -The development of the materials represented a
standard sequence for topizs relate to place value, addition, and subtrac-

tion and order concepts. The lessonS were developed in groups according to

--the following topics:

I. 2-digit numeration.

2. Addition without regrquping

3. Subtraction without regrcuping.

4. Addition witn-regrouping.

Subtraction with re7;roupIng.

6. ? -d alt numeratih.

)3"



Evaluation of student progress was accomplished in two ways:

"(1) Two Phc principal investigators, other than the investigator for
this expelment, conducted evaluation interviews with the children;
(2) Pap r and pencil tests written by the investigator Dr the regular
class acber and also standardized tests were administered.

/ e .

n'Although a number of covariance analyses of the data using SPSS
:

..

/ \

ProyramANOVA were conducted, the emohatis of the data analysis was on
observation of data trends and "data,snoopi5gel .

t .

In Table 31 {given on the foll, lowing
.

Dage) are presented the/

/
orderings, by adjusted means, of the' experimental and control groups
from highest to lOwest performance on each of the evaluations. Also
reported is a probability which gives an indication about whether or
not there is a difference between two or more group .means attributable
to teaching effects than to .a chance occurrence

.
,-,-

I.

/
.

Due to the small sample sizes in the treatment groups considerable
caution must be exercised in the interpretationof the trends. The
following Statements are offered by the investigator as Plausillle ton--
jectures based on the data.

When used as single embodiments, countirig sticks Dienes blocks,
and an abacus axe, for second graders:.

1. Not equally effective for developing the concept of 2-digit
niimerations, the abacus is leas effective.

2. Equally effective for developing skill and 'understanding for
addition and subtraction of numbers named by 2-digit numerals
for which no regrouping is required.-

3. Equally effective for developing skill- and understanding for
addition and subtraction of numbers named by 2-digit nvmerals for
which regrouping is required.

4. Equally effective for extending the concept of numeration to
3-digit numerals.

Multiplicity of embodiments, in and of itself, provides a learning
environment which when compared to learning environments defined by a
single embodiment is, for second graders: =

1. Superior for the purpose of developing the concept of 2-digit
)numeration.

2. Not superior for developing skill and understanding of addi-
tion and subtraction of numbers named by 2-digit numerals for
which no regrouping is required.

I
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Table 31

Ordering of experimental and control groups from
highest to- lowest performance by adjusted groUp.means
ad the probability (P) that there exists a difference
between two adjusted means which is not a chance
occurrence.

Evaluation Ordering of groups

Interview I
- Skill *, 2M, 02, M, J1, 03 (C) .91 1..9.3)

Understanding 2M, 01, U2, U3e M (C) ,610 (.:93

Interview 2
Skill Iii, 02, 2M, 03, (C), H .77 (.66)

dnderstandino 01, 03, 2M, M,(C) :001 (.001)

Addition,W0 regrouping 01, 2M, H (C); 03, U2 .001 (.001)

Subtraction W/O regrouping 03, U2, 01; (4.7), 2M, M

Interview 3
Skill

' Understanding
02, 63, 01.7 2M, (C), M
03, 01,.(12, 2M, M, (C)

AddAtion W/O regrouping . 2M, 03, 01, 02, m

Subtraction W regrouping

Interview 4
Skill 03, 01, 2M, 02, H, (C)

Understanding 01, 03, 02, ZM, H, (C)

Place Value 2M, 02, 01, 03, M, (C)

Retention 03, 01, 02, H, 2M, (C)

U3, VA, 01, U2, M

03, 02, H, 2M, Ul

2M, 03, 02, 01, N

.

Teacher Test

CTBS Comp.

- .001 (.001,)

.001 (.001)

.001 (.95)

.98

.001

.64 (.68)

.001 (.96)

.001 (.98)

.001 (.001)

.59

.ocit

The .ordering of the experimental groups is based on a 1 te5 analysis, the
ordering of the control group Is based on the 1 x 6 analysis, probabilities
in parentheses correspond to the 1 x 6 analysis.
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(continued from page 99)

3. Not superior for developing skill and understanding of
addition and subtraction of numbers named by 2-digit numerals
for which regrouping is required.

. 4. Not superior for developing skill and understanding of
addition and subtraction algorithmic processes from 2-
to 3-digit numerals.

0

"

A learning environment defined by a systematic use of one or more
manipulative aids compared to a learning environment in which this is
absent is for second grade children:

1. More effective for developing 2-digit numeration.

2. More effective for developing the skill and understanding
of addition and subtraction of-2-digit,rumbers when no regrouping
is required.

3. Mdre effective for developiiiTthe skill and understanding of
addition and subtraction of 2-digit numbers when. regrouping is
required. . - , , .

, .

4. ,Mdre effective for extending, skill and understanding concerning
2-digit numeration to 3-digit numerals.'

.
I.

In three of the-four interviews.tha children's responses were coded
by the investigator into response categories representing a "level of
numbers concept" suggested by that bihtitior. There were six levels of
behavior identified which suggested one of the following interpretations
'oT -digit (and 3-digit) numerals.

.
.

.

-.

, .

1. As tens and ones; for example, 24 as 2 tens and 4 ones.
z...

' Similarly for 3-digit numerals as hundreds, tens, and ones.

2. As a multiple'of ten and ones; for example, 24 as 20 and 4 ones.
Similarly for 3-digit numerals: as the sum of multiples of one
hundred and of ten and ones.

\

,),

3. As ones; for example, 24 as 24 ones.

4. As separate entities; for example, 24 as a 2 and a 4.

5. As 'tens and ones, 'with .ones greater thad 9; similarly for
3-digit numerals--as hundreds, tens and ones with the number of
tens and ones greater than nine.

6. Other; that is, responses that were not classifiable into
any one of the other categories.
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ksummary of this coded data giving a n er concept index for the

groups is given in Take 32 (given on the folio ing page). The numbers

indicate the mean number of correct responses aaa percent of the total'
number Of attempts for each group.

-

Sclie observations about the collection and interpretation of these
data follow. The coding of these responses was a post hoc type of investi-
gation,i That is, neither the experiment or the evaluations were parti-
cularlyidesigned to generate this data. The coding of this data occurred
as a tepult of observing the responses of children to place value and
additiop and subtraction tasks. It does appear that this might prove to be
a uief91 criterion,00ncerning the evaluation of children's development of
arithmetic concepts. The design of experiments was especially concerned
with: ,(1) careful design of tasks so that children cleArly exhibit beha-
vior tl) suggest a number concept index; (2) investigation of whether certain

methoda of instruction are more effective in developing a "laigh" numbbr
concept index; (3), theoretical work to develbp a means to indicate a number
concept index with appropriate psychoMetriarproperties so'that reliable,
compatison can be made between number concept indices; and (4) the relation--

ship between number concept index and skill and understanding on other

arithmetical tasks andtoncepts. n short, whili the notion of identifying
such a number ponceptipdeRfor children -appears to have potential as a
indicator of mathematical achievement,. considerable refinement of. the, idea
beyond the naive notion presented herein is necessary.

Another Post hoc analysis conducted on the.data derived frpm Inter-
view 1. related to the questions of the relative success for high, middle
and low ability children cibeft resPOnse modes were oral. , manipulative,

or written. Again this analysis was not part of the eiperimental design
but was uggested instead from an information observation that loW ability

phase of instruction as did the high ability children. While'an Analysis
seemed to perform nearly as well during the enactive 'manipulative)

of-data did not support a statement as strong as,this,.it is apparent that,
relative to high ability students, low ability students enjoy a much,
higherduree of success when the response made is manipulative than when
the resp%se made is symbolic. This infwation bears upon teaching prac-

tices in elementary schools. However, 4Tormation available herein is,
of course, tenuous and needs further experimental support.. In particular,
it-is suggested that research be conducted to give indications about the
relative success of high, middle, and low ability students when stimulus
and response modes are presented to children within all sixteen cells cf a
4 x 4 matrix having oral manipulative, pictorial, and symbolic Modes of
stimuli and responses, respectively, cn each 6f the two dimensions of the-

matrix. Also, research should be addressed to identification of factoIa,
in addition to mathematical achievement, which concern the questions of
which of the sixteen stimulus-response modes, best enabler a particular
child to communicate his understanding of a mathematical concept. We need

to keep in mind that some cnildren'e apparent nonsuccess at a given mathe-
matical task might be related to a lack of understanding of the task or
an inability to communicate; the appropriate stimulus- response mode migh,
facilitate both.
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1*

Table

Summary of number Co gept indices foy.3\Interviews 1,
.2, and 4, as a pence t of number of responses coded1

Group Interview Category

Ul

U2

U3

C

Exp 14+2112-

2 3 4 t.;

1 30.4 7.3' 10.1 2,9

2 3.2 ,14,9 3.2 - 26,6

4 8.5 26.8 4.2 5.6- 7.0

3. 40.8 ' .16.3 4.1 6.1

2 0 46.8 0 18.1

4 7,0 32,4 7.0 4.2 '', 8.6

1 18.3 16.9 9.1 2.6

2 0 40.4 4.3 31.9

6.8 26.2 3.9 8.7 10.7

1 44.7 10.6 12.8 4.3

2 0 19.2 5.1 14.9

4 9.7 37.1 0 0 24.2

1 59.6 3.8 1.9 0

2 0 24.3 4.3 10.0

4 0 34.5 0 .1.7

1 27.1 11.9 .18.6 10.1

. 0 14.7 2.9 39.2

4 0 28.3 2.1 11.3 8.1

1 50.5 19.4 9.7 1.01

2 0 3.4 15.8.50,8

.

4 10.9 43.7 -4.6, 5.7 . 15.5

..
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DISCUSSION AND.RECOMMENDATIONS.

As indicated by she brief review ocrelated research as well as the
results of this study, questions about how, the use of manipulative aids
affect the teaching and learning of mathematics have not received definitive
answers. As a result of investigation of the data produced in this tethLng
experiment together with information obtained from many hours of observation
of children and teachers working systematically with manipulative lids, at
least the following Is clear:

hereas,.it ip apparent that the use of manipulative aids does
facilitate children's learning o: mathematics, their use does not by any

' means constitute a panacea for overcoming difficulties in the learning of.
peemathematics, norsare procedures-for the effective use of manipulatives well
'defined. Moreover, the question of whether or not teachers and children use
manipulative aids in the teaching and learning of mathimatics is not to be .

confused with the question of whether the learning, taking place'is rote or
meaningful., 'It is apparent that children can and do engage in rote madipu-
lation of obriectS .as well as rote "manipulation" of symbols. Th3 chances

for meaningful learning areincreased :through the systematic use of manipu-
lativei, but manipulatives do not inherently provide for non -rote learhoeg.
Many will immediately argue that this is a restatement of the obvious. This

la not really the case, since the many questions of.how manipulative aids are
use&by,teachers and children to facilitate learning.are complex, and the
lack of precision in anSwilrs suggested by writers to date greaier than

iMagided.

Although an adult who-;:onsiders the questions of how the manipulation
of objects and symbolism used to record these manipulations are related- mar
observe.clearly the relationship, the same is far less clear for young

children.. The bridge between manipulation of objects to demonstrate
mathematical concepts and the corresponding use of symbolism to record
that manipulation is difficult to make. Moreover,-there exists in the

literature, to the writer's knowledge, no definitive means for ao,comi9.1ishihg
for children a meaningful relationship between the two modes of mathematical

representation. While it is true that many zapeble hildren apparently are

able to ma).e th-s connection, the ability of average and below average
, children to do so is impressively weak.

t'or the purpose of communicating about mathematical ideas at least
'four modes of communiFatica can be identified: oral, pictorial, manipu-

I.ative, and symbolic. LlestionS about how dne or more of the modes cf
learning teaching and communicating can he used to facilitate others have

no,, been addressed. Some writers conjecture that there are readiness
factors related to the ability to meaningfully employ symbolization. If so,
are the readiness fac/ Ors a Matter of maturation or of education? Are

some chil ren's Inabil.ities to deal with mathematical symbolism due eo

a depriv d environment" Would one observe, through systematic bservat .n
or flxperomentatioo. that ::,,irer. whose early ehil3hood was deprive.:

.. neraal" e,pos%:re t(. tne symb,,Lism communi:ation represented by traff!..
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V.

.pigns oLcartoop strips, are the ones who exper4nCe the greatest
'vliffecutty VIth meaningful use of mathematical symbolization?

Linguists have identified distinct stages in children's understanding
of4sentence strpcture, bat` frem the syntax and semantic structure of

Eve'Clark has reported i.'-eresting results about children's
understanding of words by quantity--more 'nd less in particular. Our
observations within the second grade class in wh." h we worked was that as
late as second grade nary children of averase an below average intelli-

.

gence make unusual responses to directions for changing a particular mani-
pulative representative of a 2- or 3-digit nsnber to be 1, 10, or, 100 more
or less. Many children exhibit difficulty About the relationship bet4en
"more" and "add to" and between "less" and "take away .." That is, when
asked to change a display to show "10 more," same children SEjM confused
about whether to increase or decrease the display and also about whether
to use-a representative of 10 or 1. The questions of what and hoW
extensive pre-number experience is necessary tc develop facility with con-
cepts of more, less, and one and ten more and less is a area for fruitful
research in early childhood mathematics educatior. One wonders whether
extensive experience with manipulative ai -a in the context,of making sets

'of more, less, one more, and one less, etc. would be of help.

Also linguists have identified very orderly stages in children's
linguistic development. To this writer's knowledge the question of .

whether teachers of mathematics regularly use linguistic structures which
are comprehended by the age group has not been carefully investigated.
For example, which of the,queition forms: "2 plus 4 is . .", "2 plus 4
is what number ? ". Or "2 and 4 more is . .," i best understood by first
and second grade,. children? Such language usage should be investigated in
the :ontext of abstract'mathematics and also in the context of manipulative
activity, Teachers .are observed to say, "Take five of the blocks away
frOm the 7 units." Does the child hearing this pick tat the words
"5 . . . sway . . .7" and become confused about whether to take away
5 or take away 7? Would a more appropriate sentence structure be, "from
your 7 blocks take away 5 blocks"?

Again thinking of the stages of linguistic development in children
it seems that a comparable development of symbolic language might be
observable. It might be the cate.that many children are expected to
engage in uses'of symbolic language representative of a "linguistic
stage of develoPMentwell beyond where they are developmentally.
Identification and characterization of such stages could prove bene-
ficialtemathemAics education.

Some children are observed to continue to have counting difficulties
on into and beyond second grade. For example, when asked to collat to
determine the number represented by a Dienes blocks display of 3 longs
and 4 units, some children are observed to count 10, 20,,30, 40, 50, 60,
70, or 1, 2, 3, . 7 whiletouching each object in turn. it is
possible via observation and experimentation, to determine whether such
behavior is a result of inadequate counting skills, or perceptual problems
or other learning handicaps? What are appropriate learning activities for
children who exhibit these difficulties?

1. I S
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Some children have considerable difficulty acquiring mathethatical
concepts from pictures. For example, when shown a picture display of a
Dienes blocks representation of the tr'addends 34 and 23, some childten
were observed to do the following in counting to determine the number
represented altogether by the blocks:

10, 20, 30 (stopping and exhibiting behavior to suggest
that he knew he should move to the next set of longs and
count these, but continued counting instead)

10, 20, 30, 31; 32, . (stbFeetng again and exhibiting,

similar behavior.)

What percepturalmaturational or ocher psychological phenomena explaie such
difficulty? Is it perhaps due to inahility to perform mUltiple classificae .

tions? That is: roes the-child once having the 3 longs for 34 classified
as Tart of this set experience difficulty in reclassifying thesejdngi into
a Class containing these 31ongs and the 2 longSfor 23? Peesumablye if a.
child had made this reclassification, he would be able to count 10, 20, 30.4

40, 50, 51, . . 57.

An attempt .was mad!a in this teaching experiment to. incorporate into

the enactive phase of instruction in the 2M group the learning activity
referred to by Witt-rock as generative proCeseing. As indicated herein,

the proposed procedure apparently failid toeaccomplish,this. It is,

however, still a viable conjecture that such generative _processing which
teeluires the learner to go beyond imitative behavioi with the manipulative
aids may, in fact, be the significant variable associated with effective
se of manipulative aids. This may be an essential ac ivity with Manipula-

tive aids to force the child beyond imitative avoid rote activity
with the manipulative, and enhance the abstraction which takes place.from
the manipulative embodiment. To test this conjecture it is suggested that
investigation to conducted so thet the enactive phase of instruction require
children to: (1) Extend their ability to represent certain mathematical
concepts from the manipulative aid first used in demonstration and
practice to a "new" manipulati ve, and (2) Observe and e, plain the way (s;

in which the new manipulative embodies the concepts, and whether or not
and how Ene embodiment features are alike or-different. For.example, if
a child learns via demonieration and practice (imitative behavior) to
represent 34 as 3 longs and 4 units (Dienes blocks); then he would be
required via generative processing -to figure out how to represent 34 .with

another 'manipulative .aid. Sbvioue variables are suggested at this point.
the child can be expected to use 4enerative processing to apply to a
manipulative in the same category or to a manipulation in another category.
New manipulative aids -and thus subsequent generative processing) would
be introduced into the learning environment on a regelar basis. Such gene-

rative ptocesung co,.114,be considered within a uni- or multi - embodimen,.

environment and the relative effective:.' 3 compared.
,
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The teaching, groups for this teaching experimini*were chosen so
that within each group there existed an extreme` range of ability, from
very low to very high. The design of the experiment does not give
indication about whether there are ability by type -<f lid interactions,
or ability by multiplicity-of-aid interactions, etc.

The content of this teaching experiment dealt with the concept of
place value numeration and the use of this concept in addition and 4

subtraction. Basic to the concept of place value numeration is the
systematic grouping of objects. In addition, the ability to use a group .

(ten Objects for base ten numeration) as an entity of one is essential.
related to this is the ability 'to observe that 10 object representatives
of a unit equals 1 objgct representative of ten (i.e., that
t---ieh is 10 ones). There are numerous investigable. questions related
to children's acquisition and understanding of this notion. For etample,
do children more readily ace.lpt 1 ten as equal to 10 oases when the
representative for ten is decomposable, into the 10 ,ones thiewhen the
representative for ten is not decomposable but is in linearmeasdie
equal to 10 ones or when itis,neither deccmposable nor equal in linear
measure to 10 ones?* What age and socioeconomic differences are obsezv-
able concerning the previous questions? What experience differences
are observable? Can children _be taught so they internalize the concept
of 1 ten as equal to 10 ones, of is it related to laturatiooll? If it
is related to maturation, what are some readiness experiences or
indicators related to the acquisition of this motion?'
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U2 - 2 Two-Digit ials Enactive Level 4

L2 - U2f I

Obiective% Learn Hod. displays for two-digit numeral-s.

Childten will, give oral responses to teacperis ranipulatItc
and will gimmaripulatiVe response, to number, read oral!, hA th.

teacher.

Materials7 40 longs and 40 units for each child.
40 longs and V units-for Om teacher.

PrOcedurr. Follow the procedure suggested in CLASS ACIWITIES.

. 7 CLASS IVITIES;

.11

By using Questioot, discussion, =-
tions, direct cam, or whatever
Is comfortable to ytu, DI1 I' THE
CHILDREN TO:

DO

1. Display 9 units., 4%.
prc- THE was.

'Display 10 units._ COUNT THE' BUMS.

Do 1-1 matthing of 9-set with subset
of 10-set.

Point to 10 units ...... ...,..... TELL HOW KkNYI,INtE HERE

Point to 9 units. , ... ..,....... MON-HERE.

TELL THAT TEN IS CiNE SORE 'MAN NINE.

2. Display 10 units., . . .. . COUNT ThE BLOCKS.

Displa), one long. / CALL THkS A WOG.

Line up the units along the long. .... e.4 TELL HOW MANY ITN A LONG,

Point to the long..

Point at the 10 units,......

# TELL THAT THE NV- IBER IN A L(33

IS THE 3t.kE AS Tai

Display 12 units in one ...... . muNT THE BLOCKS AS YOU POINT.

Change the 12 units to one 10-set'
(counting as ;.ou do) and one 2-set.

Po' .it at the 10-set 1.TELL HOW MANY BLOM ARE HERE.

Point at the 2-sez. ........... . AND IC E.

Replace the 10--.et u,!h a long.. .. TELL THAT TWELVE IS A SET CF TEN AND
TWO MORE.



1..2 -U2-1:- 2

Point to the long TELL THAT TWELVE IS ONE TONG

AND TWO ONES.Point to t tic 2 - set

4. Display 14 blocks as one 10-set and a
4-set

Display as one long and .a 4-set

Point at the long and 4-ones

TELL THAT TWELVE IS ONE ANI1

ONI S .

COUNT ALL THE BLOCKS.

TELL WHETHER THEPE IS THE SAME. NUMBER
IN EACH DISPLAY.

TELL HOW MANY ARE HERE.

S. Repeat 3 witlOsckteen, fourteen, eleven and twenty-three

6. Repeat 4 with sixteen', fifteen, and twenty-four

7. Give each child 40 longs and;=40 units.

Display one long and 4 ones

Point to the long and the 4 ones

SHOW THIS MANY WITH SINGLE BLOCKS.

TELL THAT ONE TEN AND 4 ONES IS
FOURTEEN.

Display one lon, and 7 ones SHOW THIS WITH SINGLE BLOCKS.

TELL HOW MANY BLOCKS.

Point to the long TELL HOW MANY IN THIS LONG.

Point to the long. TELL THAT THAT THERE IS ONE TEN

Point to the 7 ones AND SEVEN ONES.

Put out 2 longs and 3 ones

Point to one long

Point to next long

Point to both longs

'Point to the ones

112

PUT DOWN 2 LONGS AND 3 ONES.

TELL HOW MANY THIS IS.

AND THIS.

TEL,... HOW MANY TEN AND TEN IS.

TELL HOW MANY MORE ONES.

TELL THAT ALTOGETHER THERE ARE
PIEVFY- SEVEN.

4



3

Put out 2 longs and 7 ones

Point to one long

Point ,to the next long

Point to both loNI

1.2- 12-1:-3

PUT our 2 Lows

TF1L HOW MAW-1131S

AND THIS.

TELL. TI .N1 TIN AND Th\ I< mxilL.

Point. to the long-; and 7 ones TELL HOW MANY ALTOGEIIILR.

Repeat this sequence with 3 longs and 2 ones.
2 longs and 0 ones.
1 long and 0 ones.

8.

Demonstrate.

Point to one child'S 10-set

Demonstrate'.

Pill' OUT 14 BLOCKS.

MAKE THEM INTO A 'SET' OF TEN AND
4 M3RE.

4

TELL THAT 10 BLOCKS IS. TIC SAME AS
ONE LONG.

REPLACE TEN BLOCKS BY ONE LONG.

TELL THAT FOURTEEN IS ONE TEN AND
FOUR ONES.

TELL kOW MARY ALTO :MI

Demonstrate.

Demonstrate.

Demonstrate.

Point to one 10-set

Point to 2nd 10-set

-PUT OUT 23 BLOCKS.

MAK E A SET OF 10 BLOCKS.

MAKE ANOTHER SET OF 10 BLOCKS.

TELL THAT THOSE 10 ONES ARE THE SAME
AS ONE LONG.

TELL THAT THOSE ARE THE SAME AS ONE
LONG.
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4 - L2-1124I

TELL TUAr TWENTY-TMM IS fl TrNs
IAND TfiRrr. ONES.

T11 L HOh NtAM ALFOCElfa.

Repeat this sequence for 17.

Repeat this sequence fin 27.

,*
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TV

Write 35 on chart.

Turn pige.

Write 53 on chart.

Read this for me.

Read this for ,me. (2)

Write 53.on paper.

Pointing to the 5 -

Pointing to the 3

Interview

You said this (point) is (

Why is it ( )7

What does the 5 mean?

What does tlie,3 mean?

Write 24 on chart.

Hold up card 20 + 4

TV

think of 24 like this -

twenty and four.

lloa, you think of 'twentyfour

some other way.

In

How are you thinking of twenwAle?

linterView

can think of twenty-four like this

(point to card). .twenty,p140 roar:

tilw, you think of twenty-four in

some other way.

51)



TV

Have problem written on chart.

Give student alwo'rksheet.

tens and ones Watch Me, I will fill in the top line.

and (Write 4 tens, and-4 opes)-

I N IN I

,Point to third line.

Point'to 1st blank second

line.

Point to 2nd blank second

line.

Interv'eW

Why did you write () here.

..Why did.you write ( )

Why lid you write ( ).

a. .1w A.AA....

Write 23 on chart.

Turn page.

Write 32 on cr,art.

Turn page

te 33 on chart

Now, I want /ou to write the number

- which is ten more.

Wree the number which is one more.

Writethe number which isoht ten more`.

interview ,

Ho hi up ca

Point to first student

respbnse. Wily is th-1, ten more than this

118. (point to card)?



f
VA.

2

.Holcrup card 32,,

Point to second response. s Why is this ores more than this

-.(pointto.card)?

4--
Hold up .,lard 30

`Point to last response.

"Ale

Wh'y is this one ten.mpre than this

oint't1P ca?t111

. f

Have.3 boxes wit/1*i° pLeces

in each. box on

table.

Open each box and show to

student.'

Put 3 boxes in a bag,

L

TV -

r

SeA, there are 10 pieces of candy in

this box.

1 put 3 boxes of 10 candies in the

bag.

'write on your paper, how makty pieces

of candy are in the .bag.

Interview

Tell me, how many pieces of candy

are in the beg?

How do you know?

Display all aids

Point to the aids.

TV

Choose one of these to show the

number.twenty-threg.

,
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interview.

Let student select aid.

When student-finishes, say

What number did she say?

01'

Point to the student's work. Why does this show ( 47

. ,

Etisplayra.11aids.

'Write 32 on board.:

Point to aids.

TV

41,

I want you to use one.of these to

show this number.

Interview

Let student select aid.

When student finishes,

hold up card with 32. What number is this?

Point to student's work. Why does this show ( )?

Interview

?lace 5. cups with 10 pieces of

candy in each and 10 single

pieces of candy on the table.

La) Pointing with sweeping

motion to aid Show me with these 27.

successful, go to question
(b)

unsuccessful, show 27.

(b) Xclinting with s,weeping

motion to aid Sh& (4 the number which is one more.
120
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successful, go to (0'.

unsuccessful, show 28.

(c) -What is the number?

(d) Pointing to aid ' Show-me the number wfiich 7s 10 more,

successful, go m (e)

(e)

unsuccessful, show 38.

What. Is the number?



EvaluatiOn: T-1' 'PMDC 1975-6

Numerailon (2-digit\ Video
.

.. Student School interviewer Group '-

....99919...19

Read 35 as

Read 53 as

(1) Why 53 ( )

5 means

3 means

een s and ones

(b) and (c)
(3)

Why (a)

Why (b)

Why (c)

ten ieore than 20: wrote Why

(4) one more then 32: wrote Why

one ten more than 30; wrote Why

J .



Evaluation: T-I

Numeration (2-digit)

Page 2

Student

How many pieces

(.5) of candy?

Now knows

(6)

wrote

said 146'-

Aid chosen S UBGAC
I

Configuration

Why 23

- Aid chosen S ti

(7)

Configuration

Number read

Why ( )

I

G A



z-

44

Pagt; 3

(8) Showed 27 Yes No

Showed 28 Yes No

Read 28 - Yes No

Showed 38 Yes No

Read 38 Yes No

1

1

t
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T-1 Txa hat ion 11: kld:i t ion, f;ubtr....-.1 0r -r 12i t nturi

Prciikas 1.0: 1) E. 2) 30 '3) 10
+23 4-40 +23

*owe. ...N.

(Ave rhe sm,lent tht
..erin the 11 t
page raid
prelileas

. PC;if:g

*ft*

Wir.-t is 1.:.e

vcr,

r

Poi

1;s:), gC : -} I

.

171.;

5) 46 C) 27
+23 435

1-
ric..,°1)1cf.:v unc,, t.-arp Ui
ri 11. U°03 Wit":11.

,/ ,)

0\
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"a.

llroblms. 11 15.

WircctOns prohl=s.arc orally. NC writjon useJ.

ma. Do thi:L2212m ip your 1::.10: 24

128

b. cl 4ot th..1 attr-r.

12.a. 'Ulf; stu4ent. a bag ,-,q1:1 23 pencils

I-have

YAEI ha",, enc,As

c. How Innv pencils do we twether?

-he answor.

13.a. s*-Ial,,,nt ha ::1,1; ccnts, C Clocsd.

v.

in ivy

C CE1`,7'S 27, . .1 Vea

14.a.

15

111

;70, .

in vcv: he?: ;:7iv

;%12 '""st )(P. :711-c

...:4,tte .:" .at

,Ith :" a-, .7..ns.ed.

v. 1,(;7..x!,.

d

+

s. .1 r

4



le..1.1,4mt a. Igoli4 1,et. s!-ol,:in,3: pActu`rt,..of. an affil used with hi /her
!or g3.11,4.)sli and 2A use an aLo,:us and Tliews bloas with both pi:61er*.

o,f5

1. Write a Pre:110:1 flint $1,00.5 Vitil this pictu..1.

2, Bow can- ton that th'e rob1en2w.r11) the picture?

iqr-s

5_9.;:s ,10 beans in ea,.f..1. cuf,, 10 loose beans and the
inacitet. _

Recd the,,r.,01:aera.

2. `Slew Ind-with-these howlou york the 'prObIem.

. What is the ,Ernsw
, -

v .

Probin.. Is :1`,.-.:;-21

..........

1t1 G th a vcri,s!,".ec. the Manipulative aid used with. hisfh,,.r
grotip. For arx cups use the-bbacus for problem 20; sticks for
prohlati 21,

"11
1. Iler32, tht.. trol;:em.

2. prol;Iem jzo with e. p. picture?

'11 J11:m- it goes with the picture.

L. T. F no; -,-.:11a,:5.70 to make right:

129
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..... . , =4

paclot to, the s.tudent: Point to 1.)o.:tOm problem.

1. 'Thi...:2b1eat is harder for lx). to work.

2. Can you telLnLe vi2LI think it is harder?

-

24)

stu.lillt the order nocket.,

4. .

4,

130

25)

eillee

.27

roricN directions ;;ixon below.,

1.. Read -the numbers.-

Box .the number wh.ich i 'thore.

b. (25) Circle .the number less.

. Tell rie how rad you lmow that , -'was more (less)':......"....._
. .

. ,---.4.,

I . :'
, .

.
..i. . 9 " " e

. e

4: Write one of the (show Card with > awl <) hA (.)nir-)

to. mFió it true.

5.-(25 only) Give the stbdents the 'manipulative aid(s) used in
2

(one of theSe)his/her group. Show lie with ti2

why jis less than -.

"

eee

142
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Individual Testing

Item 1. (1) -Read this. ( 7"/ ....4

3
. (2) Use these (or one of these) to show'plis.

If no response: a. Show this (point to 3 tens)

b. Show this (point to 15 ones)

(3) Altogether these show what number?

(4) Can you make it so there are more tens?

(5) Explain it-to me.

(6) What number is this now?

(Look for evidence of trade cf ten ones for 1 ten)

Item 2.

Item 3.

(1) Read this. ,e ns ont5

Y
(2) Use these (or one of these) to show this.

(3) The (aids) showlAithufflterl

(4) Can you use
t
hese to show (number) in another way?

If no response: can you, make more ones?

(5) The (aids) show what number?-

( ) Use these (or one of these) and show me hoW to work
this problem. ( -54.\ 1

q5

(2)--What is fhe answer.

Item 4. Same as Item 3

Item S.

( )

(1) Read this problem. (c/7
ir-21

(2) Do it.

(3) Read the answer.

(4) Tell me how you did it.

Item 6.. Same as Item S. ( 7

114
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.TEST' No. 3 Tl -2- April 1976

Item. 7. Materials: 6 aon-transparent cups with covers,
10 beans in each cup, 20 loose beans,'

and one empty cup.

M.. There are ten beans in this cup, ten beans in this cup, etc.'

(2) Here are some loose beans.

(3) Use the beans to work the problem. ".

,f 2 I
(4) What is the answer?

Item 8. Same as Item 7. -Y2)
T -

Item 9. (1) Read this problem a"

;

':.i)

(2) IS the answer right? -7-7 /
, ...;1,,,

(3) Explain.

Item 10. Same as Item 9. ,

13
-aG)

134

IE items S and 6 were done wrong,
ask to use aids.

Item S. Show each number with aids,
then sum

-r

Item 6. Show the ilrst number
(2) Finish thy: problem with the aids

115
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TEST No. 4 Ti

Individual Testing

It, em 1. (1) Read this.

(2) Use these (or one of these) to sh6w this.

Item 2.

1

If no response: a. Show this (point to 2
hundreds)

b. Show this (point to 13 tens)

Show this (point to 4 ones)

(3) Altoge.ner these show what number?

(4) Can you make it so there tare more hundreds?

(5) Explain it,to me.

(6) What number is this now? ,'

(Look for evidence of trade of ten tens'for one
hundred)

(1) Read this.

(2) Use these (or one of these) to show this.

(3) These (point to aids) show what number?

(4) -Can you make it so there are more tens?

(5) These show what number?

Item (1) Use these (or one of these) and show me how to
work this problem.

(2) What is the answer?

Item 4. Same as Item 3.

Items. Same. as Item 3.

Item 6. Same as Item 3.

Item 7. (1) Read this problem.

(2) Do it.

(3) Read the answer.

(4) Tell me how you did it.

Item 8. Same as Item 7.

1 4

ti
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TEST No.. 4 Ti -2- -June 1976

Item 9. Materials: 16 large 100-bean bags

26 small 10-bean bags

32 single beans

(1) There are 100 beans in ea-ch or these large bags.- 410 ,beans in each of, these small bags and here
are loose beans.

(2) Use the beans to work the problem.

item 1.1). Same as Item 9.

.Item 11. (1,) Is this right?
(2) Explain this to me.

ItemA2. (1) Do these (point to Card 12a) show this number
(point to 156 on, Card 12b)'

(2) Explain this to me.
Item 13. (1) What-is ten more than 137'

(2) Explain.

Item 14. (1) What is ten less than 2-53?

(2) Explain.

Item 15. (1) This is 150 (point to 150 on Card 15).
(2) How many tens?

138

If no enswer: Use the 10-bean bags to show me this.

11L
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